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Erps to be
Director of
Campus
Ministry

Arts Festival Showcases BC Creativity
By Kelly McMahon

HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

The second annual Boston CollegeArts Festival, exhibiting the artwork of both students and
faculty, opened with a ceremony in O'Neill
Plaza last Thursday. The two-dayevent included
performances by musicians, visual artists, filmmakers, writers and performing artists around
campus. In addition, extended hours of the
McMullen Museum of Art's exhibit, "Fragmented Devotion: Medieval Objects from the
Schnutgen Museum, Cologne" were implemented.
Jeffery Howe, Chairman of the Boston College Arts Council and associate professor of Fine
Arts, began the opening ceremony bythanking
those involved in planning the two-day event,
stating that "it's really a wonderful thing to see
this coming together into a larger dimension."
According to Howe, over 800 people were involved in this year's festival.
University President William P. Leahy, SJ,
added that the arts historically have been essential to the Jesuits' mission, evident especially in
the performing arts. He spoke of those who organized this year's event and those who coordinate arts programs at BC, "their dedication to

By Lacy

O'Toole

HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

See FESTIVAL, A9

Boston College's second annual Arts Festival was held last Thursday and Friday.

Chancellor Monan: A Study
in Quiet Leadership

HEIGHTS PHOTO/CARYLAT

Rev. James D. Erps, SJ, has been named as
Boston College's new director of campus ministry, effective August 1 of this year. Erps, currently the director of campus ministry at Loyola
Law School in Los Angeles is a member of the
California Province of the Society of Jesus and
has previously held the role of Newman chaplain and the director of Catholic campus ministry at Stanford University. He succeeds Rev.
Richard deary, SJ, who will be retiring at the
end of this semester.
"Father Erps has a wonderful pastoral sense
and helping people to grow in their faith has
long been important to him," said University
President William P. Leahy, SJ, in appointing
Erps. "I am delighted that he will be coming to
BC."

See MINISTRY, A8

Education Secretary to
Keynote Commencement
By Kelly

McMahon

HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

United States Secretary of Education Richard W. Riley will deliver the keynote address at
Boston College's 1.24th Commencement Exercises on May 22 in Alumni Stadium. Riley has
worked to raise national higher education standards, and has also expanded federal grant and
loan programs.
Honorary degrees will be awarded at Commencement to Cardinal Jaime Ortega, Archbishop of Havana, Cuba; Kip Tieman, founder
of the Rosie's Place shelter; NBC President and
CEO Robert C. Wright and Fayette Long, a
teacher at Cathedral High School in Boston.
According to David Warren, president ofthe
National Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities, Riley is an example of "how
A former govgood character can create
ernor of South Carolina from 1979 to 1987,
Riley's popularity was such that the people of
the state amended its constitution so that he
mightrun for a second term.
After winning national recognition for his
efforts to improve education in South Carolina,
in 1992 President Clinton selected Riley to be a
Cabinet member. He has since launched initiatives to raise academic standards, to improve
education for the poor and disadvantaged, expand career preparation and improve teacher

quality.
PHOTO COURTESYOF THE IMPROPER BOSTONIAN

During Clinton's second term, Riley has
to give
schools and libraries discounts for Internet ac-

Father J. Donald Monan, SJ, portrayed here in the November 3, 1999 issue of The Improper Bostonian as
one of the most powerful men in Boston.
By

Jim O'Sullivan

HEIGHTS EDITOR

It is not unintimidating to walk into the Chancellor's office in Bapst
Library. There's some sort of panel with a blinking green light,probably
a security measure. Not knowinghow to enter, the visitor is greeted upon
entry by Ms. Bronwyn Lamont, a pleasant woman who has the unenviable job of keepingFather Monan's schedule in order.
The inner office is nothing if not spacious, and a study in contrasts.
It mirrors both the traditional Jesuit values and the aggressive progress

helped win an historic ruling by the FCC

which Monan, 76, has brought to Boston College; there are pictures of
Monan's mother and father, stained glass depictions of statesmen, thinkers, essayists and then a big-screen TV and Aiwa speakers.
Father Monan himself is wearing neither his vestments nor the Roman collar characteristc of Catholic priests. He appears relaxed and
invites his visitor to take a seat. He's done this before, one gets the
feeling. As former President of Boston College and one of the most
powerful men in the city, he's been interviewed a few times.

See LEADER,

CI

Panel Debates Environmental Issues

and telecommunications services. He
also has organized programs such as
the"America Reads Challenge" to
cess

Sarah Towne

HEIGHTS STAFF

In celebration of Earth Day 2000, a panel
discussion was presented last Wednesday entitled "Global Climate Change,Can You Believe
the Hype?" Earth Day was started in 1970 and
has been celebrated every April 22 since then.
This year, the focus of Earth Day was on climate change and addressing it as both a scien-
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tific and political problem.
Professor Kevin Harrison of the Boston College Department of Geology and Geophysics
moderated the discussion. He began by giving
a brief overview of the greenhouse effect and
some its causes and the ways we are dealing
with the problem today. Harrison explained that
there is both a naturally occurring and a human
created greenhouse effect. This is caused by infrared radiation that gets trapped by the green-
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house gasses in the atmosphere. Some greenhouse gasses include water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, ozone and CFC's.
While CFC's are entirely human-produced,
carbon dioxide and methane are naturally occurring in the atmosphere; however, humans
have increased the amount in the atmosphere
today. Two human factors are mainly attributed

See EARTH, A2
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Richard W. Riley will deliver the
keynote address at this year's Commencement exercises.
encourage independentreading, and is seeking
national reading and math testing to
improve standards. Riley has also worked to
assist needy and middle-income families with
the cost of a college education. Riley has declined toreceive an honorary degree, as he does
this type of honor.
accept
not
Cardinal Jaime Ortega was appointed by
Pope JohnPaul IIin 1994 as Cuba's first Cardinal in three decades. In a nation where the
Church is one of the few institutions outside

See KEYNOTE,

By

Chris Faolani

Congressman John Tierney spoke on
"Higher Education in an Election Year" as part
of the Leaders in Higher Education speaker series in Cushing Hall last Thursday. Tierney, who
represents the sixth district of Massachusetts,
serves on the House Committee on Education
and the Workforce as well as the subcommittee
on Post-secondary Education, Training and Life.Long Learning-

The lecture focused upon Tierney's ideas on
what the government must begin to do to keep
the United States competitive in terms of education, emphasizing what he believes the
government's attitude towards education should
be.
The Higher Education Alumni Council,
which sponsored the event, is a group of alumni
and current students who try to establish communication and networking between students,

see TIERNEY, A9
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BC Joins the
WRC
facturers and the federal government.
The WRC is still taking shape but it has
the participation of students and orgaIn order to further combat the probnized labor. We feel that the two groups
lem of sweatshop labor, Boston College complement each other and they both
has joined the Workers Rights Consordeserve the chance to see whether they
can improve the condition of appareltium (WRC). As a member of this organization, BC will work with other industry workers," said Vice President
universities in guaranteeing the rights for Mission and Ministry Joseph
Appleyard, SJ.
of apparel workers in emerging nations
to engage in collective bargaining.
BC's move to join the WRC comes
BC sent three representatives to the amidst complaint that the FLA is not
WRC organizational meeting in New effective due to corporate involvement.
Currently, the FLA gives factories adYork City last week. The representatives were two students. Alex Cheney, vance warningof inspections while the
A&S'o2,andEllenColleran,A&S'ol, WRC will not. "Personally. I think the
and professor oflaw Francis Herrmann. FLA is inherently flawed in that there
SJ. The BC delegation was one of 30 is so much corporate involvement in the
that were sent from institutions across structure itself. Also, not a lot can be
the country. To date, 44 colleges and done to protect workers when its monitoring system is so nominal and ultiuniversities have joined the consortium.
mately controlled by the companies.
"I think that it is definitely a positive step that BC joined the WRC now. The idea behind the WRC is to be a truly
Since we joined so early. BC can have independentorganization that uses sura major impact on the way the WRC is
prise inspections in order to ensure fair
organized," said Deborah Piatelli,
labor practices."' Cheney said.
GSA&S '07 and member of United StuAnother difference between the
dents Against Sweatshops.
WRC and the FLA is that WRC orgaWhile BC joined the WRC with nizers want to maintain connections
little administrative resistance, the stuwith local labor organizations so the
dents at many other universities had to factory workers can report violations
putpressure on their respective adminimmediately instead of being forced to
istrations before they would
to
wait for FLA monitors to come and injoin the consortium. "I was happy that spect conditions.
we were able to peacefully persuade BC
Next fall, the Peace and Justice
to join the WRC. I got the impression Coalition is undergoing changes to althat the debate over the WRC was very low more people to become involved
hostile at other schools. I am proud that with the sweatshop issue. One major
the students, administrators and faculty change is the establishment of a more
at Boston College were able to work formalized board of students that will
together in this process. But it should serve in a capacity where they will have
be remembered that it was successful
direct input as to how the WRC is
because of student pressure and diliformed. "We also want to provide other
gence," Cheney said.
avenues for students to become inIn addition to the WRC, BC is a volved in the international aspects of
member of the Fair Labor Association the sweatshop problem.*" Piatelli said.
(FLA). The FLA is similar to the WRC
"The WRC is just one small orgain that it is committed to establishing nization that is making a very large and
and monitoring labor standards for teximportant step in trying to take power
tile workers, but "[they] take different away from the undemocratic corporate
approaches to monitoring. The FLA is structures and put it in the hands of the
the larger organization and, at this point, people. It is certainly a step in the right
has more resources and includes manudirection." Cheney said.
By

Chris Fagiani
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Earth Day Prompts Discussion
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to the rise in greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere today.
The exponential population growth
that the planet is experiencing is a big
factor. The world's population in 1990
was 5.3 billion people and today is just

six billion. The increase in population leads to the next human factor in
the rise of greenhouse gases; the consumption of energy. As people today
attempt to raise their standard of living, the amount of energy they use also
rises. Since burning fossil fuels produces a good deal of this energy, the
amount of fossil fuels in the atmosphere
has increased. It has been studied and
proven that the average temperature of
the earth is indeed rising. However, it
is not known if this rise is significant,
and whether it is of natural or human
over

causes.

Professor Harrison also introduced
the two other speakers on the panel,
climate change experts Andrew Solow,

standards even thoughthe government
is not requiring it. One example of this
is the City of Newton, a member of the
International Council for Local Rnvironmental Initiatives. The Council has
been working since 1997 to reuuce the
amountof greenhouse gasses produced
in their community,
Moomaw ended his section of the
discussion by saying that the way for
us to help in the struggle with greenhouse gasses is through "implementation without ratification."" as Newton
has done. It would help if all communities took it upon themselves to work
for environmental betterment,
Moomaw said.
The next speaker, Andrew Solow,
held a rather different view from
Moomaw. Solow used the example of
the Vietnam War to help the audience
look ut the greenhouse effect. He said
that Earth Day was first celebrated in
1970 during the height of the war and
had many things in common with it. He
said that, as a young person during Viet-

HFIGHTSPHOTO/ALBKRIWANG

A panel of professionals spoke in celebration of Earth Day 2000.
director of the Woods Hole Marine
Policy Center, and William Moomaw,
a professor at the Tufts University
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
Professor Moomaw spoke primarily on
some of the causes of the greenhouse
effect noting that they were in fact due
almost entirely to human activities.
Moomaw gave an analogy to help
the audience understand the way huand

mans

governments

HEIGHTSPHOTO/ALBERT WANG

Earth Day speakers educated the BC community.
nam, he learned to mistrust simple stories told to him by the government. He

cited the myth of the Communist
domino effect in Southeast Asia, which
did not happen after the Vietnam War.
He proposed that the greenhouse effect
may be just another of those stories told
to us by the government that may not
be as simple as we think.
Solow proposed that one must think
of four things when dealing with the
greenhouse effect. First of all, he said
that the effect of our behavior on the
climate system should be considered.
He explained that global warming is
real, but the details surrounding it are
not known.
He said that every year, there are
global wanning horror stories that have
no basis in science and just don't come
true. He believes that policy should not
be based on speculation, which is just
what these stories are,
Secondly, he said that we should
consider the effect of climate change
on our society. He believes that the economic effects on developed countries
like our own will be minimal, but the
effect on developing countries will be

much worse. Thirdly, he believes we
should look at the proposed cost of action. He said that the rapid large scale
reductions it would take to lower greenhouse gasses are extremely costly and
would
"make
the
Great
Depression look like a walk in the
park."
Lastly, he said that we should look
at how the rate of return would

compare with the expenses. He said that
in looking at it in this way the issues
"falls down."
The rate of return for reducing poverty or improving health or reducing
other air pollution would all be much
higher than the rate of return for reducing the greenhouse gasses.
Solow also did not support the idea
that smaller community initiatives
would be beneficial. He feels that the
large-scale measures necessary to fix
this problemare not currently feasible.
The presentation was followed by
a question and answer period. It
touched on issues such as technology
transfer for developing countries and
the lack of leadership on this issue in
democratic societies.

have ap-

proached the problem of the environment, He likened it to a car driving in
fog towards a yellow tight that may or
may not mean that the bridge behind it

is

out.

He said that the driver has three

options. He or she can either stop
quickly and risk being hit from behind,
proceed at the same speed and hope all
is well up ahead, or speed up in order
to get there faster and find out. He said
that the world has been choosing option three, pollutingthe environment at
fast rate.
Moomaw also spoke of a 1997 in-

ternational treaty to establish common
standards for the production of greenhouse gases. The United States has not
ratified this treaty. "Our national government is failing us on this issue,"
stated Moomaw in response. However.
some communities and institutions are
taking it upon themselves to meet the

HEIGHTSPHOTO/CARY LAT

Asian Culture Night

The 11th annual Asian Culture Night took place Saturday evening in the Cabaret Room of
Vanderslice Hall. The event included a buffet dinner of traditional Asian cuisine, an introduction
to the Asian Caucus, and student performances.
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Goff and Burnett Reflect
On Their Year in Office
By

Chris Fagiani

HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS

EDITOR

With the year coming to a close. The
Heights had an opportunity to sit down
with UGBC President Christopher
Goff, CSOM '00, and Vice President
Alvin Barnett. A&S '01, to look back
at their year in office. Overall, the pair
classified their term as productive and
theyexpressed satisfaction with the way

HEIGHTS riLE PHOTO

Chris Goff and Alvin Barnett look back on their year as UGBC
President and Executive Vice President.

their administration was run.
"What I am the most proud about
is the way we brought issues to our administration and to the Board of Trustees," said Goff. "I think we dealt with
pertinent issues that the student body
wanted to be addressed, and I think that
we brought those issues in the right way
to the right people."
"Like no other administration before us, we really utilized our time, particularly with the Board of Trustees to
really bring up some issues that have
been plaguing the student body for a
long time, and I think we brought them
to [the Board of Trustees] in a very professional way," agreed Barnett.

AHANA Grads Increase
By Paul

Crocetti

HEIGHTS EDITOR

In 1997. eighty-four percent of
AHANA students graduated from Boston College, a rate that is eight points
higher than the previous year's, and almost 30 points better than the average
graduation rale across die country. Also,
for the first time, African-Americans.
Latinos and Asian-Americans all graduated at a rate higher than 80 percent.
"This speaks to the fact that these
students have a good experience here
and graduate on time," said John
Mahoney, Director of the Office of
Undergraduate Admissions.
"BC consistently has had very solid
graduation rates for AHANA and all
students. There's no fluctuation (here,
but this is extremely significant because

it shows the great success in the increasing number of AHANA students at
BC," he said.
According to Mahoney. this year's
current freshman class has the largest
percentage of AHANA students to be
enrolled at BC. at 24 percent, or about
550 students. That number is up from
the other three classes, which have
around 450 AHANA students each.
"We're hopeful that next year's incoming class will also be around one
quarter AHANA students," Mahoney
said.
Mahoney said he believes that rising graduation rates can help sway prospective AHANA students. "From a recruiting standpoint, it's great because,
since we have such top notch AHANA
students, we can point those figures to
possible new ones," he said.

Dean of Faculties John Neuhauser
said that the figures are the hard work
of a variety of people at BC. "Many
individuals have done a terrific jobover
the years in assuring that our AHANA
students are as prepared and successful
as is possible," he said. "The programs
of Don Brown, Dan Bunch and Fema
Phillips, to name just a few, have had
demonstrable effects on student success."
Neuhauser also pointed much of his
praise towards the work of AHANA
students themselves. "The students
themselves deserve a large measure of
the credit," he said. "Obviously we are
delighted with the AHANA graduation
rates,

althoughthey are not unexpected.

This is good news for all at Boston
College, and it only forecasts even
greater success in the future."

See TERM, A5

A&S Names McCarthy Winners
By

Chris Fagiani

HEIGH FS ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The College of Arts and Sciences
held their annual Scholar of the College dinner last Tuesday. The event
showcased the 26 ditferent projects students undertook for Scholar of the College honors. This year's winners of the
John McCarthy Prize for the best
projects in the categories of social sciences, history, humanities and the natural sciences.
The Scholar of the College program
involves an extended research project
thai eau he undertaken hy seniors who
end their junioryear with at least a 3.7

GPA and secure an advisor and departmental approval for their project. A
faculty panel dial included Rev. Carney
Gavin, who was Boston College's first
Scholar of the College, chose which
projects would be honored with the
award.
This year's winner for the humanities was Kalinaßrabeck,A&S'oo. Her
project, entitled "Rigoberta Menchu
and the Question of Truth/Construction
of Memory," was a study of human
rights violations in Guatemala using the
writings of Rigoberta Menchu.
The winner in the natural sciences
was Sabrina Brzostek, A&S '00. She
studied the role of acetylation and

decetylation in the deposition of histone
into the nucleosome in a project entitled: "Analysis of Histone
Deacetylation During Nucleosome Assembly in Human Cells."

There were two winners in the social sciences and history category this
year. James David was honored for his
project examining factors that contributed to Zachary Taylor's rise to the
Presidency, while Elizabeth Grande's
study of public responses to the introduction of geneticallymodified food in
the US and Great Britain was also recognized.

The McCarthy prize recipients will
receive their award at commencement.

HEIGHTSPHOTO/JAMESGALLAGHER

Springfest 2000, sponsored by the Residence Hall
Council, was held in the Dustbowl last Friday.
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Congratulations Seniors!!!
The Boston College Career Center is herefor youafter
.

services including:

Appointments and Drop-Ins with career counselors
The Career Advisory Network, an online database of alumiii
"willing to speak with alumni and students about their
career fields
?Online job listings posted on JOBTRAK
Reciprocity with career centers beyond 50 miles of Boston
?

?
'

'

?

?College
?
?

Career Events for Alumni
Evening Hours during the academic year

To learn more about any of our services, visit the
Career Center website at
http://careercenter.bc.edu
Are you planning on living in the Boston area after
graduation? Visit the Boston College Young Alumni Club

website www.bc.edu/yac
For those of you heading out of state, there are over 40
regional clubs you can join. To learn more, visit the Alumni
.

Associationwebsiteatwww.bc.edu/alumni
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Secretary ofEducation to Gergen Discusses the
Give Keynote Address
Media in Politics
Continued

from
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government control. Cardinal Onega
has led a grassroots reawakening that

has revived interest in the priesthood
and drawn thousands of Cubans back
to the Church. Analysts say that under
Cardinal Ortega, the Church in Cuba
has grown to the point that it rivals the
government's power and persuasion.
He will be presented with an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree at Commencement.

Kip Tiernan will receive an honorary Doctor of Letters degree. She has
previously held a career in advertising,
during which she earned the coveted
McGraw-Hill award. Tieman. at the
same time, began working with the
homeless through St. Philip's/Warwick

house. In 1974, she founded the first
drop-in emergency shelter for women

in the United States, known as Rosie's
Place. Tiernan also founded the Boston Food Bank and co-founded the
Boston Women's Health Fund, Health
Care for the Homeless and Community
Works.
Robert C. Wright, the longest-serving president of a television broadcasting company in history, was appointed
president and CEO of the National
Broadcasting Co. in 1986. A graduate
of Chaminade High School in Mineola,
NY, and College of the Holy Cross in
Worcester. MA, Wright received his law
degree from the University of Virginia.
During Wright's leadership, NBC has
expanded its influence in cable, including a partnership with Microsoft; and

has become a presence in international
markets; with NBC Europe and NBC
Asia. He was inducted into the Broadcasting and Cable Hall of Fame in 1996,
and in 1997 received the Gold Medal
award for industry leadership from the
International Radio and Television Society Foundation. Wright will be presented with an honorary Doctor of Laws

According to Goff and Barnett, the
presentations given to the Board of
Trustees were very effective in conveying student concerns. "People have

come up to us and said that these have
been the best presentations UGBC has
ever given. I think we are really going
to see some drastic changes within this
institution because of those changes,"
said Barnett.
Goff agreed with this statement by
citing their success with the increased
support for volunteer groups on campus. "We talked about the need for us
as a university to really give to our student volunteers the support they needed.
We have been promised by Father
Leahy and the Buildingsand Properties
Committee of the Board of Trustees that
the first house that becomes available
on College Road will be bought and
designated for the use by our volunteer
organizations." Goff said.
Goff said that the two major UGBC
concerts this year were successes, but
what stood out as their biggest acccim-

'

plishment is "the way we have been able
toraise serious issues like diversity with
things like Diversity Month." He went
on to describe how Diversity Month
was effective since it served to create

and maintain conversation between students, administrators, faculty and staff.
"This semester we have put an emphasis on issues of difference. Not just
racial, but sexual orientation and gender. I think the way we brought up these

serious issues and brought people together is one of the highlights of our
administration," said Goff.
The issue of including sexual orientation in the University's non-discrimination clause was a large issue for
the pair this year. Barnett stated that
their administration took an important
step by bringingit to the administration
and the Board of Trustees. "It was imin the sense that now the administration and Father Leahy know
(hat it is a major concern and that we
demand an answer." Goff expanded on
this by saying that UGBC is currently
waiting for a response from the President and the Board of Trustees on this
portant

''

Michael Teevan
HEIGHTS EDITOR

David Gergen, editor-at-large of
U.S. News and World Report and
former longtime White House official
and Presidential adviser, spoke to the
communications departmentclasses of
Professor Mimi Goss last Tuesday afdegree.
ternoon in Lyons Hall.
Fayette Long has taught computer
Introduced by Goss as "the commutechnology and business law at Cathenications expert in this country." Gergen
dral High School for 20 years. Cathediscussed his career in government and
dral High School Principal Mary Kay
Brady has praised the Fall River native the importance of the press.
"The White House pays an enoras "a woman of great faith," and an active member of her Baptist church. mous amount of attention to the press
it's that important," Gergen said.
Boston College will present Long with
"Through the press corps, you persuade
an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
people to take your position."
degree.
He also related experiences from
his wide-ranging career in politics and
journalism. Gergen, a native of North
Carolina and currently a professor at
Harvard's Kennedy School of Governtopic. "At the very least, it is a way for
ment, has worked for four Presidents,
us to keep the conversation alive. Also,
most recently as Counselor to President
it is a way to show that we as students Clinton during his first term. He has
are reaching out to all members of our
also served in various other capacities,
community," said Goff.
including White House Director of
While they were satisfied with their Communications, under Presidents
administration overall, their term was Nixon, Ford and Reagan.
not without disappointments. They acGergen discussed his first-hand
knowledged that change comes slowly view of the events of Watergate, the
and that it would have been impossible "hardest dilemma" he said he has ever
to achieve everything in only one year.
faced. A speechwriter for President
Among that which the pair was unable Nixon at that time, Gergen said that he
to see significant results this year was
and his colleagues were torn between
the expansion of meal plan options. loyalty and the search for truth.
While they did take steps to get the ad"At first, we totally believed
ministration to expand the options given [Nixon]," he said. "The cover-up
to students, they were unable to get the
worked better inside the White House
University to implement their ideas. than anywhere else."
Goff stated that he feels this is an imGergen recounted the time when he
portant issue and it must be addressed
and his White House co-workers gathuntil changes are made.
ered and watched Senator Sam Ervin's
Watergate Congressional hearings. The
Barnett classified the lack of stugroup saw Alexander Butterfield testify
dent input in major decisions as the biggest disappointment he had at the end
that there was a taping system in place
of his term as Vice President. "Whether in the Oval Office. Gergen said that he
you are talking about Dunkin' Donuts and others were thrilled at the disclosure; others, from "blue collar" backSee BARNETT, A8 grounds, were horrified, fearing
the

Goff Calls Term a Success
CONTINUED FROM A3
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would come from the tapes.
"Street experience does matter,"
Gergen said.
He considered resignation at several times, but refused to do so until
President Nixon admitted that he had
lied. "What the President does influences everybody else. He sets the standard. If you have a President who is
willing to lie, everybody is willing to
lie." he said.
Referring to the source whose information helpedbringWatergate to the
public's attention, Gergen mentioned
the opinion of former White House
Counsel John Dean, one of the key figures of the scandal. "John Dean thinks
I' m Deep Throat.There are enoughcandidates to fill Fenway Park," joked
Gergen, who, like Washington Post
Watergate reporter Bob Woodward, is
a graduate of Vale.
Gergen added that one of his greatest conflicts of interest while working
at the White House often fell out of the
realm of the political. "The hardest
questionspertain to the personal behavior of the President," he said.
FollowingWatergate, Gergen said
that he and his colleagues feared they
would never work again, likening members of the Nixon administration to
players in the Chicago Black Sox scandal in 1919. Gergen, however, resumed
his work at The White House, followed
by years with U.S. News and PBS.
Gergen also addressed several
pressing issues that entwine government, journalism and the media. The
Elian Gonzalez case, for instance, has
posed significant questions. Gergen,
who wrote the May 1 U.S. News editorial that criticized the US government's
handling of the case, said that the Associated Press picture of a federal
agent's gun pointed at the boy hasraised
importantissues. Gergen said that newspapers across the country had to decide
whether that photo or the one of the boy
and his father was more representative
of the truth of the story. The Boston
Globe ran the one with the eun as its
worst

WWM^»M^

David Gergen, editor-at-large
of U.S. News and World
Report spoke to BC students.
main photo, while The New York Times
chose to publish the picture of the reunion.
"That struggle goes on between
governmentand the press all the time,"
Gergen said.
He said that a news phenomenon,
even one as huge as the Elian case,
eventually fades like any other story.
"[The media] gets through the saga
and then they're not interested anymore.
They move on," he said.
Leonardo DiCaprio's infamous recent interview with President Clinton
for an ABC Earth Day special has
caused headaches in the journalistic
community, he added.
"He antagonized everyone at ABC
because he took their interview,"
Gergen said.
He also said that his shifts between
political and journalistic careers are
typical of many people in his position.
However, he realized that this "revolving door" could come across as a conflict of interest to viewers. For instance,
he said that the situation of former
George
Clinton
adviser
Stephanopoulos, who is now active
with ABC News, could leave an observer asking, "Who's he working for
when he puts that hat on?"
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Congratulates
Boston College
Class of 2000
Welcome to our team!
Danielle Basso
Marc Blanchette
Doug Marshall

Ryan Pressley

Michelle Riordan

Jennifer Lee Rubino
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Dinner Promotes UNITY

Police Blotter

By Chris Fagiani
HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS EDITOR

12:43

a.m.- Officer

observed

a female

while working the area of a Mod post-game

expos-

ing herself to the crowd. The female was ideritified and a complaint was sought in court.

UGBC UNITY(United Nationalities Integrated Throughout the Year) and ATTITUDE

party.

l

2:22
Officer responded lo a report of a
person zcreaming, Upon arrival, 2 zwdenl was
idenWed,
inveztigauon revealed trie
ztn-

lo a relatiouzklp

1:10 a.m.- An effort to maintain control oyer a
1arge crowd of several hundred unruly persons.
One male was observedas being one of the principal instigators in incitingthe crowd and challenging the officers to fight He was later identified and, alter a violent physical snuggle,was
placed under arrest The BC student was arrested for malicious destruction ofproperty over
$250, disorderly conduct and resisting arrest. An
officer sustained minor injuries during the ar-

clitNcultv.

a male

exposing bimsell,

studen!

>va«

iden-

:

l

calINlce,

,

!

dent vvaz reacting

rest.

inga can of beer ibrown al biz vekicle from 2

llno«n,«Kum

10:53 p.ra.- Student reported a hydrochloric
add gas leak in Merkert and requested police
and fire response. Officersresponded and activated fire alarm to evacuate the building.:
Two officers were overcome by fumes and
treated at the scene; they were transported to:
the hospital. One student was treated forburns
to the skin from exposure to the gas. Fire
tracks responded to the scene. Clean Harbors
was contacted to decontaminate the building.

April 14,2000

!
'

tde cm> ztruclc, Me suspect vas

!

1:35 a.m.- Sergeant confiscated a knife in a
sheath being worn around the neck of a male.
The male was advised thatdue to the volume of
the disorderly crowds and intoxicated persons,
he would not be allowed to maintain possession of the knife for safety reasons and could
claim it in the morning. The male was coopera-

10:25 p.m> UMcer observed a male tbrov, a
c«m into a crn»d of people. Due to ch« »ei>

3:48 a.m.- Officer addressed

two students
who were riding down a hill in a shopping
cart and fell out. injuring themselves. Both
were transported !b the infirmary for treatment
of wounds.

April 18,2000

<

-2:12 a.m.- Officers responded to a report of a
fight in progress,? On arrival they identified a
Northeastern University student who was intoxicated. He was placed into protective custody
andreleased to the custody of the Northeastern
police.

U!l?l>.m.' OMcers observed a M2>e adMng

tbe fire,
oflicer 2tiempted to move a suspect a»2> from
vitbraised bands, Tbesuspect

1:46 aon.- Officers responded to a report of
fight in the parking lot. A suspect was observedkicking aBC student in the head. He
fled, but was apprehended and arrested.
8

April 19,2000

community.

The food for the dinner was catered from
many different restaurants, including Bangkok
Bistro and Bob the Chef's. Food types included meringue, Thai, kosher and soul food.
UGBC UNITY, which coordinated the dinner
portion of the event, ordered enough food to
serve 400 people.
The other portion of the event, the performances, was coordinated by ATTITUDE.Performers were from some of the different cultural clubs on campus. Clubs participating include the Black Student Forum, the Swing
Kids, L'Association Haitienne, the Korean
Students Association, the Caribbean Culture
Club and the Hellenic Society. Thebulk of the
performances took the form of either poetry or
dancing. A viola performance was also featured at the dinner.
A large crowd was present for the event,

11:02 pan.- Student reported that someone
stoletwo credit cards fromher room and $100
from her roommate. The credit cards were
charged a sum of $6,000.

Census 2000

z

at tbe oNcers

3:30 a.m.- A security officer assigned to video
record the crowd was assaulted by numerous
persons from the crowd. The attempt was a
strong armed robbery of the video camera from
around her neck.

to fuel

i

oWcers and continued

<

I

»a« escortcdoikcampuz, lne zuzpectrewmed
later »n<i was arrested,

to Teach Individuals Togetherness
Until Discrimination Ends) sponsored Common Threads: A Cultural Celebration two
weeks ago. The event, held in the Vanderslice
Cabaret Room, featured food and entertainment that was representative of the various ethnic groups that make up the Boston College

(Aiming

April 11, 2000

and organizers were pleased with the way it
went. "I was excited by the number of people
who came and who stayed for the entire event.
The performances were phenomenal and they
really kept everyone's attention," said Michele
Dipaolo, member of ATTITUDE and A&S '00.
Many of those present at the event commented that they felt Common Threads was a
good way not only to get people of different
cultures together, but to foster conversation
among students of different backgrounds as
well.
"I thought the entire thing was well done.
I really liked the Korean Society. There was
such a diverse group of performers and performances. The crowd seemed pretty large and
diverse too," said Sobia Khaliq, A&S '03.
In addition to the performances, remarks
about the quality food that was served were
heard from many people present.
"I heard a lot of people saying that they
were excited about the different types of food
and they didn't care how much they ate. Everyone just wanted to try different things. That
seemed to be a good way to introduce aspects
of different cultures to everyone," said Bridget
Navin, LSOE '02.
The organizers of Common Threads felt the
event was a success and they plan on holding a
similar event next year. "The dinner was an
excellent way to bring people together and
share their cultures with others," Dipaolo said.

April 20, 2000
9:20 a.m.Cardinal's residence ona report that two men,
were filming on the steps of theresidence. The
suspects had left by the time officers arrived.
They were later located and found to havebeen
BC students working on a film project.

Officers responded to the

ll:2?p,m,» lbe police cbief observed a male
wbo bad been trespassing earlier, 8lispec!»»z
pursued and appreliended, lie »az placed un-

12:46 a.m.- Officers investigated a report that
chalkoutlines ofa body had been drawn around
campus with the message "Find out May Ist"
next to them.

!

sure,

climbing

/

over a fence in an

esson to access an 3:21
2

a.m.- Sergeant reported being struck with
at least eight full or partially full cans of beer

12:12 p.m.- Cashier's office reported that a
check for $10,000 made out to BC as a dona-:
tion, had been found to have been cashed under another name.

The U.S. Census Bureau will be counting people who live in
group quarters until May 8. Group quaters include all persons who
reside in places such as colleges and universities, nursing homes,
group homes, hospitals, correctional facilities, convents and monasteries.
Census takers will be visiting group quaters to list the number of
people residing there. The individual census form will be left at the
quarters to be filled out and will be collected by the census takers
two days later.
The nationwidecensus is taken every 10 years in the United States.

The Faculty and Staff of the College of Arts and Sciences
Congratulates
Our 2000 Award Winning Scholars

National Scholarship Winners:

Sara B. Davidson
Megan Gerson
Brian Gray
Aliza Kirnhachandra
Lisa R. Langdon
Nicole Portley

Fulbright to Poland
USA Today CollegeAcademicTeam
Goldwater andPfizer
NSEP Fellowship(Thailand)
Truman Scholarship andßeineke
NSEP Fellowship (Tunisia)

Nicole Aurillo
Susan Biolsi
Kalina Brabeck

Joseph Stanton Award
GeneralExcellence Medal
McCarthy Scholar's Prize in Humanities and

Sabrinaßrzostek
Yolanda Coentro
James David
Elizabeth Grande
Bryan Head
Daniel Johnson

McCarthy Scholar'sPrize in the Natural Sciences
George F. &Jean W. Bemis Award
McCarthy Scholar'sPrize in Social Sciences,
McCarthy Scholar'sPrize in SocialSciences

Scott L. Purdy
John Y. Skerry
Genevieve F. Thiers
Charlie A. Veprek
JeremyK. Zipple

College-Wide Commencement Awards:

John Norton Award,

Adrienne Allen
Lisa Anderson
Eric Bennett
Diana Boiling
Daniel Brunet
Samantha Buchan
Jaclyn Coletta
Bridget Colacchio
Crystal Cordell
Rebecca Dalton
Nichole Estvanik
James Fagan

Melissa Gasbarro

Dean's Scholars
Sociology
Biology

Biochemistry
Romance Languages

Theater
International Studies

Biology
Sociology

Class of 2001
Kevin McCarthy

Political Science

J. Ryan Heller

Sociology
English
Biochemistry

Melissa Morabito
Joseph O'Donnell
Cathleen Phelan

Stephanie James
James Jewell
Elizabeth Kidder

Chemistry

Matthew Koch
Kristin Kusmierz
Lisa Langdon
David Marchitto

Sophomore Scholars
Jana Cerullo

Andrea Achimovic
Michael Angeline

Courtney Chapman
Kate Charlebois

Kate Bailey

Susan Cook
Christine Cordek

Martin Black
Valeric Boosalis
Julia Bott

Mikaela Boyd
Laura Callahan
Melissa Carubia

Nicole Cotroneo
Christine Cotter
Abbie Daniel
Michael DiMarzio
Christopher Durand

Princess Grace ofMonaco Award
William J. Kenealy,SJ., Award and
Finneran Commencement Award
Harry W. Smith Award
Albert McGuinn Award
Thomas I. Gasson, SJ.,Award
Brendan Connolly, SJ,. Award
Finneran Commencement Award

History
Computer Science
Biochemistry

Rebecca Kinyon

Kathryn Abrahamsen

GeneralExcellence Medal
Dr. Joseph R. Stanton Award
George F. & Jean W. Bemis Award

Julie Golia
Kristen Grauman
Brian Gray
Christina Grimm

Political Science

English
History/Theology
Communication

-

SayKeatLim

Andrea Marvin
Megan Miller
Kelly Moudy
Caitlin Murphy
Erika Reis
Robert Ripley
Annmarie Term
Charlie A. Veprek
Jeremy X Zipple

Francis A. BrickAward
Albert McGuinn, SJ. Award

Fulbright to Korea
Fulbright to Bulgaria
Marshall Scholarship Alternate
Rhodes Scholarship Finalist
Rhodes Scholarship Finalist

Daniel Everett
Robert Gardner

International Studies
International Studies
Economics
Psychology
International Studies
German Studies
-

Kelly McCoy
Michael Meng

Megan Reynolds
Matthew Rutledge
Ari Shapiro

Mathematics
Sociology/History
Philosophy
Psychology
Economics

Amy Woodbury

Biology
Biology
English

John Paul Yorro

International Studies

Jenna Nobles

Sheila Rudy
Jason Savage
Brett shaad
Kari Ann Siviski
Monica Tarasco
Michael Tierney
Kyle Valenta

Elizabeth Venit

Class of 2002
Timothy Libutti

Sarah Guy

Ryan Malloy

Jacek Nowacki
Valeric O'Gilain

Anne Halli

David McCromich

Allison O'Neill

Erica Hepp
Mark Jasper

Psychology
Sociology
History

Erin Luizzi

Brigid McNamara

David Mendoza

Lisa Kahle
Jane Kalista

Rebecca Morgan

Jennifer Keller
Jung-HwanLee

Conor Mulcahy
Megan Nc-vrc .\u25a0?.

Angela Muccino

Christine Orlova
Andrew Palmacci
Michael Reif
Lucus Ritchie
Jacqueline Roher
r
':i:. n. :

Joanna Vanden
Kristin Waldron
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Trustee Clough Discusses
Investment Tactics
By Lacy

O'Toole

HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

Boston College graduate and Wall
Street mogul Charles Clough, Chairman
of theßC Board ofTrustees, spoke to a
group of students about his experiences
as a financial investor in Fulton Hall
on Tuesday, April 19.
Clough, BC '64 and a Catholic deacon, recently opened his own firm after spending 13 years as the Chief Investment Strategist of Merrill Lynch
and Company.
"I just loved the job. It was a great
job," Clough said. "It's a great industry, great profession, it's very much a
people business."
The chairman grew up in Boston
and attended the Boston Latin School
where he characterized himself "a
middle student." "Back then a middle
B was enough to get you into BC,"
Clough said.
He went on to major in history and
graduate magna cum laude. Clough said

Ministry
Director
Continued

from

Al

"Boston College is an exciting
place," Erps said. "The tradition of St.
Ignatius Loyola is alive and well here.
I look forward to being part of a ministry that seeks to help peopleexplore and
deepen their faith, a ministry that calls

He went on to say that money manthat after graduation he debated attending law school. "Back then people went
aging takes a long time to learn and that,
to business school and law school beas a manager, you only have to be right
cause they didn't know what they 51 percent of the time. Clough said that
wanted to do," Cloughsaid. "I was born if a manager sees a mistake, "cut it off."
at the right time. 1 landed in all the right
"Cut your mistakes rapidly," he said.
"[You] really have to do your homeplaces at the right time."
Instead, he decided to attend busiwork to manage money," Clough said,
ness school at Chicago University adding that investors need to have a lot
of experience, understand stock prices
School of Business and began his career working on Wall Street. After a
and understand as many industries as
while, he returned to Boston to manpossible.
Clough also discussed his position
age money. In the mid-1980s he was
as both a money manager and a deacon
hired by Merrill Lynch and movedback
to New York. Along with tracking the
in the Catholic Church. He said that
economy as Chief Investment Stratemany people question him as to whether
or not there is a moral conflict between
gist, Clough served as the Chief Global Strategist, which required extensive these positions.
international travel.
"There is no moral conflict," he
"[The] key to a successful investor said. "It just doesn't exist."
Clough said the biggest lesson he
is to see behind the surface," he said.
Clough offered advice to BC stuhas learned in his career thus far is padents on careers in financial investing. tience. "Clients tend to be very demanding,"he said. "You can't mess this up."
"Come up with an insight, not a forecast," he said. "[You] always have to
The event was sponsored by the
be looking for new investment ideas." Finance Academy.

HEIGHTS PHOTO/STEVE MURRAY

The new portion of Higgins Hall is now occupied and the
remainder of the building is undergoing renovations, which
will continue throughout the summer. The projected completion date of the project is August 2001.

them to find new ways of putting that
faith into practice in their lives and in
service to the world."
Erps is a graduate of Loyola
Marymount University and holds a
master's degree in philosophy from
Gonzaga University as well as a
master's degree in divinity from the
Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley.
Erps was ordained a priest in San Francisco in 1980.
Erps has served as province promoter and regional chaplain of Christian Life Communities for the California Province of the Society of Jesus,
campus minister at Santa Clara University and as teacher and counselor at St.
Ignatius College Prep in San Francisco.
While at Stanford University, Erps coordinated the university's Christian Life
Communities.

Students Receive Honors Barnett Expresses Optimism
By Lacy

O'Toole

HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

Many Boston College students have

received honors in the past month. A
listing of these accomplishments follows.
The Donald J. White Teaching Excellence Awards Program has announced the 2000 award recipients. The
awards ceremony to honor the 47 graduate student winners will be held on
Thursday, May 11, at 4:00 p.m. in
Gasson 100.
The Teaching Excellence Awards
Program was established in order to
provide a further stimulus toward teaching excellence by graduateteaching fellows and teaching assistants. It is
awarded to students in each department
within the graduate program including
biology, theology, nursing and geology.
Each of the winners will receive a
cash award and a letter of congratulations from John J. Neuhauser, Aca-

demic Vice President and Dean of Faculties. Dean Mary Brabeck of the Lynch
School of Education as well as Associate Dean Matilda Bruckner of the
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
will appear at the awards ceremony.
There were nineteen BC students,
all juniors and seniors, who were inducted into the philosophy honors society last Wednesday evening at St.
John's Seminary. The society honors
philosophy majors that have a 3.0 or
higher GPA. Fr. Ron Tacelli, SJ, serves
as the advisor to the society, which currendy has around 60 members. The society had been inactive since 1990, but
was re-established this year by Rich
O'Donnell, CAS "U.
BC scholars received honors scholarship awards this spring, which include
Fulbrights, a Truman, and a Goldwater
as well as two finalists for the Rhodes
Scholarship. Sara Davidson, A&S '00,
won a Fulbright Fellowship for graduate study abroad in Poland. Scott Purdy,

A&S '00, won a Fulbright Fellowship
to travel to Korea on a teaching grant.
John Skerry, A&S *00, also won a
Fulbright Fellowship to study citizen
participation in an emerging democracy
in Bulgaria. Lisa Langdon, A&S '01,
was awarded a Harry S. Truman Scholarship and will intern this summer in
the U.S. Embassy in Athens. The
Truman Scholarship is awarded to outstanding students who plan careers in
public service and is a cash prize of
Brian
$30,000.
Gray, A&S '01, won a Goldwater
Scholarship, which is given to a student
in mathematics or the natural sciences
and includes a two-year stipend for further study. Megan Kalinich, LSOE '01,
received a $2,000 Albert Schweitzer
Fellowship to allow for her continued
community service at the Gardner Extended Services School in Allston.
The two Rhodes Scholarship finalists from BC are Jeremy Zipple, A&S
"00 and Charlie Veprek, A&S '00.

Continued
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or the Plex decision; these are two huge
decisions that directly affect students
and we were not involved with any of
the decision-making processes. It was
especially disappointing because as the
President and Vice President, we are
supposed to represent the voice of the
students and we were not involved in
the decision making process at all," he
said.
Looking back at his term, Goff
stated he "wished he had more time.
The second semester I think we were a
much better administration. We learned
an incredible amount our first semester
and our second semester we were able
try different ways to gather information from the students to take to the
administration." One of the ways Goff
and Barnett tried to reach out to more
students this year was through the varito

held across campus
times throughout the year.

ous focus groups
at different

In addition to this, UGBC.org was expanded to better serve students' needs.
"[The web site] was a huge success and
our Communications Department did
an incredible job with that," Goff said.
Goff went on to explain how it was
through the establishment of the online
professor evaluations on UGBC.org
that the administration was prompted
to redesign their own evaluation system. "They have been unwilling to
change the system for many years, but
now that students can go online and see
evaluations, the system will be redesigned within the next two years," Goff
said.
Barnett expanded on the communication issue by stating that it will be
a important part of his and Rochelle
Webb's, A&S '01, administration. "We
want to make sure we hold different

focus groups either weeklyor bi-weekly
on all three campuses. That is going to
be the cornerstone of our administration. This year we have laid the groundwork for issues and now is the time to
mobilize the entire student body." He
also stated that if accomplished, the
work and research he and Goff have
done this year could come to fruition.
Both Goff and Bamett expressed
satisfaction with their year in office.
"I'd do it again in a heartbeat. It has
been a productive, fulfilling year and 1
loved every minute of it," said Goff.
Bamett said that he plans on using what
he learned this year as a stepping-stone
into next year. He also expressed his
excitement at being able to serve as
UGBC President next year. Bamett said
that Goff has been"a teacher and an
inspiration this year. It was definitely
the best work relationship I have ever
had."
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Festival Opens With Armenians Remember Genocide
Award Ceremony
By

Sylvie

Potookian

POR THE HEIGHTS

Continued
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the arts... is one more manifestation of (he heritage that is Jesuit education," he said.
The Boston College Arts Council awards
were then presented to faculty and student recipients. Howe stated that the awards were created as a way of "expressing thanks to faculty
and students who have inspired us and shaped
our programs here."
The faculty recipients this year were Francis
Sweeney, SJ, and Joseph Larkin, SJ. Howe
stated that the two recipients are "true pioneers
among the arts at Boston College."Sweeney has
been active in creative writing, and his literary
criticism has been published in The New York
Times. He was also instrumental in employing
the first studio artist at BC, Alison Macomber.
in the 19605. Howe added that Sweeney has

cation and integrity exemplified by the life and
career of Rev. Joseph M. Larkin, SJ.'"
Ebonee K. Green, A&S 00. was the recipient of the Arts Council award for a senior, and
was touted for her contributions to Artplosion
and to the Studio Art major. Green has also acted
as a mentor for urban youth.
Donald James, A&S "00, was also a recipient of the senior award. He has been active in
the concert band, BC bOp! and the marching/
pep band. Howe staled that James has received
a scholarship to the University of Chicago to
study for his Ph.D. in ethnomusicology.
Daniel Brunei, A&S '01, received the junior award, for his scholarship in both theater and
film. He plans to integrate both subject areas,
stated Howe, in an interdisciplinary ihesis next
year.
Margaret Felice, A&S
received the

Hundreds of Armenians gathered at the Trinity Church in Copley Square on the evening of
April 24 lo remember the men, women and chil-

dren who were murdered in 1915.
On April 24, 1915, the Turkish government
issued an order for the extermination of the Armenian people in their own land, where they
had lived for centuries. On that date, writers,
composers, intellectuals and priests were
rounded up and killed. This date marks the first
genocide of the 20th century and was responsible for the deaths of one and a half million
Armenians.
At the Trinity Church, several non-Armenian speakers who are fighting for the recognition of Armenian cause spoke in support of it.

a

been effective in "encouraging the efforts of students 'ever to excel.'"
Larkin was an initiator of the theater program at BC who also coordinated the Dramatics Society. His performance in Death of a Salesman, Howe stated, is still memorable. As one
of the "great pleasures of this University," a
graduation award is named in honor of Larkin.
Its description in ihe BC course catalog states
that the award is given to "the senior member
of the Boston College Dramatics Society who
has most clearly exhibited the qualities of dedi-

HEIGHTS PHOTO/JAMES GALLAGHER

the Arts Festival open-

award for sophomores through her activity in
music on campus. "She has distinguished herself as a scholar and a singer." said Howe, citing her extensive involvement with Ihe Liturgical Arts group.
The conclusion of the ceremony then led
into the performance of BC bOp! accompanied
by ihe BC Swing Kids.
The festival was sponsored by the Office of
the University President, William P. Leahy, SJ,
the Arts Council of BC and the Office of Community Affairs.

punished.
Although the extermination of the Jewish
people is nationally recognized today, that of

the Armenians still is not.
The Annual State House Commemoration
of the Armenian Genocide took place on April
28. Massachusetts Governor Paul Cellucci,
Chief Justice Margaret Marshall and Congressman Michael Capuano were joined by several
representatives in the House Chamber in support of the recognition of the Armenian Genocide.

AmongTierney's ideas for changes in higher
education is the development of the use of the
Internet in schooling. He proposed using the
Internet to allow students to take classes without having to physically attend a university.
This, he argued, would allow for many more
people to receive schooling since the cost would
be much lower.
Tierney also spoke about funding issues.
"Previously, the federal government provided
the states with 12 percent offunding for schools,

opportunity [to improve education]."
After his speech, the audience was allowed
to ask Tierney questions. The questions centered on the role Tierney felt the government
should take in educational programs and how
probable it is that his ideas will come to frui-

alumni, faculty and students. Thursday's lecture was the third installment in the speaker series which kicked-off with a talk given by
Donald Monan, SJ, Chancellor of Boston College and former University President.
tion.
Tierney's speech centered upon his belief
Tierney addressed the potential for achieving what he want to do by characterizing it as
that the government muststop debatingthe small
issues and focus on the large, revolutionary
"too close to call." He stated that there are memchanges lhat need to be made in education as
bers of both parties that support his ideas, but
we mow into the future,
there is also opposition. As
"In the past, the governan example, he quoted Robment look bold strokes and
ert Schaffer of Colorado, who
another crisis like
WWII, we will called the public education
we wait
had a definite direction.
We created th; best public
a "failed Communist
miss a golden opportunity [to improve education]," system
program."
education system in the
Congressman John Tierney
Tierney said that he felt
world. Medicare and Social Security reduced povthe role of the government in
erty among the elderly and
education was to "target the
we built a comprehensive interstate highway sysnow that has been cut to seven percent," he said.
issues that are not being resolved by the states."
tem. Over the last two decades, things have
He went on to put forth the idea that the budget He also mentioned that private universities
changed. What we seem to be doing now is surplus should be used to supplement the money should make efforts to aid in the process of
trying to minimize government programs instead school districts already get from property taxes. making education accessible to more people.
of striking out bold new directions," Tierney "Ihave talked to different people throughout my According to Tiemey, schools such as Harvard
said.
district and all of them, from the richest to the and Vale have already started trying to put
Tierney went on lo state that politicians are poorest, don't think the proposed tax cut is for clauses into professors' contracts forbidding
afraid to embrace new ideas due to the way both them. So instead of cutting taxes, we should them from teaching over the Internet.
Tiemey stated that the colleges and univeropponents and the media may choose to interput the money into education," Tierney said.
Tierney ended his talk by telling the audipret them. He informed the audience of the posities in this country should try to find creative
tentially career-ending fallout that can result ence that Americans should expect the presidenways to get involved with the primary and secfrom being misinterpreted. Tierney cited this tial candidates to take a stance on these issues ondary education systems in their areas and help
more students receive a good education instead
fear as the underlying reason why the governin their upcoming campaigns, thereby "showing some real leadership. If we wait for another of being concerned with maintaining the status
ment has become "almost complacent when it
comes to education."
crisis like after WWII, we will miss a golden quo.

"If

at

the Armenian genocide; the Nazi leader was
suggesting that no one would remember the
Holocaust.
The speakers went on to claim that Hitler
learned from the Armenians that genocide could
be committed to exterminate a race and, based
on this case, he thought that he would not be

Tierney Discusses Schools
CONTINUED FROM Al

University President William P. Leahy, SJ, speaks
ing ceremonies.

One such speaker, Henry Morgenthau 111, is the
grandson of the late Henry Morgenthau, who
was the U.S. Ambassador in Turkey during
World War I. Morgenthau witnessed and spoke
.against the crimes being committed against the
Armenian people by the Turkish government.
Another speaker, Massachusetts Senator Edward Kennedy, also a strong supporter of the
Armenian people, spoke of the need for the U.S.
to recognize the Armenian genocide.
Later that night, a public rally and a candlelightvigil were held outside of the church. State
representatives Peter J. Koutoujian and Rachel
Kaprielian spoke to a crowd of hundreds, recognizing that the Armenian Genocide Memorial is necessary if other genocides are to be prevented.
The speakers said that it was Adolf Hitler
who mentioned the fact that no one remembers
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THE ARTS AT BOSTON COLLEGE:
HIGH- MINDED EFFORTS HELD BACK
BY ADMINISTRATIVE CONSTRAINTS

?

?

I am embarrassed that our college hosted the lecture
"'Why Gay Marriage is Impossible" with Dr. Wolfe, an intolerant and "uneducated"
person. I am disgusted that a BC organization would sponsor such a discriminatory
and defamatory symposium. As a community, we should be ashamed and angered that
Dr. Wolfe was invited to our campus. His insensitivity and ignorance on the reality
and hardships of being gay and gay issues were an insult to the gay and lesbian community. Dr. Wolfe's assertion that one of marriage's first functions was to initiate
procreation is valid. From a religious standpoint, one of marriage's origins comes
from the Bible where it allowed a 'man and woman to become one flesh' and have

College

Established 1919

In recent years, this university has benefited from a concerted effort by the administration, faculty and student body
to make the arts a more important part of life at Boston College. From the formation of the Arts Council in the spring of
1998 to the success of last week's Arts Festival, this community has shown great interest in and commitment to furthering
the growth of theatrical, musical and visual endeavors on this
campus.
Although we've certainly come a long way, we've got a
long way to go t If ihe passion and curiosity of individuals
looking to make the arts a bigger part of their lives is thwarted
by practical constraints
not enough classes, not enoughprofessors, nol enough space
efforts to help the arts grow at
BC will fizzle out.
Things like the Arts Festival or the annual Pops on the
Heights performance can serve to spark an artistic interest in a
student who otherwise would not have been so enriched. That
siudeni needs to be able to follow up on that interest by enrolling in Photography 1, Ceramics I, or any introductory studio
or fine art course. At present, that student would find getting
into one of those classes to be a very difficult endeavor.
A commitment to the arts requires thai our curriculum facilitate and even encourage student work that continues over a
significant period of time. Currently, this is not the case at
Boston College. Outstanding artistic talent is not developed
overnight; not in a semester, or even a year. It takes a focused
and dedicated commitment by any student, as does any other
discipline that Boston College offers. Hence, there is a paradoxin ihe fact that introductory art courses are so hard to get
into for underclassmen. It sets up an unfortunate system where
the majority of the students in introductory classes are juniors
and seniors. Therefore, these students have no real opportunity to advance in the curriculum and progress significantly,
because they will graduate first. If freshmen and sophomores
could get into the introductory courses and choose to focus on
the arts, they would have then have the opportunity to take
more classes and hone their talent.
As the school prides itself on offering students a liberal
arts education, it is important that Boston College not only
provide students with textbooks and pictures about various
forms of art. but also allows them to experience it for themselves, both as a serious academic endeavor or just as a hobby.

A striking photograph, long labored-on drawing, or piece
of handcrafted pottery is likely to last longer than any paper or
presentaiion an undergraduate will produce during their time
here at BC. However, many students will go through college
without ever taking a studio arts class. It is for this reason as
well that BC must continue efforts to make such classes more
readily available to the student population, and not classes that
one must wait until second semester of senior year to be able
take.
Perhaps the greatest challenge to the arts at BC is that it
lacks a proper home. The department itself is certainly not to
blame; it needs the support of the University, which must push
for and fund the growth of the fine arts facilities and faculty.
All areas suffer from the space problems and space pinch on
campus, but the arts may feel it the most. Robsham Theater
and McMullen Museum may have outgrown themselves. As
Boston College has risen in stature so has it's visitors in number. Last year's Caravaggio exhibit was visited by 65,000
people, a staggering number considering the small size of the
museum. BC gained the privilegeof showingthe Caravaggio
because of Jesuit ties in Ireland. Without such circumstances
ii is unlikely that the University will be able to procure other
exhibits of such stature due to these spatial restrictions.
It's no secret that the list of building needs at BC is a long
one. but a home for the arts needs to be near the lop of that list.
There is no central location for some of the more creative endeavors at BC. Irish step dancing takes place in the ill-suited
confines of the Cabaret Room in.Vanderslice; the search for a
piano on this campus leads those so inclined to sparse and
unlikely locations. These fundamental, practical constraints
have the potential to retard any high-minded efforts to foster
the growth of the arts at BC.
The Arts Festival is a showcase of the artistic ability that
exists at the Heights, ability that this past week demonstrated
is already impressive. Until Boston College can make a true
commitment to the arts curriculum, we can hold festivals and
dot the campus with sculptures for decades to come. But all of
that will just be a window dressing. Art at the Heights will
continue to be stunted until we are able to expand the curriculum. These space restrictions and other limiting factors can
and must be overcome to make a true commitment to fostering
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Student offended by
mod photo spread,
identities

-

-

heightseditor@
hotmail.com

COMING TO THEATRES MAY STH

marriage
perspective

...

"afflicted"

£I&8
WmSw-

antigay

To the Editor:
Heights deserve an acReaders of
count of Professor Christopher Wolfe's
argument as to why gay marriage is impossible. For his remarks on homosexuality, I would refer readers to the report
children.
in Crossroads. Professor Wolfe preHowever, Dr. Wolfe's narrow-sightedness is apparent as his argument circumvented
sented the coherence of the arguments
this lone ideology. What about couples that decide not to have children? Do they
made by those opposed to calling sameforfeit their right to be married because they choose not to procreate? Obviously not. sex
unions "marriages." Human sexualThe truth is that the reason for marriage cannot solely be reduced to having children.
ity is by nature oriented toward marriage
Any happily married couple will attest thai marriage is consummated on the deep
as both an interpersonal union between
intimate love between the two members. The strength of commitment between two
a man and a woman, vowing their comindividuals exists regardless of mixed or same-gender relationships, so then why is
mitted love to each other, and their comthe latter denied ihe right lo marry?
While marriage within a church may not be applicable for same-sex couples, marriage munion in one flesh open to incarnating
that love in children. Marriage requires
as observed by the state allows for benefits such as tax breaks, insurance coverage and
both the commitment to uniting love and
legal consent. It seems Dr. Wolfe was really procreating social injustice. Dr. Wolfe
compared homosexuality to alcoholism, although this simile is gravely erroneous. a communion in one flesh open to chilWhile alcoholism is a disease that is created by an excessive habit and can be cured by dren. Same-sex unions cannot have such
counseling, homosexuality does not fit any of these terms. Sexual orientation is not a a communion, since by their very nature
choice nor changeable, but rather just apart of who you are. I was appalled to hear that (and not just accidentally as with a sterile spouse) such unions are not procre"he wanted to see clinics set up to make gay people straight." I find this to be absolutely disgusting and repulsive. I wonder what people would have to say if a speaker ative. Hence, he argued, the impossibility of gay marriage.
came here saying that he wanted to see clinics set up to turn African-Americans into
Caucasians or Jews into Christians.
Just as someone who only had sex to proAs stated in "Just the Facts," a recenl publication sent to all superintendents of public create a child would not live up to the
schools, the American Psychological Association, American Counseling Association
natural meaning of marriage because
and the National Association of School Psychologists are among many organizations there is no uniting love, so a same-sex
not
position
homosexuality
that "have taken the
that
is
a mental disorder and thus
couple cannot embody the natural meanthere is no need for a cure." They assert that efforts to change one's orientation "have ing of marriage no matter how strong
concerns
to
"the
Thus,
potential
raised serious
about its
do harm."
idea that homotheir affection for one another. To those
sexuality
is in any way abnormal or mentally unhealthy has no support among who would argue that so-called reprohealth and mental health professional organizations."
ductive technologies could be introThe Heights paraphrased Dr. Wolfe as saying he didn't "want his children lo be taught duced, Wolfe indicated how such techby gay teachers or gay-friendly teachers." Dr. Wolfe's close-minded and discriminate nologies,
like the contraceptive ones, dealtitude is saying that only anti-homosexual people should teach his children and lhat humanize and de-personalize sexuality.
he opposes the teaching of social justice. However, schools today are striving to eduAll the arguments made about how concate students to be more tolerant and accepting of all peoples regardless of gender,
traception would strengthen marriage
race, ethnicity, or orientation.
thirty years ago have proven to be wrong.
Mr. Bobb gave an invitation for the protesters (Heights editorial letter? 4/11) to come
He indicated how natural family planforth and "take responsibility for their unfounded accusations and outrageous actions."
On the contrary, I would like to commend and praise these people. While I do not ning promotes virtues in those couples
practicing it, as distinct from the contraagree the mannerthat some of them chose (i.e. interrupting, chantingoutside the room),
I find it intrinsically crucial to their role as a member of the BC community and as an ceptive techniques so widespread today.
Empirical studies show that, where diAmerican to stand up against the bigotry and heterosexism that Dr. Wolfe was preachvorce is less than two percent among
ing.
couples practicing NFP; it is 40 to 50
Tf we are to call ourselves a progressive liberal institution fostering growth and compassion through Christ, then how can allow such a degenerate person to speak on our percent among contraceptive-using
campus? I agree with Peter Marino who stated his disbelief that BC would have "had couples.
a bigot speak." Couldn't a speaker have been chosen who would have presented both
More and more studies are indicating the
sides, rather than offer only one slanted and prejudicial view?Some mightsay lhat Dr.
negative effects of divorce on the chilWolfe was exercising his First Amendment right; however, the amendment doesn't dren. Historically, he indicated, to the
degree that the natural orientation of
support such defamation, slander and hatred. "They might as well have the XXX
come next week," continued Marino. We didn't need this insulting gay bashing and
marriage toward a stable and procreative
demoralizing event to take place. At a lime in BC's history when we have recently union is thwarted, to that degree family
been struggling so hard to progress in tolerance and social justice. I hope such a life and humane society tend to disintesetback won't happen again.
grate. Finally, I would call attention to
David Capozza, LSOE '02
another lecture at BC last week. Fr. Martin Rhonheimer analyzed how the reasonableness of a natural law approach
toward human sexualitymight seem unreasonable to those who perceive the
demands of such an approach as too difapparent
ficult for them to live by. Living by intelligence, by reason, is never easy, esTothe Editor:
To the Editor;
pecially when one's appetites and/ or
The St. Thomas More Society .promotes Regarding the photo montage on page Aemotions, captivated by a very sensate
the official teachings of the Catholic
-10 of the April 11, 2000 edition: I find it culture, are headed in different direcChurch and encourages open discussion
interesting that The Heights, a publications. In this moral struggle, however.
of them. According to Church teaching, tion lhat seems to pride itself so very much
Christian faith, with its universal call to
most homosexuals must endure their conin its determination to publish articles that holiness and the
graces given through
dition as a "trial," as something lhat inconvey messages of sensitivity, tolerance
and the sacraments, have made the
volves deep personal suffering in other
and political correctness would print the prayer
words, as an affliction. Professor Wolfe's
exhibitionist photographs that appear on reasonable requirements of natural law
lecture on gay marriage no more this page. Granted, it's no secret what was livable as witnessed by so many who are
living the whole range of virtues.
amounted to "hate" speech than the letgoing on in the Mods following the
ters of St. Paul [cf. Romans 1:24-27] or
hockey game; most of the student body
the official Catholic teaching on chastity saw it with their own eyes. Furthermore, -Fr. Matthew L. Lamb.
and homosexuality [cf. Catechism: 2357- I do not have a problem with most of these Professor of Theology
-59]. It would be strange if Catholic moral
photos because, at the very least, the identeaching found no place in a Catholic tities ofpersons exposing themselves canupset
university. What Professor Wolfe actually not be easily determined. However, I besaid has been garbled beyond recognition lieve the publication of the left-center phoat
for example, in The Heights article covtograph demonstrates an act of poor judgment by editors of The Heights. No effort
ering the lecture and in a recently circulated broadsheet petition. We expect the was made to conceal ihe identity of Ihe To the Editor:
distorting enthusiasms of student journalyoung woman in the photo. Her face is as In response to 'Wolfe Condemns Gay
ists and activists and we accept them in clear as day, and I'm sure most BC stuMarriages' in the April 11 edition, I am
good humor. But the suggestion that we dents will now be able to recognize her writing to let Paul Crocetti, Heights Edihave unfairly limited debate by presenton campus. In publishing this photograph, tor, know that I am not a girl. In his
ingonly one side of a controversial issue the editors of The Heights, who collecarticle, he stated that in response to one
calls for comment. More than any other
tively print articles and editorials week in of Dr. Wolfe's
statements 'one girl got
student organization, the St. Thomas More and week out that preach about defendup and said I've heard enough ignoing the rights of all people, violated this rance
Society has encouraged debate on a wide
for one day, I'm leaving.' Paul, I
variety of religious and cultural issues,
woman's rights and publicly embarrassed
am writing to let you know, as well as
among ihem gay marriage. A debate is her. 1 sincerely hope that this young lady,
the entire staff of The Heights, that I
currently raging in our society over the
who may have been intoxicated and
am a woman, not a girl. Furthermore,
moral status of homosexuality. But many caught up in mob hysteria and probably
every female student, faculty and staff
people, including most students at Bosregrets her actions that night, was conmember here at Boston College is also
ton College, have been exposed to only tacted by The Heights and asked for pera woman. Referring to a female who is
one side of that debate
the side advomission to use the photo. If she was concated by the secular culture and its varitacted and did give her permission, you clearly an adult as a 'girl' is demeaning
ous representatives. Sponsoring Profesmay disregard this letter. However, if she and patronizing. Some of us may be
sor Wolfe's lecture was a way of giving
was noi asked for permission lo print the
young, but clearly we have all graduthe other side, the traditional Christian photograph,then The Heights has contraated from the status of girl to woman
side, a chance to be heard.
dicted its message of sensitivity towards years ago. Prior lo writing this letter I
Kory Kramer, GA&S '00
the rights of oihers that is so commontook some time to read other sections
President, St. Thomas More Society
place in ils pages.
of The Heights. Interestingly, the arK.Tacelli,
Ronald
SJ
ticle about the BC hockey team did not
Faculty Advisor, St. Thomas More Soci-Josiahßagley,A&S '00
refer to any of the team members as
ety
'boys'. In fact, gender specific titles
are left out in almost all other quotes
This is the final edition of The Heights editorial pages for the
utilized in the issue. Other quotes
1999/2000 academic year. During the summer months, letters
throughout the paper employ the word
submitted will be reviewed for publication in September.
studeni to describe who is making a
statement. Paul could have referred to
me in so many different ways, including student, audience member, protestor, listener, but instead he chose not
only to focus on my gender, but also to
call me a girl. My suggestion for Paul
is that the next time he needs to refer to
a female member of the BC community and he does not know her name,
call her what she is, a woman.
The Heights would like to thank everyone who has contributed Jessica Daley
letters this year. Have a great summer!
LSOE'OI

Thomas More Society
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To ihe Editor;
As a Boston College student,
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Letters
Members of the BC community condemn Wolfe
gay marriage lecture as an intolerant hate
speech
On April 4th, Dr. Christopher Wolfe, a professor of political science at Marquette
University, was co-sponsored by the St. Thomas More Society and ihe Intercollegiate
Studies Institute to present an open-attendance lecture on the Boston College campus
entitled, "Why Gay Marriage is Impossible."
A group of the undersigned, as members of ihe Boston College communily. attended this lecture. As many of us exiled in disgust and protest, it was clear lhat Dr.
Wolfe's lecture was not a "moral argument"againsi the rights for gay marriage, but a
hate-filled speech of bigotry, intolerance, and oppression driven by his extreme religious and sexist views.
Those in the Boston College communily who are non-hclcrosexual and have
loving and caring relationships with non-heterosexuals pay a huge price when this
man's bigotry is given public forum h\ institutions like our own. Hcierosexist attitudes deprive non-heterosexuals of their civil rights and create an unsafe environment
in one that is already dubiously
safe given the current nondiscrimination clause at Boston College.
Dr. Wolfe's "lecture" was not a lecture by any meaning of the word. Instead, it
was a privileged pulpit for unloadingprejudice and personal politics. We respect
everyone's rights to freedom of speech, but fully expect that at an institute of higher
learning, that such freedom is coupled with responsibility. Several of us raised our
hands to challenge Dr. Wolfe's assertions, only lo be silenced and told to obediently
wait until his damaging "lecture" was over. We, as individuals, asserted our right to
freedom of speech and non-violcntlyconfronted Dr. Wolfe's words words that denigraled us and our loved ones. In short, we exercised our right to non-violent civil
-

disobedience.
Those who attended his offensive speech witnessed an array of attacks on people
who do not conform to Dr. Wolfe's extreme views on marriage, sex and the role of
women in society.. Indeed, those who attended witnessed a social injustice lhat the cosponsors should be ashamed of promoting,and a hate speech to which the campus and
community should swiftly respond.
Severalof us did stay for the entire speech and have alerted campus members to
a variety of issues Wolfe discussed. In Dr. Wolfe's own words, as published in Crossroads on April 17, 2000, the following assertions were made concerning his recent
lecture at Boston College:
"Homosexual acts are immoral."
"I did say [homosexuality] was an affliction thai can be reversed in some cases."
"One of the contributing causes to homosexuality in many cases has to do with
abusive relationships with parents."
"The ideal conditions for raising a family are in family with an intact mother and
father."
"To consummate a marriage you have to engage in a reproduction kind of act."
"Marriage is invalid if al least one partner is not open lo children."
"The only appropriate or moral form of complete sexual activity is between a
man and woman who arc married, and the act is open to the transition of human life."
"Contraception is a significant factor in the breakdown of the contemporary fam-

Our family would like to express deepest lhanks to UGBC. Caitlin Murphy
and her committee who planned and
worked so diligently on the dinner honoring Chaplain Dan Leahy as this year's
recipient of The Mary Kaye Waldron
Award. We are proud to have our
daughter's name attached to this award
in which the studeni body is honoring
Dan in his role as Chaplain, especially
in the way he directly influences and
improves ihe lives of ihe students.
Dan has distinguished himself as a role
model because of his untiring devotion
to his work, students, colleagues and
family. He has made an impression on
others because he is a person who lives
his faith serving others not only here
on campus but in neighboringcommunities as well as in far away places as
Appalachia and Nicaragua. We invite
you to join us personally in congratulating Dan Leahy on being acknowledged for his service to Boston College.
Dan joins the ranks of the distinguished
former recipients of this award: Sr.
Mary Alyce Gilfeather, SND (formerly
of the SOE), Dr. Peter Oliveri of the
Computer Science Department. Dr.
Ramsay Liem of the Psychology Dc-

As members of the Boston College community who advocate social justice
sues and the promotion of equal rights, we are angered and profoundly saddened
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partment, and the Dean of the Student
Development. Robert Sherwood.
A very special thanks to Paula Norbert
and Fr. Richard Geary of the University Chaplaincy for the opening prayer
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and benediction at the dinner. Both
knew Mary Kaye personally and so
their prayers of memory, thankfulness
and hope were comforting. Dean
Sherwood's remarks. Professor
Oliveri's video of Mary Kaye with the
special addition of our grandson,
Curran MaKaye Campbell, and the
congratulatory video and photos of Dan
Leahy preparedby the students brought
many happy memories and smiles to all.
Boston College is. indeed, fortunate to
have such exemplary faculty members,
administrators, and student leaders
who. by their actions, exemplify the BC
motto, "Ever to Excel." We thank
UGBC for a memorable evening and
for a job well done. We are so proud to
be a part of this community. May God
bless each of you for your kindness to
our family and for honoring the
memory of Mary Kaye.
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Sincerely,

Bonnie and Jim Waldron

Obviously, the last column:
what I've learned in four years

The

Heights
200a Neic:«l8Nu^«i,

BY MATTSWENSON
These past four years at Boston
College, some things have become
pretty clear and rather obvious to me.
As a result, for my final column

about concerts that benefit autistic
children: there just isn't any advertising for those type of shows here.
by
Continuing with ourrepeat perforthe recent hate speech at Boston College. We deplore the recent admonishments and
(Starbucks lovers rejoice), I thought I
mance pattern: the U.S. Secretary of
denigrating charges Dr. Wolfe made. As people who value human dignity and acceptance, we seriously ask the studeni body if you wani your tuition dollars to sponsor
Education, Richard Riley will be our
would share some of my lasting imChristopher Wolfe's hate speech or others who would promote bigotry on your campressions about the BC community and
commencement speaker this year. He
pus.
follows the U.S. Secretary of Energy,
beyond.
We also ask lhat you consider these additional questions: (1) Would you let a
I will never be the RepubBill Richardson, last year's speaker,
Clearly,
(2)
moral argument against interracial marriage be delivered on your campus?
Would lican
presidential nominee. I have none and in 1996, we had Janet Reno, the
you allow anti-Semitism logo unnoticed at your school? and (3) Would you let bigotry
of
the
obvious qualifications: I have Attorney General. Rumor has it Reno
you
every
and hatred represent the hallways
day?
walk down
cocaine, I didn't strike it
was offered a chance to pull a proverIfthese questions disturb you. you may find it even more frightening to wonder never used
rich in the oil business, I never traded bial Run DMC and return this year, but
how it feels to be excluded from ihe antidiscrimination policy at Boston College
declined, citing her busy schedule
simply because of your sexual orientation. You might want loask yourself, if you have Sammy Sosa for Harold Baines, my father is not a former President, and 1 holding up little children that like
not experienced this already, how you would feel if Dr. Wolfe's rhetoric was directed
am willing to share my true opinions,
riding inner tubes up at gunpoint.
at you. And, finally, you
also might want to ask yourself what the consequences would be if you let this as readers of this column will certainly
On a more serious note, my high
recent hate speech go unnoticed and unchallenged. What the St. Thomas More Society
school had Hillary Clinton speak at its
attest to.
and the Intercollegiate Studies Institute promoted at Boston College is incredibly disThen again, I probably won't be commencement last year, and the best
turbing, but we suggest that a much greater tragedy lies ahead if we do not take any
the Democratic choice either because BC can do is Riley? No offense to the
action.
didn't invent the Internet, erase my Secretary of Education, who is cerWe recognize that there are many viewpoints on gay marriage and suggest that a I
personality for personal benefit, or netainly a very intelligentman with inscholarly debate that presents several sides of the issue, and not just one. would be
tegrity (unlike some members of cureducational to members of the Boston College community. Sponsoring Wolfe to speak gotiate shady dealings with the Chinese. In fact, my only dealings with the
rent U.S. government administration),
to Boston College community members without also sponsoring a professional to
Chinese have been at Chinese restauhe just isn't an exciting speaker. If polidiscuss contrasting views on gay marriage and other issues regarding sexuality pertics is BC's want, go for John McCain
rants, but those encounters have been
petuates a sense that only some views and some members of the BC community are
valued.
few and far between because we go to or John Glenn. Better yet, BC should
We also implore the university to revisit the issue of hate speech on campus, as school in a city where there is no good revisit the entertainment field followmany are still suffering the aftermath of the hate e-mail sent to some student leaders Chinese food.
ing Bill Cosby's resounding success
(and directed against AHANA students, LGBC students and women) during the 1998To escape the lack of Chinese food, four years ago. At least that way. some
-1999 academic year.
there is always our good friends at BC seniors may actually be inclined to stay
NikkiRuffin
Kelly McNeil
Brian Chapman
John Cawihorne, Courtney Danlcy
dining.By charging $7.75 for a 12 pack
awake during their commencement
Jackie Mascher
Kara Williams
Assistant Dean.
Laura Polvino
Matthew I. Stevens
YukiOkubo
ceremony. 1 hear Bob Saget is still
MinSong
LSOE
MauraLamadore
Jennifer Just
of Coke, aren't they just inviting stuMary Brown-Jones
Trim Quigney
Mhairi Murray
JuliaTran
BillGerson
dents to find any avenue possible to available even at this late hour.
Cary
Julie
Noonan
C.
M.
MelanicFrcedman
VirginiaReinburg
JustinPerry
avoid paying for such high quality
On the topic of ceremonies, don't
Aaron Ramirez
MaryHolland
Rick Fleiias
Sharlene Hesse- Ana Menezes
Kerry Brady
Patricia Ritze
Jennifer Hamilton Sara Kimmcl
Biber
food? Just to emphasize the point, BC you get the feeling the BC hockey team
Meredith Millet
Erica Pellegrini
Carly Henderson Robert J. Daly. SJ
Anshan Moore
charges students $300 for stolen items missed their window of opportunity of
Sarah Schwerdel
SaraDeltinger
Zoi Tsolias
Theresa Davis Elizabeth W. Collin
Thomas O'Reilly
before each school year. That sounds winning their first championship since
Jeffrey Napolitano
Yi-Hui Chang
Tameca Walker
Hammond
LisaA.Fausto
Baker
Murphy
Higgins
Stephanie
SarahForrest
Jennifer
LoreiU
like a challenge to me to steal as much
1949? No matter what a nice person
Kimberly Coins
Steven Gilbert
Erika Shore
AmandaRhein
DennisTyrell
silverware, trays and food as you can. or good coach Jerry York is, the BC
Holly K. Unger
Brian Daly
Sandi Capuano
Nora E. Thompson Linh T. Nghe
Kathleen Ting
Barbara L. Brush.
Michael Wilson
Danielle Auslandcr
Hilary Stracher
If they are charging you for it, who are Eagles are the Buffalo Bills of college
Matiew E. Albert
Ph.D
Donna Leslie
Josselyn Whiteside Kristin Flynn
they to complain?
hockey, but BC would never bench
Jennifer L.Sinie
Sandra Sandiford
JenniePark
Marci Luss
Debbie Hamada
Jennifer French
Nels Scastrom
While it's nice BC encourages free Doug Flutie in its most important
Susana M Lowe
Matt Diemer
Othcrine J. Neisler
Tara K. Heyes
SaraFreedman
TonyaA. Winter
Johnßuxton
JamieSisko
food and silverware, taking away game of the season.
Prof. George J.
MarcyKerr
Holly A. Russell
MelissaSmith
Carina L. Wohl
Dunkin'
Donuls was simply a slap in
Of course, it is better to be losing
Daley
Harper
Stephanie
Haug
Hsiao-wen Lo
Malt
Goldsmith
Jessica
Rebecca Michaels Meghan Wrona
Erin Campbell
the face. Does anybody really like championshipgames that not even be(more than 50 additionalsignatures!
Starbucks coffee? One English teacher ing invited to a postseason tournaof mine claimed I was too kind in an ment. Are my eyes deceiving me or did
earlier column about Starbucks, and he Jim O'Brien resurrect a dormant Ohio
had the decency to cancel class the one St. basketball program in two years
day he couldn't make it. Substitules: with the help of Scoonie "Don't Call
never liked them, never will.
Me a Traitor" Perm? In three years.
Remember when Chasing Amy O'Brien already has had one visit to
the Final Four and captured a Big Ten
was drummed off the BC film channel for a few days because its subject championship. It's a good thing thai
matter was a little too controversial for
BC didn't let a coach like that get away
this Jesuit institution? Apparently, that from them, especially if BC was his
same group who had a problem with a alma mater.
film about lesbians has no problem
Hands down though, the worst deairing the film with the most expletives cision made in my four years was rein history and depicts Saddam Hussein moving the BC bus stop from Walsh
as being more evil than Satan, South and placing it in front of Ignacio. No
Park: Bigger, Longer and Uncut. I'm two dorms house as many students
just glad to know that it's OK to play a combined as Walsh and Edmond's, yet
film calling somebody's mother a big they are almost as isolated for the BC
busing system as Newton Campus
fat B****, as long as same sex relationships are not depicted in a realis- residents are from BC. If the BC bus
tic fashion. Gives you a warm feeling were actually reliable, this would be a
inside, doesn't it?
real issue. Fortunately for BC, as of
Speaking of the BC film channel, now, it takes less time to watch CaCasino is probably on right now, besino in its entirety than catch a bus to
cause it is always on. The only more the reservoir.
common occurrence is a UGBC conAfter covering all of this ground,
cert in Conte Forum featuring Run
there remains but one final pearl of
DMC or Rusted Root. When BC actuwisdom I can leave you with. Former
ally gets a good show, ihey force the Jesuits who marry ex-nuns make the
artist off stage before he wants lo go best teachers. But that was obvious al(Wyclef) or simply ban him from BC ready to you, wasn't it?
www.statravel.com
for life (Adam Sandler). Oh, and how
ay."

Contributors

Waldrons express gratitute to those
involved in Mary Kaye Waldron
award banquet
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BEEN THERE
PLMD THAT?
Finally, a way to swap

all those CDs you DON'T want
*

for CDs you DO want.
Or, just purchase from the

j\AjCACFI

1

LARGEST selection of used CDs on the Web.

All Swaplt CDs are quality guaranteed,
and shipping to Swaplt is always FREE.

UL V I

All new members who

I I L» I

register by May 30th

?

will receive 15 FREE Swaplt Bucks for use on swapit.com!
Simply enter registration code

4066

when you join, and 15 Swaplt Bucks

will immediately be credited to your account!

[swapit.com]
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mark
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Four

nesota Vikings.

The Superfans might be spoiled
now, but yes, there was a time
when the BC hockey program was not
in the Final Four. When Mike Mottau
first took the ice of Kelley Rink, in
fact, the Eagles couldn't even boast a
winning record, as they collected a
15-19-4 mark in his freshman cam-

by

paign.
But that changed quickly, thanks
largely to the play of Mottau and the
Class of 2000. Mottau's graceful play
became a subtle form of dominance.
The defenseman got better and better
in his four years, until there was no
better player in the country, until the
Hobey Baker Award was tucked in his
arms the day before the Eagles played
for the national championship game
for the second time in three years.
How far did the Eagles of the ice
travel these last three years? Their
season ended only at the hands of the
national champion.
Think for a moment about the
sporting culture that all of the Class
of 2000 met when they walked on the
Heights for the first time as freshmen.
The women's basketball team was
coming off a 10-17 season. The Frozen Four seemed like a dream to the
hockey team. The Eagles of the gridiron were more of a point of embarrassment than a point of pride.
Four years later, there are winners
all around.

E

IH's baseball team has powered its wa> to 32 wins. See

eo\

eruge on B2.

Seniors pace men 's lax
By

David LaMattina
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Lacking the fanfare that is so common for a senior's last home game, seniors Marc Albano, Mike Sullivan, Dan
Hayden, Tom Gallagher and Jason
Wren stepped into Alumni Stadium for
their final match of their careers on the
Heights. The blustery day kept many
fans at home, but the unusual New England phenomena of snow in April
couldn't deter the seniors from firing it
up for their home finale against Siena.
Recognized or not, these five se-

niors were determined to leave Alumni
with one final victory.
In the Eagles' 13-7 victory, seniority was the theme. Hayden ripped home
three goals and added an assist. Wren
would follow closely behind in the
pointtally, registering two goals as well
as an assist. Though the pair combined
for five goals, strong play from juniors
Taylor Whitman and Andy Koch was
necessary to put the Eagles over the top.
Whitman's tough play materialized in
two goals and Koch had an outstanding match, finding the net for three
goals and aiding*on two others. James
Oarth, Scan McLaughlin and Tom
Smith, all juniors that chipped in a goal
apiece, continued the all-out offensive
barrage that resulted in the Eagles'
lucky 13.
While the offense enjoyed a prolific
day, goalie Tom Gallagher was forced
to shut down a threatening Siena offense. Gallagher was beaten seven
times, but was a virtual wall for the rest
of the 24 shots that Siena pounded al
the captain from Point Lookout, New
York, who finished the game with 17

See MEN'S LAX, B7

mas is one of the best hitters of his generation, but he has his shortcomings as
a fielder. Mets shortstop Rey Ordonez
is an astounding fielder, but comes up
short with the bat.
Boston College Eagle Steve
Langone doesn't havethis problem.As
of Sunday, the senior DH strokes the
ball at a .351 clip, has knocked four
home runs and collected 24 RBI. On
the mound, Langone has compiled a
ridiculous 1.15 ERA and a 7-2 record.
Steve Langone is old-school.
"I think I'm a throwback," he says.
"I try to do everything well. Maybe I
don't stand out in one area. I don't have
the speed on the basepaths, I can't throw
ninety. I can't hit the ball live hundred
feet, but I think I do everything pretty
well."
Langone is wrong about one thing:
he does stand out. In his four years, at
the Heights, he's picked up almost as
many awards as he's given up runs. As
a sophomore, he was All-Big East second team and All-New England. Last
year, he was named to the All-New
England first team and the All-Big East
second team and picked up Beanpot
MVP honors. He's been the Big East
Player of the Week, the Big East Pitcher
of the Week and started all 88 games
during his junior and sophomore sea-

sons.
Last year, his statistics were as
gaudy as they have been this campaign.
At the plate, Langone hit .332 with 13
dingers and 46 ribbies. In his sophomore year, Langone was just as impressive, with numbers like a .401 batting

saves.

The win should surprise no one.
The men's lacrosse team has embodied
a semper ft attitude that would make the

baseman/designated hitter Frank Tho-

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ KRISTIN REAGAN

The men's lacrosse team finished their home schedule with a 13-7 win over Siena last Wednesday at Alumni Stadium. It was the
final home contest for five seniors.

average, nine round-trippers, and 36
RBI.
This year, opposing pitchers have
been able to focus more on Langone
after the departure of Eagle slugger
Scan McGowan, who was drafted in the
third round by the San Francisco Giants. Langone has tried to avoid adjusting his style at the plate to compensate
for the absence of McGowan.
"I don't feel like I am," he says. "We
lost McGowan, so I felt a little pressure
early on to produce and didn't do quite
as well. But we've got a lot of kids on
the team who can produce, a lot ofguys

who

can score runs."

Langone faces the additional challenge of beingboth an everyday player

and a pitcher. While most hurlers get
several days off in between appearances
to sit in the dugout and spit sunflower
seeds, Langone has the added task of
being the among team's top batsmen.
"I've been doing it all my life, ever
since Little League," Langone says.
"I'm used to it. The hardest part is trying to lift as a hitter and stay loose
enough to pitch."

HEIGHTSFILEPHOTO

Steve Langone delivers to
the plate

He

gets extra practice

in the

sum-

mer, playing in the New England Collegiate Baseball League, where he was
named

to the All-Star team last sumboth a hitter and a pitcher. The
league requires the use of wooden bats,
which suits a throwback like Langone
just fine.
"It lets us play the game the way it
was supposed to be played," he says of
the wooden bats. "And, it's easier to
mer as

pitch."
With his versatility and commitment to improving his skills, Langone
is an invaluable leader for the Eagles.
He was heavily recruited throughout

New England,contacted by schools like
the now baseball-less Providence College, UMass-Amherst, University of
Rhode Island and Big East rival UConn.
The interest in Langone is not surprising, considering his high school career.
He finished high school with a 29-3
record and a through-the-floor 0.52
ERA, and captained the Reading Memorial squad to a state title in his senior season, when he was named the
Boston Globe Player of the Year.

See LANGONE, B8

Millennium brings a year of firsts for sailors
By Meghan

O'Neill

FOR THE HEIGHTS

The Boston College varsity sailing team is ending its season with several national rankings, evidence that
their hard work and extra practice has
paid off.
Team members Wendy Hinman
and Joe Fava (both juniors) organized
a spring break trip to St. Petersburg,
Florida. The team sailed all week in
the sun and then returned to cold
weather in Boston to start their spring
season. "Spring break was great
it
was really warm, we got a lot of practice time in, and we also had a lot of
fun. At one point when we were sailing, we even had dolphinsswimming
just a few feet away from our boat,"
says John Broderick.
PHOTO COURTESY OF MEGHAN O'NEILL
Coach and BC Sailing Alum Joe
BC's
takes
to
the
water
at
Hill
in
Dorchester.
sailing
team
Savin
Aleardi set the team's goals early on
in the season. In the winter months before spring practice, he organized team order to finish the race with a winning upcoming national competition after the top 15 of the Sailing World poll all
workouts and racing clinics in order combination. Coach Aleardi says:"the taking sixth place at the Reed Trophy season, and is busy practicing for the
to prepare for the upcoming season. extra practice paid off? we've seen a
last weekend. After the Mid-West upcoming co-ed national qualifiers in
When it came time to sail, Aleardi definite improvement in our results at qualifying races next week, the BC two weeks. Junior skipper JoeFava is
wanted to focus on team racing, and teamiaces."
women will know if they will be comtaking the role of captain next year and
organized a new Wednesday practice
Skipper Tyler Pruett recently competing at King's Point in the Collegiate has had plenty of practice in a number
time to take advantage of calmer winds peted in the Friis Trophy, a team race Women's National Regatta. The BC of highly competitive regattas this sein order to concentrate onracing techat Tufts, where BC came in sixth. "We
women's team is currently ranked 12th mester.
The big boat team placed third
niques. The 5:30 a.m. practice time really learned a lot at the Friis, and in the country by a Sailing World
was difficult for the sailors, considerwhile we have improved in team racmagazine poll of top college sailing overall at the Kennedy Cup in Annapoing that they had been practicing on ing, we learned that we need to work coaches. "We are really pleased with lis, Maryland onEaster weekend. The
our sailing this spring and had a good Kennedy Cup is the oldest regatta in
the water less than 12 hours before. together as a team a lot more. We defiTeam racing is a highly competitive nitely have the potential and ability to time, but it will be hard to see the secollege sailing. The BC sailors also
aspect of college racing where each bring it all together and qualify for naniors go. Hopefully we will qualify for qualified for sloop nationals for the
school has three boats in a race, and tionals," Pruett said.
nationals and will continue to reprefirst time in BC history.
two schools compete with six boats
The women's team has ?'so made sent Boston College well," said Cryssa
Captain Hans Pusch says that he
total in each race. The teams use a vais happy with the team's progress this
significant strides this season, and is Byers.
riety of techniques and teamwork in currently the alternate school in the
The co-ed team has remained in season. "We have a great coach, and
?

since he is a full-time law student,
sometimes we really have to pull
through and do what he can't. Sometimes other BC sailing alumni come
to big races and help coach us when
Coach Aleardi is not available. For a
student-run team, we have been enormously successful and I hope that
progress will continue next year," he
said.
The BC sailors were also able to
host a number of more competitive regattas this spring. "Hosting better regattas this year will help us get into
better regattas next year?which will
expose our team to even more good
competition," says Christian Pennotti.
This past weekend, BC hosted a
Northern Series Regatta as well as a
New England Series competition, with
a number of competitive sailing
schools, including MIT, Dartmouth
and Tufts who rated at BC's site at the
Savin Hill Yacht Club in South Boston.

The team also has high expectations for their fall season next year.
Coach Aleardi will return to coach for
another season and the graduating seniors will be replaced by incoming
freshman sailors who have been recruited from all over the country. According to Pusch, "the recruiting class
for next year looks really strong, and
all of the underclassmen have varsity
experience. BC sailing can only get
better."
The BC sailors have completedanother successful season, thanks to extra effort and extra practice! The Eagles
will enter the fall 2000 season with

?

of Boston College have come.
The women's basketball program
had its architect in place four years
ago, but even a coach like Cathy
Inglese needed a foundation to build
on. Inglese, who is as good a coach
as any on this campus, went north of
the border to find Cal Bouchard and
to San Diego to land Alissa Murphy.
Together, the tandem formed the heart
and soul of the Eagles of the hardwood.
In the last four years, the growth
of women's basketball has been the
single greatest stride that Boston College athletics as a whole has made.
Bouchard and Murphy led the charge,
leading David past the Goliath we
know as UConn. They guided their
team to its first two NCAA Tournament appearances, and they've established a standard of success that will
be the norm for years to come.
As a high school senior in Rocky
River, Ohio, Chris Hovan committed
to a program that was flying high. The
BC that he committed to, however,
was not the same BC he found as a
freshman. The program that Hovan
entered was ravaged by the biggest
gambling scandal in college football
history. The struggles even made
Hovan consider leaving BC. But the
man with red hair and eye-black remained in maroon and gold.
When a disciplinarian like Tom
O'Brien came in, Hovan came out as
the attitude of the Eagles. Through a
pair of middling 4-7 seasons, Hovan's
tenacious play showed his teammates
the passion they had to bring on to
the field each week. In the gutwrenching 31-26 defeat to Notre
Dame on November 7, 1998, Hovan
posted one of the great games in recent BC history, compiling two sacks
and seven tackles. But Hovan was
never about his own stats. It can be a
cliche' in sports, but Hovan only cared
about winning. In fact, he taped a picture from the loss to Notre Dame
above his bed and looked at it every
day for a year. He finally took it down
when Hovan and his Eagles took the
Fighting Irish out, 31-29, in South
Bend this past November. It was the
highlight of an 8-4 season in which
BC's Ail-American proved that he
had in fact chosen to play for a winner. And now, as fate would have it,
Hovan will line up alongside his gridiron hero, John Randle, with the Min-

I

the past academic year, each

editor

Today's typical baseball player is a
specialist. Players concentrate on one
area of their game to become the best
at that particular skill. White Sox first

players, four years. Their
respective journeys crossed in

going to show just how far the Eagles

Jim O'Sullivan
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BC runners do itfor a good cause Eagles continue
hardball progress
By Jody

throughout the race.
After putting in long hours,
Ballweg and Borst were extremely
pleased with the students' dedication

Kent

FOR THE HEIGHTS

Over $25,000 was donated to the
Campus School on Patriot's Day as 75
BC runners crossed the finish line of

the 104th annual Boston Marathon.
In addition to several months of
intense training, these BC students
raised money for the second annual
Campus School Marathon fundraiser.
This year's fundraiser was extremely
successful, earning more than double
the proceeds from last year. Sam
Ballweg and Susan Borst. Co-chairs
of the Marathon Committee for the
Campus School, organized supportive events and inspirational voice mail
messages for the runners throughout
their training.
Several speakers came to BC, including a doctor witu whom the runners could discuss any medical concerns. Students also received a promotional discount on running shoes
from Marathon Sports. In addition.
the Committee provided the runners
with a pasta dinner held a few nights
before the race, T-shirts and transportation to the starting line on Monday
morning. Running for the Campus
School meant more than doing it for
a good cause.
It was the motivation for many of
the BC runners. Erin McManus. a
sophomore who volunteers at the

and the successful outcome of the
fundraiser. Borst also noted that she
was especially happy with the exposure the Campus School hasreceived"
throughout their efforts.

"Knowingyou 're runningfor the kids, you

get strength," said
sophomore Julie Bott.

PHOTO COURTESY
»

It'll BOSTONMARATHON ORG

Seventy-five BC runners made the trek from Hopkinton to
Boston to raise money for BC's Campus School.
Campus School, said, "running for a
good cause helps me to keep going
and not give up." She continued, "1
want to give back to [the students at
Campus School)."

Julie Bott, a sophomore who completed her second marathon on Mon-

day, agreed. "Knowing you're running for Ihe kids, you get strength,"
she said.
Scott Gorman, also a sophomore,
said he felt especially encouraged
when he heard people cheering,
"Yeah, BC Campus School!"

The money raised from the marathon will be combined with proceeds
from other Campus School
Fundraisers and its use will be decided at the beginning of the next
school year. Last year's proceeds allowed the Campus School to purchase
a Suspension Harness Track System,
which gives the students the opportunity to walk while in the harness.
The Marathon Committee for the
Campus School wanted to give a special thanks to everyone who participated in the fundraiser. Everyone's input has given them "the ability to add
a new dimension to the Campus
School students' lives," Borst concluded.

By

sesses a .379 average, Langone checks
in at .351, followed by utilityman Jeff
Mackor with a .336 clip. Mendoza's 28
RBI top the squad, with JoeKealty right
behind at 25.
But it's not just with the bat that
the Heights hardballers have been successful. The pitching staff's combined
ERA is an impressive 3.16, led by freshman chucker Matt Duffey, who has a
diminutive 0.64 mark over 11 innings.
Senior captain Andy Sullivan is the
proud owner of a 0.66 ERA over 31.2
frames. Langone's 1.15 ERA is backed
up by a 7-2 record and 67 innings on
the mound.
BC began the season below the
Mendoza Line, not Janet's but down
south, playing three games in South
Carolin, then 10 games in Florida.
There, they played the Boston Red Sox
tough, getting a lead on the pros before
falling by a score of 8-3.
After leaving the Sunshine State,
the Eagles hit a rough patch, dropping
five of their next eight games. They rebounded, however, and reeled off 11
victories over the next 13 games. The
Maroon and Gold has swept series
against Buffalo, Valparaiso, Villanova,
Albany, Vermont, St. John's and last
week's against Georgetown.

Jim O'Sullivan

HEIGHTS EDITOR

"We know that we're a good team,"
says Boston College senior pitcher and
designated hitter Steve Langone. "And
we expect to win every time we step
out on the field."
Win the Eagles have, 32 times this
year, the second of Coach Pete Hughes*
tenure at the Heights. After capturing
just 26 wins last year, BC is still going
strong with five games to play before
postseason play. They've beaten nationally ranked Notre Dame and took all
three games against Georgetown last
weekend. And, as Langone notes, the
team has a bit of a swagger. Rightly so,
for five years ago their record was a
meager 21-24. Like other programs at
BC, baseball is starting to soar.
The Eagles have an effective mix
of freshmen and upperclassmen. With
the team batting average at a prodigious
.326, Coach Hughes' troops do not lack
for offense. They average more than
seven runs per game and have bashed
36 home runs, led by outfielder Jarret
Mendoza's five and third baseman Eric
Olson's seven tall jacks.
With a .418 batting average as of
last week, catcher Chris Rosado leads
all Eagles with more than 50 at-bats.
Second baseman Mike Gambino pos-

See BASEBALL, B9

ATTENTION STUDENT
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HOCKEY SEASON TICKETS. DON'T MISS THIS
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Hockey reflects on successful yet unfulfilling year
"lt's a tough expectation to live up
to," said junior Mike Lephart. "There's
really nowhere else to go but down
If the cliche" "so close yet so far from there. When you're number one,
away" can be applied anywhere, ii can all the teams are gunning for you. It's
be used to describe the 1999-2000 difficult."
Boston College hockey season. The
Allen agreed.
Eagles had a magical run that set them
"I think we were everybody's best
up to play for a national title, but in game," Allen said. "For some of the
the end were left with the reality of teams that were lower in our conferhaving lost in the finals of three elite ence and for some of the teams that
tournaments
the Beanpot, the we played out of conference, we were
Hockey East Tournament and, of their biggest game of the season."
But despite the pressure and the
course, the NCAATournament.
"We feel real empty this year beadded motivation of its opponents,BC
cause we didn't win anything," said
still was able to advance to its third
junior defenseman Bobby Allen, who consecutive Frozen Four. It is often
will serve as an alternate captain next said that it is harder to maintain sucseason. "We had a good year, but we
cess than to achieve it initially, and in
didn'l win anything."
this light, the achievement takes on
The absence of hardware to commore meaning.
memorate the season is a disappoint"It's tough to get back [to the Froment for a team that had such lofty
zen Four], especially the way we did
it the past two years, having to go out
goals. Losses to archrival Boston University in the Beanpot Final, to Maine west and knock off the top seed."
on a last second goal in the Hockey Lephart said.
East Final, and to North Dakota in the
But along with consistent excelNCAAFinal were not what people had lence comes the desire to drive even
expected.
further.
But ona positive note, the Eagles
"Getting to the Frozen Four is such
finished a stellar 29-12-1, won three an accomplishment, but we didn't reNCAA Tournament games, and saw ally look at it that way on our team,"
Captain Mike Mottau take home the Allen said. "We'd been there the last
Hobey Baker Award, college hockey's two years, so it was a big deal but it
really wasn't."
highest individual honor.
For the second straight year, the
For the second straight year, BC
Eagles were considered the top team was placed in an NCAA bracket that
in the country at the beginning of the forced them to play the nation's topseason, an honor that brought with it ranked team to reach the Frozen Four.
more pressure to perform.
And after a regular season that fell
By Casey

O'Connell

HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
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BC had plenty to "elebrate this
short of what the pundits had predicted, not too many people outside of
the BC community expected the
Eagles to knock off Michigan State
and Wisconsin on consecutive nights
in the West Regional.
In the eyes of the team, though, the
tough draw was only an extra motivating factor.
"Going into that weekend we were
pretty focused because we knew that
if we didn't play our best hockey we
were going to go home pretty early,"
Allen said. "You've got to play the best
teams eventually, so you might as well
get them out of the way early. Going
it's
out west there's no distractions
pretty much like a business trip."
Against the Spartans and the Badgers, BC played some of its best
hockey of the year, leading it to two
wins. The first round matchup against
Michigan State was probably one of
the most dramatic games of the year,
with BC coming from behind all game
en route to a 6-5 overtime win. Lephart
tied the game at five with 50 seconds
left and goalie Scott Clemmensen out
of the net. But in his eyes, the team
was confident all game.
"In the Michigan State game, we
were always behind but the feeling in
the locker room between periods was
such a poised and confident feeling,
like we were going to get it done somehow," Lephart said.
Against number one Wisconsin,
BC took an early lead and never looked
back on the way to a 4-1 win. The victorious weekend in Minneapolis pro-

HEIGHTSFILE PHOTO

Brian Gionta will serve as BC's captain in 2000-01.
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season, but

some tough losses in big games left the team without any major trophies.

duced one of the team's fondest
memories of the season.
"Beating Wisconsin and Michigan
State on back-to-back nights was definitely one of the high moments,"
Lephart said.
At the Frozen Four in Providence
two weeks later, the Eagles pulled out
a 3-1 win against a tougher-than-expected St. Lawrence team courtesy of
a late goal by senior Jeff Farkas. who
led the squad with 58 points on the sea-

Frozen Fours
and two National Championship
games. In fact, the Class of 2000 is the
second-most successful class in BC
history, recording 99 wins over their
four years. Experience like that is

Maple Leafs. Both players returned for
their final seasons amid rumors of possibly leaving school early for the pros.
A few of this year's underclassmen,
such as Allen, Brian Gionta, and
Brooks Orpik may have similar deci-

to replace.

sions to make this summer.
"Alot of us have some pretty tough
decisions that we're going to have to
deal with," Allen said. "I think we're
going to wait and start working out and
see how the summer goes. We'll just
deal with it as it comes and if something happens then we'll sit down and
talk about it. But I want to do what's
best for my teammates. These guys are
like my brothers and I wouldn't want
to do anything to hurt them."
Even with the losses to graduation
and»possible losses to the pros, the
2000-01 Eagles will still bft a force to
be reckoned with. A talented freshman
class will step in to contribute right
away, with recruits Ben Eaves and Joe
Schuman expected to fill the voids up
front.
"Ithink we're going to have a great
team coming back to really go for a
national title," Allen said. "We've got
a great freshman class coming in and
I think our seniors next year are going
to do a great job."
And even though a lot of experience will be lost to graduation, the
Class of 2001 is definitely seasoned.
"For my class and the sophomore
class, we're not used to anything but
going to the Frozen Four and I don't
expect anything less next year,"
Lephart said.

tough

"We feel real empty this
year because we didn 9t
win anything," said
Bobby Allen. "We had a
goodyear, but we didn V
win anything."

son.

"Thai was definitely an emotional
game, coming back like thai with a late
goal." Lephart said.
In the title matchup against North
Dakota, BC held a 2-1 lead going into
the final period but was overwhelmed
in the final 20 minutes by a talented
Sioux club.
"We were playing our best hockey
and we ran into a good North Dakota
team," Allen said. "You've got lo give
a lot of credit to them."
But on the Eagles, a lot of credit
for the team's success is due to the senior class of Mottau, Farkas. Blake
Bellefeuille, Kevin Caulfield and Tony
Hutchins. In the closing months of the
season they provided strong guidance
on the ice and behind the scenes.
"Down the stretch you could really see the leadership of the seniors,"
Lephart said. "It was contagious and
we all fed off of it. They're tremendous kids and they're going to be
greatly missed on and off the ice."
The seniorclass finished with a 15-19-4 record its first season and then

was a key part of three

"It's tough right now to think about
what we're losing. It's tough to put into
words what those guys brought to our
team," said Allen. "You've got to be
in the locker room or behind the bench
during a game to really understand it.
Those five guys are tremendous
hockey player and they're tremendous
people as well."
Mottau, whose pro rights are held
by the New York Rangers, ended his
BC career as the all-time assists leader
at the school and its highest scoring
defenseman. On April 7, Mottau was
awarded the Hobey Baker Award for
his achievements, becoming the second Eagle so honored.
Mottau will play in the NHL next
season and Farkas has already signed
a two-year deal with the Toronto
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Three Eagles Softball qualifiesfor tourney
picked in draft
By

Erik Pierorazio

HEIGHTS

Hovan, Chamberlin, Alford get the call
HEIGHTS STAFF

The 2000 NFL Draft in New
York saw three Boston College
Eagles land on NFL teams, highlighted by the first-round selection
of Eagles defensive lineman Chris
Hovan. Eagle stars Darnell Alford
and Frank Chamberlin also heard
their names called at the draft.
The Minnesota Vikings took senior Chris Hovan in the first round
with the 25th overall pick. Hovan
was selected right where most
scouts and analysts had him projected, in the late first round.
The Vikings pounced on Hovan
before Indianapolis, who apparently
had Hovan pinned as their first
round selection. Hovan was the
fourth defensive lineman taken in
the draft, behind top pick Courtney
Brown of Perm State (Cleveland),
Florida State's Corey Simon (Philadelphia) and Tennessee's Shaun
Ellis (Jets).
After Hovan's impressive combine workout, his stock jumped and
landed him on a contender, and he
may fit right into the Vikings defense as soon as next season. NFL
experts already have predicted

Hovan to jumpimmediately into the

starting lineup.
Offensive Lineman Darnell
Alford was taken in the sixth round
by the Kansas City Chiefs, where
he will join former BC standout
Mike Cloud on the roster. Alford
was the 188th pick overall, and the
22nd pick in the round. Although
Alford did not draft as high as some
sources predicted, he was cited as
an "outstanding pick" by ESPN
analysts, and "possibly the smartest player in the draft."
Easily the biggest surprise for
BC fans was the pick of senior linebacker and 1999-2000 team MVP,
Frank Chamberlin. Chamberlin was
taken in the fifth round (160 th overall) by the Super Bowl runners-up,
the Tennessee Titans. Chamberlin's
stock apparently rose quite well, as
he was not projected to be taken so

early.
However the news was not all
bad for the undrafted Eagles either.
Tight end Bryan Amdt signed with
the Carolina Panthers, safety Pedro
Cirino signed with the New York
Jets, lineman Mike Willetts signed
with the Cincinnati Bengals and
tight end/lineman Adam Newman
signed with the Green Bay Packers.

111 It,HIS
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Brian Rusnica

Earlier this season some people
thought the Boston College softball team
would be bound for great glory. They
were going to take the Big East championship by storm and head to the NCAA
Tournament like raging wolves let out of
a cage. Last week, the team was 7-3 in

the league, tied for second place and
seemingly assured of a spot in the Big
East Tournament, which (hey will host
next weekend. But that was last week.
Things changed. Last Saturday, the
Eagles were 7-7 in Big East play and on
the verge of possibly
eliminated
from the tournament. Doubleheader
sweeps at the hands of UConn and
Villanova on Friday and Saturday could

I

By

SFAhK

Chris Hovan was taken in the first round of the NFL draft.

have come at a worse time. But with
a big showingon Sunday. Che Eagles were
able to qualify.
On Saturday afternoon at Shea Field,
the Eagles were ripped apart by the Wildcats of Villanova. The Wildcats came to
play and held the Eagles to just one hit in
not

the first game which they took 5-0. Keri
Stoller took the win for the wildcats, holding the Eagles to just seven hits in six
innings. In the second game, Villanova
senior Carrie Walpole blew by the Eagles,
allowing them only four hits in six innings. Villanova beat BC 9-4. BC could
not get it done, thoughthey had their moment. In the bottom of the fourth inning,
senior Chris Vicari hit a home run and
cut the Wildcat lead to 3-1. Then, they
tried to rally with two outs. With men on
first and second, freshman Lisa Fisher
grounded out and cut short the Eagles
chances of tying the game. That was the
best chance they had to get back into the
game. In the top of the fifth inning,
Villanova rallied back. Freshmen Sara
Carlson hit a home run with one out and
no one on base. This gave them the lead
and ultimately the victory 4-1.
It was a difficult doubleheader for the
Eagles. Things were not going their way.
Too many foul balls and grounders were
hit and not enough line drives. A BC outfielder lost a fly ball in sun that allowed
Villanova to score a run. Pitcher Kimberly Ryan just lost strength after six innings. The fire and power coming out her
arm just disappeared and Villanova took
advantage of the situation jumping all
over it. Wildcat pitcher Carrie Walpole
just kept throwing gas the entire game.
All six innings she threw were powerful
and explosive. BC had trouble hitting her,
and when they did it was for very short
periods of time. Things did not go their
way. The loss moved BC's record to 18-21 overall and Villanova's to 33-15.
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Patrick Morrissey
Simon O'Connell
Meghan O'Neill
Jim O'Sullivan
Erik Pierorazio
Raul Reyes
Brian Rusnica
Samantha Samora
Kris Sarajian
Matt Sefick
James Sheppard
Jay Stephens
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Mark Vernazza
Ryan Welch
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WWW.BOOKSTORE.BC.EDU

CASH PAID FOR BOOKS
Enter our buyback contest and win one of many prizes
($5O Gift Certificate- other prizes worth $2,000 total)

You will not get more money for the following books anywhere.

ANYWHERE!!!
NEW OR USED WE PAY:
Anderson: Statistics for Business and Econ., 7th '99 $45.00
Ebbing: General Chemistry Text and Study Guide, 6th '99 $55.50
Foerster: Punto Y Apart, '99 $24.00
Janson: History of Art, sth '97 $35.00
Krajewski: Operations Management, sth '99 $47.00
Maki: Finite Mathematics, 4th '96 $36.50
Samuelson: Economics, 16th '98 $46.25
Starr: Cell Biology and Genetics, Bth '98 $22.25

Bring in all your books, they are worth more than
you think! There are thousands of titles that we
will be purchasing!
Bring your books to: Boston College Bookstore
Monday-Thursday, May Ist May 4th: 9:00 tO
Friday and Saturday, May sth and 6th: 9:00 to
Monday Thursday, May Bth May 11th: 9:00
Friday and Saturday, May 12th and 13th: 9:00
-

-

-

-

-

Books are money. Guard against theft.

6:30
5:00
6:30
5:00
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Women's lax finishes 6-10 Eagles end strong at home
EAGLES TO RETURN CORE GROUPOFPLAYERS IN 2000-01
Michael

Kopech
HEIGHTS STAFF

Bl

Marine Corps blush. In the beginning
of the year, captain Mike Sullivan reinjured his ACL. The injury sidelined
the senior for the entire season. In addition, the status of the program is always in question. This year was Head
Coach Dave Curnick's rookie season
and he was dealt a struggling squad
that included 12 walk-ons. Fan support
is at a minimum. But the seniors that
have been there for it all wouldn't give
up.
"We didn't have the most talent,
but we gave it all we had," said

Gallagher.

HI-IGMTSPHOTO/ STEVL MURRAY

Emily Ryan scored four goals in BC's season-ending win
over Holy Cross. Her 34 goals on the season were *>ed for
the

team

players (Pitt, Baldante and attacker
Emily Santos), and will likely be able
to build upon their core of key players in the coming seasons. This season did have its share of highlights,
including a weekend sweep of
Villanova and St. Joseph's earlier this
spring. In that series, Pitt and junior
Honor Crowther had seven and six
goals, respectively, to lead the Eagles.
Also, Miller's six points against
UConn and Crowther's four goals
against Cornell were high points of
the season.
Miller led this year's squad in
scoring with 31 goals and 41 assists,
followed by Ryan with 34 goals and
(34 goals. 5 assists)
16

lead.

The senior goaltender had expectations for a season that ended in a
winningrecord, but the adverse conditions were just too much.
"I had really hoped that there
would be a big turnout for our last
home game, but it was snowing,"
Gallagher continued. "[Fan support]
has been a problem, but it comes to a
point where you just have to forget
about everything and everybody and
go out there and just do it."
Boston College has been anything
but a loving support for Gallagher,
Hayden, Wren, Sullivan and Albano.
The quintet of seniors has been at the
heart of a program that has undergone
more revisions than the Big Dig.
While the turbulent times at the
Heights has made the lacrosse experience fall short of its potential, it seems
to have brought the seniors together.
Wednesday's victory against Siena

HI.IGIIISJ'UOIO KRISTIN Xl AC.AN

The Eagles beat Siena in their final appearance
Stadium this year.
didn't change the season's outcome, but
it acted as a symbol of the men's four
years at BC.
As the snow swirled through the
empty bleachers, four of these men
fought hard while one supported his
teammates from the sideline. There
were few on hand to witness the event,
but those that were there were privi-

"never put off until
doesn't apply

for

tomorrow

retirement,

Games Goals

Assists

Points

1. Lauren Miller

16

31

41

72

2. Emily Ryan

16

34

16

50

14

34

5

39

4. Honor Crowther

16

2f>

4

30

5. Chrissie DeMichelle

14

18 **A\ .-.ASI*"

3. Susan

finishes her career with 66 goais and
78 points overall.

the

adage

Pitt
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BC edged Holy Cross under the lights at Alumni Stadium.
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leged to see that sports excitement
doesn't necessitate a sold-out arena
with high-profile athletes jockeying
for position.
Sometimes it can be as simple as
a few guys, who, playing together for
the last time in front of a home crowd,
giving everything they have to win just
one last time on home turf.

Final record: 6-10
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WOMEN'S LACROSSEFINALSTATS
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The women's lacrosse team ended
its season last Wednesday night, with
a rain-soaked win against Holy Cross.
The victory, their second straight,
brought the Eagles' final record to 6-10. Led by junior co-captain Emily
Ryan and senior Susan Pitt, who each
connected for four goals apiece, BC
set aside an early deficit to win the
contest 11-9.
Holy Cross notched a 1-0 lead before Pitt scored to tic the game midway through the first half. The Crusaders, however, built what looked to
be a 5-1 lead heading into halftime.
But in the closing minutes of the period, the Eagles scored four times on
goals by Ryan, Pitt and sophomore
Chrissie DeMichele to close out the
half and level the score at five.
Ryan netted her third goal of the
evening to open the second half and
give the Eagles their first lead of the
game.
The lead would be short-lived, as
Holy Cross struck back with three
goals in short succession to regain the
lead.
Reminiscent of the first half, the
Eagles strung together a string of
goals to take even the score, this time
sparked by sophomore Lauren Miller.
Miller, who also had four assists on
the night, connected to shrink the lead
to one, ten seconds before Ryan tied
the contest at eight.
The night, though, would belong
to the seniors, who were playing in
their final game for the Eagles. Pitt
scored two more times, the latter of
which proved to be the game-winning
goal, and senior co-captain Jamie
Baldante added a goal seconds remaining, to cap her career and the season. Holy Cross added a goal with
time expiring, as the Crusaders' Jen
Amendola connected with her fifth
score of the night.
Head Coach Mary Ann Foley's
team will look to improve next season, as they will return all but three
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The O'Bits:

Langone does it his way

The joys of being a fan

JIM O'SULLIVAN
Over the past year. I think I've taken
part in more chants than all the monks
in Gregoria.
The first three September Sundays
were magical, as we managed to set up
a two-TV simulcast to watch both the
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When the Sox beat the Indians to
advance in the playoffs, some other locals and I filled Upper Campus with a
popular chant which refers to the activities of the pinstriped villains, ft was the
same chant which would echo throughout Fenway when Pedro Martinez beat
Roger Clemens on the day that BC beat
Pitt. I traded my Superfan shirt for Sox
gear that day, and was a delighted witness to the riot afterwards on
Landsdowne Street. We danced on cars,
lit fires, hugged strangers. It was a
hardball Woodstock.
The Ryder Cup came to Brookline
and I didn't lose a lot of sleep when the
U.S. went down 10-6; in fact, i barely
understood exactly what that meant
(isn't the low score desirable in golf?).
didn't care about the team or the players who wanted to get paid for representing their country. But when the
fellas in red. white and blue started to
show a little heart and mount a comeback, I hopped on the bandwagon. And
when Justin Leonardknocked down lhat
putt from the Canadian border, well, the
"U-S-A" chants started up and I once
again lost my voice.
When the Eagles headed west to
give a whuppingto the pretenders to the
Shamrock (Father Neenan claims we
schedule Notre Dame because "you
need one or two automatic W's on the
schedule"), we loaded up and trekked
the 17 hours to South Bend. There we
saw the Eagles capture a dramatic victory from the most fabled team in college sports, in one of the greatest college football games I've ever seen.
The Boston Marathon? Nobody can
really say exactly what is so amazing
about watching the race. Maybe it's seeing such highly-conditioned athletes
putting on such a performance. Maybe
it's seeing Dick and Rick Hoyl finish
yet another race. Maybe it's standing on
the sidewalk and rejoicing that you don't
have to experience the pain that the runners do. Regardless, BC is lucky to be
able to witness firsthand such a spectacle.
Nothingreally makes a weekend or
provides for better procrastination the
night before a paper is due than sitting
back and watching a game. With all the
great games during the past school year,
it just couldn't have been better.

Continued from Bl
i

Langone brought his talent to BC,
where he played for two years under
Coach Moe Maloney. When Coach Pete
Hughes took the helm of the program,
Langone noticed a differenc in the
team's attitude and level of intensity.
With his high school and college careers as a springboard, it's not surprising that Langone has a solid chance of
playing professionally.
"I've known a lot of guys who
thought they were going to get drafted
and didn't and I know a lot of guys who
didn't think they were going to get
drafted and did get drafted," he says.
"I'd love to get a shot, love to get a
chance." With such versatility, superb
stats and a love for the game, it would
be surprising if Langone didn't get that

shot.
With the Eagles' record now at 31
14 and the Eagles posting a big win
against number 20 Notre Dame,
Langone and his mates have a shot at
something else: a regional bid in the
NCAA postseason tournament. Earlier
in the year, the Maroon and Gold played
tough against number 14 Rutgers,
This past weekend, they swept their
Jesuit rivals, the Hoyas, down in
Georgetown. In Sunday's game,
Langone ate up six innings,fanned six,
and allowed no runs on just two hits.
The performance improved his
strikeout-to-walk ratio to a preposterous 10:1, 60 punch-outs, with only six
free passes. In Pedro Martinez's 1999
Cy Young season, his ratio was not quite
8.5:1.
-
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Langone looks ahead

to

a possible NCAA berth.

Langone is the team workhorse.
This season, he has thrown an impressive six complete games and 67 innings,
five complete games and almost 20
more innings than anyone else on the
team. He was six for 13 over the weekend, leading the squad both on the hill
and in the batter's box.

That's the type of leadership and
production lhat has made Langone one
of the finest players in the Big East, in
New England, and around the country.
Along with his old school style of play
and approach to the game they have
made him one of the most valuable
players at BC in recent history.

Where are they going?
ANIIPDATEONTHEUTBSTPROSIGr#IGS
By Michael Teevan

Football

v.

\u25a0

Defensive Tackle Chris Hovan Drafted in the first'round (25th overall) by the Minnesota Vikings. Hovan
will line up nextto his gridiron idol, John Randle. Get the eye-black out.
-

Linebacker Frank Chamberlin Taken by the defending AFC champion Tennessee Titans in the fifth round,
where he'll play alongside the Freak, Jevon Kearse.
-

Offensive Lineman Darnell Alford- Picked by the Kansas City Chiefs in the sixth round. Like
season, Atford will now pave, the way for Mike Cloud.

Tight End Bryan Arndt
Safety Pedro Cirino

LOSE THE
TEN SPEED,
GAIN A
FOUR SPEED.

-

-

the '9S

..;.,,

_..,.i

Signed with the Carolina Panthers.

Signed with the New York Jets.

Defensive Lineman Adam Newman

-

Defensive Lineman Mike Willetrs.

Signed with the Cincinnati Bengals.

-

Signed with the Green Bay Packers.

Hockey

JeffFarkas? Signed a two-year contract with the Toronto Maple Leafs. Reportedly received a signing bonus
in excess of $600,000.
Mike Mottau Still waiting to sign with the Mew York Rangers.
-

Brian Gionta Will be the Eagles' captain next season.
?

Bobby Alien and Mike Lephart

?

Will serve as assistant captains next season.

Basketball
Cal Bouchard

Was selected in the fourth round (60th overall) of the WNBA draft by the Detroit Shock.

-

Bouchard, who averaged 15.6 points per game in guiding the Eagles to the second round of the NCAA
Tournament, is the first BC player ever to be drafted by the WNBA. She also plans to compete for the
Canadian National Team.
Al Skinner Announced that BC has officially signed Ludmil "Udo" Hadjisotirov, a 62" guard out of
Winchendon Prep. The combo guard gained All-Tournament honors at the National Prep School Invitational
in February. Hadjisotirov joins Andrew Bryant, a 67", 235 lb. forward from Denison, Texas, in Skinner's.
freshman class next season.
-
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quaffing soda and catching dirty looks
from the waitstaff for not spending

\u25a0

-

Patriots and the Red Sox. We'd cram as
many people as we could (often upwards of 20) into the dorm room, and.
somehow, both the Pats and the Sox
would always pull out victories. The
Palsies won al I three of diose games by
a combined total of seven points, and
the Sox were putting the finishing
touches on a season which would end
in the League Championship Series.
Not before, however, we got to go
along for a great ride with the Old
Tovvne Team. A buddy of mine and I
stayed at Roggie's for 13 inningsof the
Sox' September victory over Cleveland,

:

There's something memorable
about sitting in a dorm room - or other
establishment with your buddies and
taking in a sporting event. Often, these
situations become memorably rowdy.
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INSIGHT.COM BOWL MOVES TO PHOENIX

Freshman perspectives
My Chestnut Hill tale begins like
others. Son of an alum, I was
born andraised a BC football fan. Long
before bowl games were annotated with
so many

but I

was bitten by the Superfan bug
long before I actually arrived here.
Curley and Danya brought me to the
hardwood. I was a late blooming
hockey fan
the first game 1 saw was
the heartbreaking loss to Michigan at
the Fleet but I only missed one game
this year. With memories of the Elite
Eight and a last second field goal, I had
pretty high hopes for a freshman year.
Even if I didn't have the gall to wear
a gold shirt when BC and Northeastern
faced off at NU, 1 consider myself a
Superfan. I was in Providence mourning with the rest of the school. I awoke
for the ludicrously early 12:00 p.m.
football games and rallied for the all day
parties. Two of my hallmates and 1 even
borrowed my brother's car and made a
midweek pilgrimage to Hartford in
hopes of seeing Khalid Al-Emin
stumble and twist his ankle. I felt every
win and loss. If 1 was stressed out for
overtimes and close games while I
watched from the stands, I can't imagine what it must havebeen like for some
of the freshman athletes in their first
seasons on the Heights. There were
nights when I thought it was tough to
justify going to a basketball game be?

DAVE LaMATTINA

?

".corn's," I proudly bore the maroon and
gold. I rough-housed with the best of
them in the tailgate pick up games and
always found myself covered in mud
before we even sat down in the bleachers. I learned at an early age that Saturday mornings were about more than
cartoons and "'Saved by the Bell." It was
the Sabbath.
I don't know if I could locate my
first memories on the Heights, but my
father sure could. Icalled him the other
day and asked him about my first time
here. He was at work and extremely
busy, but didn't hesitate in saying,
"Doug's sophomore year against

Rutgers. He drove them down the
length of the field in 1:10. put the ball
in the end zone, went for two and won
the game."

The old man's still got it.
As for my memories, they're a little
more hokey and dreamlike. I always
come back to the image of my father
and I standing outside the locker room
of the old Alumni stadium as the team
pounded out onto the field. "That's
him," my dad said. That's it, that's all
he said. But I knew who he was. It was
my idol
the man I grew up pretending to be in backyard games and at
barbeques. It was Doug.
Needless to say, when application
time rolled around, the Eagle image was
firmly ingrained in my soul.
I was cultured to be a football fan.
?

cause I had too much
a privilege that my

work to do; it was
schedule was so
flexible. Not all of my classmates were
as lucky. Though people always men-

tion the transition that freshmen must
make, too often athletes are left out. In
reality, they probably had it tougher
than anyone else.
LJka Agbai, men's basketball center/
forward: "This year wasn't too difficult; when your day is structured, you
know what you have to do. But the
hardest part was when we'd play in

back-to-back road games. It was hard
not to fall behind in school work."
Agbai's most memorable moment was
the first time seeing the Agbai fan club.
"Every game is the same to me. but that
got me going."

Maggie Guiney, women's cross-country/track: The transition was a little
easier for Maggie Guiney because she
made the journey with her twin sister
Cate, but that didn't mean that life was
going to be simple. "Competition in
college is so much more intense than
in high school," Guiney noted in regards
to being in the classroom as well as on
the run. She also added "It's pretty hard
keeping up with people that don't miss
two days of class a week."
Tim Kelleher, men's hockey
goaltender: Kelleher immediatelybecame a key member of the first-ranked
team in the country. He fondly remembered starting in the Beanpot Championship, saying, "Starting in the Beanpot
was a thrill. I didn't think I'd begetting
as many opportunities as I did." But
Kelleher recalled with less joyoussentiments the difficulty of making the
transition to college's academic atmosphere. "As the season goes on, the days
start to get longer. Some days I wouldn't
get home from practice until eight or
nine ?we had about 110 practices this
year."
#**

As finals are completed and the weather
becomes more conducive to beach parties, stress will be a word put on reserve
for most of the class of 2003, but for
the athletes, the cycle continues. There
are summer training sessions and
leagues, summerclasses; after all. some
seasons are only a few short months
away...

Crew teams finish strong
By

weight at 6:06.8.

Samantha Samora
FOR THE HEIGHTS

BC men vs. UMass and Coast Guard
Academy at Charles River, Sunday
April 2
The eight-and-a-half hour trip back
from Camden, New Jersey and a strong
head-wind did nothing to affect the
strength of the men's team as they faced
UMa&s and the Coast Guard Academy
for the first home regatta of the season.
The team made a strong debut at home
as they won three of four matches. Although CGA won the Varsity Heavyweight division, the Varsity Lightweight men beat New England rivals
UMass by six seconds. The freshmen
men's team also took first in their race
against a tough Coast Guard team with
UMass finishing third.
BC men and women vs. Tufts at
Charles River, Saturday April 8
The regatta started early at 7:00
a.m. with combined racing. The tailwind ushered the quick finish of the
Heavyweights at six minutes even, followed closely by Tufts' First Varsity at
6:05.6 and a tough loss for the Light-

The First Novice Eight won with a
margin of nearly 16 seconds over Tufts'
JV at 7:38.4 and Second Novice kept
close, missing second place by a second (7:55.1).
The clean sweep added to the exhilaration of the women's first regatta
at home. Unfortunately for the Eagles,
conditions rapidly deteriorated, the tail
wind becoming a southwestern crosswind and increasing in speed by the end
of the day. The margins of victory became smaller as later races started, ending in the Second Novice Women's
four-second loss to Tufts' Second JV.
The race was a dead heat for most of
the race, BC even grabbing four seats,
but in the end Tufts mustered enough
strength to overtake the Eagles in the
last 40 meters.
BC women v. UNH at Charles River,
SundayApril 9
Conditions continued to worsen as
the women's team rose to face UNH
early Sunday. Whitecaps and strong
gusts of up to 20-25 knots made the
Charles choppy. The race times were
pushed back as both teams attempted

Gambino, Mendoza and
Langone have all been named Big
East Players or Pitcher of the Week,
which means that excellent players
such as Andy Sullivan (who has a
5-0 record), outfielder Neal
McCarthy (a .320 hitter) and outfielder and captain Mike Quirk

(with a .306 average) were

not

so

honored.
But the Eagles are a team not
so much characterized by individual
achievements as they are a squad
of teamwork.
The bullpen has notched seven
saves; the Eagles are a team where
teammates don't let each other, the
coaching staff or their fans down.
Just two years into the Pete Hughes

AZ

(AP)

?

The

nix in December.
That will give the Phoenix area two
bowl games about a week apart. The
Fiesta Bowl is playedat Arizona State's
Sun Devil Stadium in Tempe. usually
on Jan. 1 or Jan. 2.
The Arizona Sports Foundation,
which controls both games, voted
unanimously on Tuesday to terminate
the Tucson game.
"We tried and we failed." said John
Junker, executive director of the Fiesta
Bowl, which bought and has operated
the lnsight.com Bowl for three years.
The Arizona Daily Star said it was told
by an Insight.com Bowl official, who
asked not to be identified, that the Tucson game has lost more than $100,000
in each of its three seasons under Fiesta Bowl management.
Last season, the Star reports, the
loss exceeded $200,000. when Boston
College and Colorado drew an announced crowd of 35.762 at Arizona
Stadium, the smallest since 1991. Some
20,000 of those tickets were ones the
participating schools had to buy.
The game has two years remaining on its contract with the Big 12 and
Big East conferences and is sponsored
by a Tempe-based computer corporation through 2001. Junker said Bank
One officials signed a two-year contract.

This year it will be played Dec. 28
Bank One Ballpark in downtown
Phoenix, the home of major league
baseball's Arizona Diamondbacks.
George Kalil. a Tucson representative on the Arizona Sports
Foundation's Board of Directors, said
the contest first known as the Copper
Bowl made a profit only in 1993.
at

3vaiU?|e.

The First Novice started their race
soon after, but as the crosswind picked
up, chances of winning against the
Wildcats dwindled. UNH finished 13
seconds ahead of the Eagles with a time
of 9:19. BC Second Novice pushed
ahead of UNHand stole a length on
their Second Novice and the Four.
Unfortunately, the wind speed
picked up near the 1000mmark and
water spilled into the boat, ultimately
sinking the Viano within seconds. All
eight rowers and coxswain were rescued by two motorboats, one driven by
Fiske and another driven by Aaron
Zdawczyk, Novice Women's coach.
Eventually the boat was salvaged, but
the race was scrapped.
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Please apply in person, M ? F, 9am \u25a0 spm or send resume to:
Hert2 Corporation, Logon International Airport, 207
p orter Street, East Boston, MA 02128; Fax: (617] 569-3276;
E-mail: heft2sm@aol.com.
For more information and a complete list ol available
employment, call us at:
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the conditions. Finally, both
Head Varsity Coaches Sue Taylor of
UNHand Steve Fiske of BC decided to
go ahead with the races. The First and
Second Varsity Eights raced against
UNH's Varsity, BC Women finishing
7:13 over UNH's 7:23. The Second
Varsity closed the race with a time of
nearly eight minutes, partially due to
the strong crosswind that moved the
race course closer to the Boston shore.
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BASEBALL CONTINUES IMPROVEMENT UNDER HUGHES
Continued from B2

Tucson.

lnsight.com Bowl, a postseason collegiate football contest played in Tucson
the past 11 years, is moving to Phoe-
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Era, BC has staged a remarkable
turnaround.
The Eagles are now among the
best teams in the Big East, with a
nucleus of talented younger players. The baseball program at Chestnut Hill has established itself at the
regional and national levels and,
from here, the Eagles will continue
to fly.
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Cal Bouchard led the Eagles to a second straight NCAA
Tournament berth and became the first BC player ever taken
in the WNBA draft. Her acheivements earned her a spot on
the Canadian National Team.

Honorable Mention
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Mike Mottau finished his BC career as the school's all-time
assist leader and led the team to the National Championship
game. He also took home the Hobey Baker Award as college

hockey's top player.

Women: Katie Shields, Golf; Emily Ryan, lacrosse; Jill Dedman, field hockey; Jen Buckley, ice hockey; Alissa Murphy, basketball.
Men: Luke Mountain, fencing; Chris Hovan, football; Steve Langone, baseball; Troy Bell, basketball; Antonio Garay, wrestling.

1999-2000 Season Review: The Top 15 BC Moments
By

James Sheppard
HEIGHTS

STAFF

As the 1999-2000 season draws to
a close, The Heights took some time to
reflect on some of the year's biggest
achievements. Here they are, in ascending order.
15. Men's Fencing
Boston College's Men's Fencing
team tied with MIT for their fifth first
place finish in six years at the New

paced the Eagles. Jarrat hit her first
home run of the season, which was a
grand slam. The biggest part of this
game was the pitching performance by
Kimberly Ryan, as she threw a no-hitter. Ryan struck out nine and only
walked one in her first career no-hitter.
10. Cal Bouchard gets drafted
Seniorguard Cal Bouchard was the
first BC women's basketball player to
be drafted in the WNBA. As a fourth

England Collegiate Championships as
they posted 60 overall victories. At the
championships, Zakee Howard won the
epee event and Jeff Marston took second. Luke Mountain placed second in
sabre and junior Greg Shea took third
in foil. Also, junior Zakee Howard received an at-large bid to the National
Championships.
»

14. Women's swimming and diving
Along wiih finishing eighth in the
Big East as a team, the season was highlighted with several impressive individual performances. Sophomore
Lauren Schwartz set a school record in
the 100-yard butterfly. Schwartz finished fourth at the Big East Championship in the 200-yard butterfly. Freshman Nina Suryoutomo had an impressive first seasonas she broke two school
records in the 50-yard and 100-yard
freestyle. Also, Shannon Lent and
Kristen Gray finished in the top 10 at
the NCAA Diving Championships in
the one-meter and three-meter events.
13. Crew Team
This spring,racing season has been
very successful for both men's and
women's varsity and novice teams with
victories over MIT, Tufts and New
Hampshire. Most notably, the men's
lightweight team is ranked 12th in the
nation and is workingfor their fifth consecutive New England Rowing Championship.

12. Women's lacrosse
In the opening game of the season,
senior Susan Pitt scored six goals,
which was one of the best offensive
performances this year for the Eagles.
The most amazing player on this team
was sophomore Lauren Miller. Miller
leads the nation in assists and was
ranked ninth overall in points. Also,

HEIGHTS FILEPHOTO

Courtney Schaeffer and the
women's soccer team went to
the Sweet 16.
round selection, Bouchard will become
a member of the Detroit Shock.
Bouchard led the Eagles in scoring with
15.6 points per game. This summer,
Bouchard will compete for the Canadian Basketball team in the Summer

Olympics.
9. Baseball

Things have only gotten better
since Pete Hughes has taken over as
head coach of the baseball program. In
his first year as coach last year, Hughes
set a school record for wins and has
done it again this year. With a current
record of 27-13, the Eagles baseball
club has broken the record for wins in
a season with more regular season and
playoff games left to play.
Ifthe baseball team finishes well
during the end of the regular season and
has a good showing at the Big East tournament, a shot at the NCAA tournament
would be very feasible. Seniors Stephen
Langone, Andy Sullivan and Mike
Gambino have been leaders of this impressive team all year.
8. Antonio Garay finishes fourth in
country

HEIGHTS FILEPHOTO/ KIM AIME

Tim Hasselbeck and the
Eagles beat Notre Dame.
goalie Valeric Leuchs had 23 saves
against Boston University, which was
a single-game performance among the

best in the country.
11. Softball
The season for the softball team has
been very good. With a 7-7 record in
the Big East, the Eagles are looking to
make some noise in the conference tournament hosted on their home field.
Also, against Providence, two BC
players completed two of Softball's
greatest feats. In the 10-0 victory, freshmen KimberlyRyan and Summer Jarrat

Even though wrestling will no
longer be a varsity sport after next year,
this team is still able to win. BC wrestler Antonio Garay received first-team
wrestlingAll-American honors after
finishing fourth in his weight class of
285 pounds at the NCAA Division I
Wrestling Championships.
Heading into next season as a junior, Garay will likely be the nation's
highest ranked heavyweight wrestler.
He also won the award for most falls in
the least amount of time, with three in
just under nine minutes. Garay also finished first at the EC WA wrestlingcham-

pionship.
7. Troy Bell wins Big East Rookie of
the Year
Troy Bell's first season was one of
the few bright spots this year for the
men's basketball team. Not only did
Bell help breathe life into a struggling
basketball program, but he also made
an impact as the best freshman in the
Big East. Bell was voted as the Big East
Rookie of the Year. Bell joins Dana
Barros, Bill Curley and Scoonie Perm
on the list of BC players to receive the
prestigious award.

Bell was BC's top scorer and the
Big East's second-leading scorer, averaging 18.8 points per game. He set a
league scoring record for freshmen,
averaging 20.1 points in conference
games. Bell also established the BC
record for points by a freshman with
508. Bell will be the cornerstone that
BC will build upon as they head into
the 2000-2001 season.
6. Women's basketball
Coming into this year, people were
expecting great things from a team that
went to the NCAA tournament for the
first time in the previous season. As a
team that spent long periods of time in
the Top 25 polls, the women's basketball team did not disappoint all season.
Behind the leadership of seniors Alissa
Murphy and Cal Bouchard, and the rebounding of sophomore Becky
Gottstein and senior Jamie Cournoyer,
the Eagles coasted to a 26-9 record and
the team's second consecutive post-season birth.
Expectations were so high heading
into the tournament that BC was even
being considered as a host site for the
opening rounds of the tournament.
However, the Eagles were given a five
seed and opened up the tournament
with a victory over Nebraska. In the
second round, BC lost 74-70 to fourth
ranked Virginia. With 26 victories this
year. Head Coach Cathy Inglese lead
her team to the most victories in the
program's history.
5. Football wins at Notre Dame
The game certainly meant a lot to
any BC players and fans that witnessed
the 1998 loss to the Irish, as Mike Cloud
was stopped four times on the Alumni
Stadium goal line. Motivational posters were made as the Eagles went into
Notre Dame Stadium with the explicit
goal of revenge.
When the Eagles were down 14-0
in the first quarter, it appeared as ifBC
was going to be buried by Notre Dame
before the half ended. However, as the
Irish were driving, junior Ramon
Johnson made a key interception which
completely changed the game. After
being down fourteen points, the Eagles
rallied behind junior quarterback Tim
Hasselbeck to take a 31-17 lead.
Hasselbeck had a career day, as he
threw three touchdown passes and ran
for one more. A late fourth quarter interception by senior Pedro Cirino ended
any Irish hopes of a game-winningfield

goal. The Eagles went on to win the
game 31 -29, and the large contingency
of Eagles fans that made the trip to
South Bend screamed with excitement
as Chris Hovan and Pedro Cirino dug
up chunks of grass from the Notre
Dame field. The victory over Noire
Dame also eliminated the Irish from

bowl contention.
4. Mottau wins Hobey Baker
Perhaps BC Hockey Coach Jerry
York sums up Mike Mottau the best by
saying, "I think he'll be right up there
with Doug Flutie, Dana Barros, and
David Emaa[ 1991 Hobey Baker Award
winner! as an ambassador for BC."
For the first time since 1991, BC is
the home to the Hobey Baker Award.
Senior Captain Mike Mottau captured
collegehockey's highest honor with an
amazing senior year on the ice for the
Eagles. The stellar defenseman led his
team to their third Frozen Four appearance in four years. Mottau finished
fourth in scoring on the team with 37
assists.
Over his four-year career, Mottau
finished as the school's career assist
leader. As the anchor for BC's defense,
Mottau helped his team finish first in
penalty killing and third overall in the
nation for team defense. Mottau will
continue his hockey career with the
New York Rangers.
3. Women's Soccer
If any team had the most surprisingseason this year, it was the women's
soccer team. This team has been on the
fringe of success and finally reached
their potential this year, For the first
time in the program's history, BC
reached the Sweet 16of the NCAA soccer tournS'jient. The Eagles compiled a
16-6-1 record in their best season in
school history.
The Eagles lost to Connecticut in
the third round, but had big wins over
Fairfield and Harvard to get there. Perhaps the best game of the year was a 1
0 victory over eighth-seeded Harvard
University. Along with playing at
Harvard, nobody expected BC to win
the game after losing 4-0 to the Crimson earlier in the season. A goal by senior Mary Guarino and an amazing performance by junior goalie Courtney
Schaeffer would be the most important
in the victory.
Throughout the season, the team
was lead by All-American honorable
mention Sarah Powell, who was one of

the best defensive weapons on the team.
2. Football plays in Bowl Game
All in all, the football season was
something that nobody could havepredicted. One thing that many people certainly did not see in the team's future
was a bowl game. However, Tom
O'Brien and the Eagles put together
amazing victories against Syracuse,
West Virginia, and Notre Dame to earn
the school's first bowl invitation since
1994 when the Eagles played in the
Aloha Bowl. The Eagles made the trip
to the Insight.com Bowl in Tucson, Arizona following a very impressive 1999
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season.
Before the season, some cynical BC
fans were calling for the firing of Head
Coach Tom O'Brien. With records of
4-7 in 1997 and 1998. Eagles fans were
worried about the 1999 campaign.
Many feared a losing record was in the
cards for BC, but as everyone found out,
things would play out very differently.
Many of the doubtful fans were reassured that 1999 would be justanother
losing season after escaping an overtime game against Baylor, 30-29. As it
turned out, Baylor would just be a start
for an amazing BC football season.
With a 5-1 record, the Eagles began to

show people they were for real. The
Eagles had the third best turnaround of
all Division one football teams, as they
increased their win total by four.
Although the bowl game ended in
a Colorado victory, a sense of optimism
and confidence now surrounds the football program. The 2000 regular season
will start on September 2 at West Virginia and will end at Miami in November, but one should expect the Eagles
to be playing later than that.
1. Hockey plays in NCAA Finals
The hockey team knew going into
this season that they would have a target on their backs, as they were ranked
the preseason number one team. The
season got off to a good start but experienced many bumpsalong the road. BC
lost their top ranking and was evenout
of the polls during the season.
Heading into the Beanpot, the stories were all the same: can BC beat Boston University? The team did not do
that, but it seems as if the hockey season follows the same script every year.
As the preseason favorite, the team falters, loses in the Beanpot, and then they
surge and play like champions in the
Hockey East Tournament and then into
the Frozen Four..
This year would be no different
except that the Eagles gave their fans a
little more excitement. In the first round
of the NCAA tournament the Eagles
would face Michigan State. The Eagles
never lead during the game and would
tic the game at five with an empty-net
goal late in the third period. An overtime goal against the Spartans would
land the Eagles against number one
Wisconsin. The Eagles would skate past
the Badgers, 4-1, and land themselves
in the Frozen Four for the third time in
as many years.
Against North Dakota, the Eagles
fell behind early, but managed to take a
2-1 lead into the third period. As the
fourth seed in the West, BC was only
twenty minutes away from their first
National Championship since 1949.
As fate would have it, the Eagles
would allow two goals in the third period, and end up losing 4-2 to the FightingSioux.
BC lost in the finals and a great
group of five seniors left the Heights
without a National Championship, but
they can leave with a great amount of
pride knowing they helpedbuild a great
hockey program in Chestnut Hill.

ATTENTION STUDENT SUPERFANS!!!
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED AT THE CONTE
FORUM TICKET OFFICE FROM UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS FOR NEXT SEASON'S BASKETBALL, FOOTBALL,
AND HOCKEY SEASON TICKETS. DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE
TO CATCH ALL OF NEXT YEAR'S ACTION!
STOP BY THE TICKET OFFICE BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 9
A.M. AND 5 P.M. BEFORE YOU LEAVE CAMPUS FOR THE
SUMMER.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT THE
TICKET OFFICE AT 617-552-GOBC (4622)
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because life is made up of many things, life is composed of features.

A Quiet Leader: Father Monan and BC
Al

Among students, Father Monan
may be the best-kept secret at BC. Some
of us may know that his 24 years as
University President, before he became
Chancellor in 1996, are 13 years more
than any other BC president served.
Few of us know the scope of his accomplishments, thereach of his power,
or much at all about the man. He is intensely private, not eager to discuss his
persona! achievements or even his contributions to the University. Instead, he
likes to talk about the "extraordinary
team" of people he's worked with, the
alumni who have remained so loyal to
the school (largely, often, because of
him, or the character of the students.
Among those in the know, however,
Monan's track record is very well
known, starting with his championship
high school hockey team. While Monan
doesn't divulge such information, he
was named the President/Executive
Director of the Association of Jesuit
Colleges and Universities, is the CoChairman of the Mass Mentoring Partnership and serves on what he terms
"some other boards." His experience on
those "other boards" has included a role
in brokering the Peace Accord in Northern Ireland, a role in penning the controversial Papal document Ex Corde
Ecclesiae, a role in constructing an innumerable number of "deals" in and
around Boston, including the agreements that kept the Patriots in New
Englandand built the new Boston Garden.
"Father Monan has emerged as a
very quiet leader, indeed, a broker on
sensitive issues in the area," says Special Assistant to the President Father
Neenan, who has known Monan since
arriving at the Heights in 1980. "And
that's a function of him being who he
is, first of all: a careful thoughtfulperson; and,
fact that so many
of the civic leaders have Boston College connections."
Those connections, in fact, are part
of what makes Monan such an important figure at BC, in the Catholic community and in Boston's political arena.
Last year, in its "Best of Boston" issue,
Boston Magazine named Monan the
best politician in the city. With superpowers like investment whiz Peter
Lynch, advertising magnate Jack
Connors and real estate titan Tom
Flatley among the alumni, Monan has
a one or two important numbers in his
Rolodex.
"The success that Father Monan has
had in his ability to integrate [alumni]
into the University and help them keep
touch has made him a very important
-

the time Father Monan came in 1972,
the University was, essentially, completely broke."
"The school was in dire straits,"
says Burns."When Father Monan took
over, it's hard to exaggerate how bad
things were. They were on the verge of
bankruptcy; there was no endowment;
there was nothing to sell except the
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Excel campaign.

said that there wasn't much enthusiasm
person in Boston, certainly," says Associate Dean and history professor John for Bill Russell Night," remembers
J.Bums. "He, as President, spent a great Burns. "Father Monan started calling
folks, calling people at iiayßank
deal of time cultivating alumni relagetting them involved. That's what he
tions."
Characteristically, Monan deflects does. He's not the out-front guy; he
never gets any credit for it... He is the
the credit., k
"All offhem are part Of the strength person that makes things work. I think
of Boston College," he says of the that's why he remains untinged politischool's alumni, "They have been very cally. That's what makes people respect
important members of our Board of him."
Trustees during this period of change.
Sure enough, Monan was on hand,
In many ways.'tpd, that has been one as was BC Trustee Geoffrey T. Boisi. A
quiet
leader, says Father Neenan.
of the great blessings of the school, that
graduates who have attained positions
of great respectand visibility for their Progress
achievements hive shared that visibilIn The History of Boston College,
ity attd respectjWith Boston College.
there is a chapter entitled "The Man
'T"hat was true in the case of from New York." Blasdell, New York
that is, the birthplace of J. Donald
Speaker o'NeJi,.'one Of the most visMonan, SJ. Appropriatelyenough, the
ible and respeCCedand beloved government leaders through the period of the
next chapter is one called "Spectacular
eighties andlheearly nineties," Monan Progress."
continues. "lie always made it a point
The statistics bear out Donovan's
claims. In 1972, when Monan became
to shed some of the luster of his own
accomplisluTtenf^qnJiislojijCiillsgej
endowment was a paland certainly Jhat's true in the ease of Byjiye million dollars; last year, that
figure reached one billion. In 1972, BC
Peter Lynch, of Jack Connors and others who, as they grow in their own acwas home to students from 34 councomplishments and the respect they re- tries; in 1996, 91 nations were repreceived, they shared with the University. sented. In 1972,AHANAstudentsrepThat was part of the national visiblity resented roughly six percent of the stuof the school, of the University. During dent population; today, AHANA stuthat|)eriod, our strengthbecame our na- dehtsmake up approximately 16 pertional identity. And part of that was cent. Average faculty salary and benthrough the national visibility of our efits have soared from $17,025 in 1972
to $82,000 in 1996.
graduates."
Burns agrees. "I think there's no
No mention of his own role. No
mention of the uncountable phone calls, doubt that Father Monan and the exletters andconversations which Monan. ecutive team that he created savedBosused to help those around him and th&; ton College from bankruptcy, saved its
University. No mention of an event last existence. There was atime when it was
spring which helps illustrate the way being considered that BC would have
to become the University of Massachu-.
Monan operates.
"In the Globe sports pages, they setts at Chestnut Hill or something. At
...

A Different kind

of

a topic.

us...

the students and the resources that are
available to them, we will continue to
need to grow the financial resources of
the institution. And that is part of the
whole function of the.capitalcampaigny
to assure that the facilities, the human
resources in terms of faculty and technology, will be available to continue to
strengthen the
>
Upon arriving at BC fn 1972, he
wasted no time ih.roHirtg up hissleeves
and getting right to work. Frpjn 197*
to 1977, he set upthree University Planning Councils, each designed to report
on overhauls necessary to the
and eventual success, ofthe University.
In-addition, Monan and his "team" drew
up a Long Range Planning Document
Monan's plan had astonishing results. The school has come from the
brink of extinction in the early-'7os to
national prominence in 2000.
"He has b> night us to being one of
the three top Catholic universities in the
United States." Vice-President for Student Affairs Kevin Duffy observes.
"And we weren't on that page in 1972,
and that's a tremendous accomplishment."
Asked how Monan will be viewed
a century from now. Duffy replies,
"He'll certainly be seen as one of the

tury.
est problems. On

the other hand, I think
Boston College has always, in the time
I've been hertss we have always attempted to be an enhancement tctoor
neighbors. And fbelieve that that in fact
has been the case; that, in all the
changes that havetaken place, we have
always been attempting to assure that
they enhance the neighborhoods,"
MoiMclairasrThe very fact that the
Upper Campus dorms, way back in the
'50s, were built in the style of architecture that they are, was largely in order
to fit into the architectural frame of the
buildings where we were. The reason
why we built Voute and Gabelli Hall
on Commonwealth was to enhance the
entire neighborhood. And the same is
true with regard to the stadium.
"So, we are very sensitive. T,|>efsonally feel that gur location injbision
and Newton fe'algreat enhancement to
Boston College and we want Boston
College to be an enhancement to the
neighborhoods themselves, which we
are; we've attempted to dothat. Right
now, we really do have the problem of
land. There are still things, however,
there are still ways of meeting many of
our needs within the land boundaries
that we have. When we are able to rebuild McElroy and add the humanities
building to an enhanced student center,
that's going to-be an enormous change
for us, and an enormous improvement
for
Whenever you build buildings

And he was the person at the helm
and was the leader in all that. We have
capital plan for additional
ten-year
a
buildings,renovations of existing buildings. We have a very ambitious fiveyear academic plan which we're in the
third year ofthat right now. implementing more full-time faculty. We've cited
something like, I forget what it is, fifteen or sixteen areas where we think we
can be a top twenty-five program, and
we're pouringresources into that."
Monan knows what he has done,
knows (he revival he has led, knows that
BC is ranked as the 39th university in
the nation by U.S. News and World Report. Still, like a kid who breaks his
mother's antique vase, he strives to
place the responsibility elsewhere.
"[Historians] will look upon this as
a period of dramatic change and improvement in quality and contribution
on the part of Boston College," Monan
predicts. "As far as I'm concerned, what
I think they should look upon is the creation ofan extraordinary team ofpeople
in the principal positions in the University, and ihjdur Board ofTrustees. They
really, as a team, contributed in extraordinary wjys to the growth of this
school." '
...

**Space iscertainly one of our great-

"I think the big thing that Father
Monan does get credit for, and deservedly so, is that he had the support of
bankers in Boston," he says. "They had
confidence in him personally that, if
they lent him the money, he would use
it effectively. All he had was his good
name; that was all there was."
Burns points to the staggering figure that, in Monan's 24-year administration, BC averaged more than one new
building a year. Conte Forum, O'Neill
Library, a renovated Alumni Stadium,
Robsham Theater and severalresidence
halls were all key additions, along with
the dorms on Newton which were acquired in 1974.
Still, Father Monan points to limited space as a major dilemma facing
BC as the school eojers its third cen-

giants in terms of presidents of Boston
College... It's this dramatic change that
took place when he was at the head of
the University. Going from a regional
to a national university, becoming a
major academic player in higher education. I think also becoming sort of a
flagship university in the Jesuit system

qualitative change. \
IJL
\ .
"Quality is expensive," Monan
points out. "And,, as we continue to
improve tlii .gtfahTy"of ihe services of

I I

*V
Father Mohan f
is
''

a busy man. Set-

ting up an appointmentwith him to discuss his accomplishments is similar to
gettingan interview with the captain of
the Titanic

to

talk about navigation. If.

by some stroke ofluck, the interview is

arranged, it'll be next to impossible to
get any decent quotes.
the only thingFather Monan
willsay about what he's done here is to
comment that "I am cenainly very
grateful for the opportunity to have
served as President of Boston College
and for all of the blessings that the University received during the period of
presidency, and those blessings include
the cooperation of an extraordinary
group of talented men and women who
were part of the of the faculty and administration and trustees and friends of
the University. Rather than proud, 1
would say 'What am I grateful for?'
And I think what I'm most grateful for
is to have had a part in the dramatic
improvementin the stature of the Uni-

See Monan, C
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lems with how you time the placement
of them."
Incidentally, the humanities building will be named for Father Monan.
Monan prefers not to discuss BC's
future, citing his position as Chancellor'as the inappropriate podium for such
"I enjoyed being President very,
very much for 24 years, but I really felt
that, and still feel, that 24 years was long
enough and it was time for some other
people to exercise some of those responsibilities," he says.
Nonetheless, he can't help himself
from talking about the school to which
he's given almost thirty years of his life.
When he took office in 1972, Monan
was 48-years-old. When he stepped
down in 1996, he was 72.
"What we've been doing is improving qualitatively, in selectivity, in quality of our teaching and research, in diversify of our programs," he
isinot
declafes/The 'encore,' I
goihg'ttSjje to change that, to grow iri
any dramatic way, in the size of our student body. It will again be a settling, a
reinforcing, of the qualitative improvemehisithat w$ have and it
be providing further lesoatces to Jblidify that

property."

Monan and other leaders of the Ever

on a campus on this site, you have prob-
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Students

fertile ground for Peace Corps recruiters and new programs in business and
education have helped keep the fires
For Alice Lehne, it all started on a burning. Since the Peace Corps was
whim. Amidst the sea of flashycorpofounded in 1961, over 550 BC alums
rate recruiters and ambitious classrhave gone abroad for a two-year tour
mates, there was that one particular of service. As Lehne and this year's
crop
table at Boston College's career night of volunteers gets ready for what the
caught her eyes: the Peace Corps.
Peace Corps promotes as "the toughest
Lehne knew she wanted to travel job you' II ever love," there are 'already
and she thought she wanted to volun31 BC volunteers abroad right now.
teer. But let's get real, the Peace Corps?
"BC is third in the Northeast for
After all, a finance major in the Carroll supplying Peace Corp volunteers, not
School of Management isn't exactly too far behind two schools [UMasswhat comes to mind when people say Amhersl and Boston
University! that
Peace Corps. Maybe English majors. are almost twice
their size," O'Brien
No, philosophy majors. Maybe even told The Heights.
just the Faith, Peace and Justice people.
"I think it's because BC seems to
But forget business types.
have a real volunteer spirit amongst
'The recruiter just said to me 'Hey, their student body
and that definitely
how 'bout a program in French-speakmight relate to it being a Jesuit
ing Western Africa?" said Lehne of her
school,"she added.
first conversation with Brendan
According to O'Brien, the Peace
O'Brien of the Boston Peace Corps ofCorps has grown up and developing
fice. "He told me 'You can dobusiness
programs in education and business
developmentthere.'"
have been especially attractive to BC
She leaves in January.
students and helped them land some
"It really all just came together for great jobswhen they got back.
me. The Peace Corps was a great way
"The Peace Corp has experienced
to put my language skills to use
I some exciting changes and developstudied in Paris last year and dothe ments in recent
years," said O'Brien.
things I want to do as a student in the "We've maintained that same level of
School of Management."
present
altruism
in the sixties and sevLehne isn't alone. The Heights is enties, but we have also become more
By

to do what you thought was
best," said Roy, who now
heads a Department of Youth

Mark Vernazza

HEIGHTS EDITOR

?

?

pragmatic. We felt that we had the opportunity to change with the times and
now we can offer some really incredible programs that we didn't have thirty
years ago... or even ten years ago."
Elizabeth Roy, who graduated from
the S;hool of Education in 1990, was
lured by the teachingopportunities and
accepted an assignment in Namibia
from 1994-1996. After Namibia gained
its independencein 1990, teachers were
subject to a new certification requirements
an effort that Roy said helped
?

with her teaching work
lege.

at a

small col-

"I thought it was such a great experience in part because it was very unstructured and you had a lot of freedom

Services center in Dorchester
and is getting her masters degree in public affairs from
UMass-Boston. "I was dealing with students who really
wanted to learn and advance.
I was a little nervous as a white
woman going to a former
apartheid country ? but it was
never a problem."
For Roy, the shock of the
Namibian culture was an eyeopening experience that she will never
forget. Poverty, hunger and repression
of women like she had never seen before. But her successes helping the
Namibian to overcome some of those
obstacles are what made it all worth
while. Take her foray into coaching for
example.
"One of the most rewarding experiences of the whole time I was over
there was wherLwe had this fundraiser
to build a basketball court. They asked
me to doit and when it was finished it
was one of only a few courts in all of
the north. We had a lot of refugees who
knew how to play a little bit and I knew
the game, so we organized a team.
"Four of the girls mat were playing
actually made the national team and I
-

coached the team. I remember just
"When I thought about the Peace
thinking that these girls from this terriCorps, I thought about being out in the
bly run down college could never have jungle fields doing all sorts of agriculdone this without my work. And that tural work?and it still is that for those
felt pretty good."
who want it,' said Lehne. "But there
The application process for the really are some unbelievable programs
Peace Corps is a lengthyone, complete in a lot of other areas: education, enviwith essays and interviews, and it usuronmental work and obviously busially takes anywhere from three months ness, which I'm excited about. These
a
a
year
ready
to
before volunteer is
to
are programs that most people don't traleave for the required two years of serditionally think of when they think
vice.
Peace Corps."

Boston College has provided the Peace Corps with over 500 volunteers.
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Monan: Trying to Track the Man Who Built BC
CONTINUED FROM CI

versity."

investigate this and to bring to justice
the people who had done it. He was on
national TV and I think that was a very
important issue for him personally. He
felt that it was more than just being a
Jesuit. He was deeply involved in that,
personally. He seldom took overt po-

Not your typical "I'm-the-strawthat-stirs-lhe-drink" type of observation. One needs to look elsewhere to
hear praise about the school's 24th
president. Of that, there is an abundance.
"Father Monan has incredible intellectual strengths; he's very bright.
He's able to articulate his ideas and he's
a superb planner. He's a careful strategic planner who's informed by considerable intelligence," says Father
Neenan, no intellectual dwarf himself.
"I think he will be, in retrospect,
one of a small handful of Catholic college presidents who have had an impact not only on Catholic higher education, but on American higher educaPHOTOCOURTTSY BOSTON COLLEGE CHRONICLE
tion," maintains Neenan. "And the reason for that, of course, is that he was a
Monan and John Hume..
presidentduring a period when Boston
College emerged from being a signifilitical stances, although he did in this
cant regional university to being a nacase."
tional Catholic university."
Duffy says, "1 think what strikes me
"Father Monan is not someone who most is his continued commitment to
attracts a lot of attention to himself,"
the University and he continues to be
notes Bums. "In fact, the image I have
the personification of what Boston Colof him is walking around campus, by lege is and aspires to be. I think his role
himself, in his jacket. He's a very as Chancellor and we created that
humble guy in that regard. But, when position as you know after he retired
he's firm about something, he's absoI think in that role, he's been invalulutely steely firm."
able in terms of helping us with our
Bums relates another Monan aneccapital campaign, also maintaining all
dote, referring to Monan's activism in connection he made over those years. I
the wake of the 1989 murders of six Jethink Father Monan's legacy continues.
suits in El Salvador.
He's just an exceptional presence."
"He's not, by nature, very outgoFor his part, Father Monan finds the
ing; he's almost shy, despite the fact that position of Chancellor suits him just
he gives wonderful talks. He was not fine.
an 'out-front* guy," Burns recalls. "He
"I have been enjoying very, very
did come to prominence when the Jemuch being able still to be a service to
suits were killed in El Salvador and was the University," he remarks. "I reprevery firm about pressing the American
sent the University in very many ways,
governmentto press the Salvadorans to
in giving speeches and talks in coop-

-

eration with people in the city and the
state, serve on some other boards. Fortunately, I've been blessed with very.
very good health, so I intend to keep
making whatever contribution I can."
Contributions from Monan don't
always come in the form of the restoration and betterment of an institution or
in crusades against injustice. He is also
the author of a few books on philosophy, volumes with titles like Moral
Knowledge and Its Methodology in
Aristotle and A Prelude to Metaphysics: The Meaning of Being Interrogated
Through Reflection and History. The
books are a little dense, written for those
mentallyequipped to understand a discussion which relates a head of cabbage
to self-understanding. Monan smiles
when it is mentioned that the books
were a bit difficult to comprehend. His
eyes are almost shut as he laughs,
clearly gleeful that he's put one over
on us.

Before he was an administrator,
Monan was a teacher, a scholar. While
he remains an intellectual, he gave up
the classroom for the boardroom years
ago. When questioned about what other
directions his life might have taken,
laughing off a suggestion about a career in the NHL, his answers convey a
commitment to thought and scholar-

ship.
"I'm really not sure," he says after
pause. "Lot of what-ifs that you could
explore. Probably one of the professions like medicine, teaching or busia

ness.

"Ithink one of the reasons I became
a priest was because of the example and
my admiration for Jesuit teachers that I
had had. I really became a Jesuit in order to be a teacher, to be a teacher and
scholar, engaging in intellectual life.
"I think it's given me a perspective
on everything that I do," he continues,

again after pausing to think. "A lot of
questionnaires would come across my
desk, most of which you simply

speaks in measured tones, not slowly,
but with careful consideration given to
every sentence. He may be a priest, but
his prestige and achievements have also
forced him to become a politician.
When asked whether or not he thinks
sexual orientation should be included
in BC's notice of non-discrimination,
Monan pauses, then says, firmly, "Next
question." He also declines to answer
questions about Ex Corde.
His keywords appear again when he
talks of his "team." He never clearly
defines who is on that team, leaving it
open so no one is excluded. But it's
clear lhat he values those who work
under him and with him. Behind his
desk is a picture of Monan and the
school's vice-presidents on a boat, all
of them smiling. The office is littered

Monan on skates, "Many years ago,"
he chuckles with the same smile he
wore when discussing his books.
On the wall is a painting of a small
house atop a hill, surrounded by open
plain, on Ireland's Ard Peninsula. According to Monan, the house has been
in his family since 1774, and was his

couldn't even answer. But one that
struck me was a questionnaire that was
somebody doing a dissertation and he
wanted toknow what you did your own
doctoral dissertation on, and whether it
has any relevance at all to what you're
great-great-grandfather's great-greatdoing as president of a university. Begrandfather's. Monan points proudly to
cause my dissertation was on the type
the picture, then finds a photograph of
of knowledge that you employ in decithe house and displays that, before asksion-making. In fact, university admining if the visitor knows where the Ard
istration is almost totally occupied with
Peninsula is. When the visitor confesses
decision-making. So, whatever I had
that he does not, Monan borrows a pen
done, I thought, in my dissertation, aland draws a map on a piece of paper of
ways was in some sense being used and
the Ard Peninsula, which is on the
was a resource for my own work as
southeastern coast of Ireland, near the
President."
Mond Hills.
If his dissertation revolved around
Perhaps Monan's obvious affinity
the study of decision-making, then
surely Monan recognizes his own
adeptness at planning and organizing?
Maybe so, but he's not telling. His
praise for himself instead is only apparent very deep between the lines.
"Our success will be reflected then
in the type of faculty who continue to
get recruited to the school and the type
of students that continue to get recruited
to the school," he says, in a somewhat
indirect response to a question about his
role at BC. "We will simply, I think, be
looked upon as among the very finest
institutions in the country. What will be
distinctive about it, however, is I think
that we will be, we currently are, one
of the very few religiously affiliated
among that list of the very finest instiHEIGHTS FILEPHOTO/KIM AIME
tutions in the country."
Jack Connors and Fr. Monan at a fundraiser last year.
Monan speaks in catch phrases.
When answering a question, after ponfor the Emerald Isle explains his part
dering it carefully, he'll find a word that with pictures, to the point that its occuhe likes and use it two or three times in pant has a hard time locating a few of in the ongoingquest for peace in Norththem. The picture of his mother shows ern Ireland. While he himself, naturally,
his answer, upbeat words like "instituonly admits to "knowing some of the
tion," "growth," "quality," "enhance"
apretty woman, beaming.Another picand "grateful." Ever the academic, he ture shows a grinning, middle-aged people who are involved," others suggest that Monan worked for peace behind the scenes on this side of the Atlantic. Not surprising, without fanfare.
Another telling anecdote comes
from a University secretary who prefers to remain anonymous. She tells of
a night about 15 years ago, when a student and her friend were turned away
from a dance at O'Connell House because it was already full. Walking down
College Road, the pair noticed a man
walking towards them. They exchanged
greetings with him and he asked why
the girls were dressed in costumes. They
explained that they had hoped to go to
the dance and how they could not get
inside. Gently suggesting that the girls
come with him, the man led them back
to Upper Campus. He spoke with the
people working the door and soon the
girls were dancing. The man was Father Monan.

Call
Shotgun!

Quiet leadership.
Ever to Excel
Father Monan loves BC. He has
been here for more than a fifth of the
school's existence. He loves the people
who work here, the people who go to
school here, the people who went to
school here. He loves what BC is and
has become.
"You know, I think at Boston College there's nothing narrow or in any
way small about the Catholicity or the
Jesuit character of this institution," he
enthuses. "I think there is an openness
and a respect for human culture that is
in the best sense Catholic, and in the
best sense part of the Jesuit tradition,
which reinforces the strength of the

University as a university."
The love Monan has for BC is not
unrequited. When he retired from the
presidency in 1996, Monan was celebrated with speeches, gifts and a huge
tribute in Conte Forum.
"I think that everybody who knows
Father Monan respects him," Burns
says. 'They may disagree with him on
certain things, but everybody respects

him. That's universal
and I don't
know of any other person who you can
say that about."
Like Duffy, others who know
Monan speak of a presence that the man
has to draw a person in, to interest
people in what he has to say. It's clear
from talking with him that he is comfortable with what he has done, with
who he is and what his school is. He is
confident that his school can live up to
its motto of "Ever to Excel."
"1 think that's the challenge, a challenge that we have always risen to, and
I find the same spirit among our students today. I found the same spirit
among our graduates, that there is a
sense of respect to the school. They
want to contribute, they want Boston
College to put its best foot forward.
"Somehow, in any number of ways,
that's the type of student we attract,
that's the type of spirit that carries over
into the alumni," he said.
Make no mistake about it. That
spirit isn't here by accident or by some
unattribu table evolution during die past
quarter-century. It is a spirit that Father
Monan has nurtured at the Heights, the
same spirit of optimism, generosity,
excellence and goodness lhat he himself projects.
Quietly, of course.
...

Or choose your favorite seat online.
With over 700 airlines, 47,000 hotels and 50 rental car companies,
it's easy to find an incredible deal even on a student's budget.
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Go Virtually Anywhere.
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The Dollars of Decorating
Boston is heavilyladen with local thrift

But, if all else fails, it is almost
guaranteed that Mom and Dad will have
a few extra pieces of furniture lying
around waiting to be quickly snatched
up hy their departed offspring.
So. with your plans of attack laid
out before you. head out into the world
and furnish to your heart's content.

stores willing to satisfy the need for
everything from sofas to desks to book-

cases.
With all of these options at hand, it
is relatively easy for students to find
what they need, and plenty that they
might not.

What Kind of Shopper Are You?
The Trash

The Moochers

Scavengers

Price Limit

The Picky
People

$50.00

$1.00

per piece

The Sky

The Indifferent
Ones
Cheap (Did I
say cheap?)

A Night Of
Indian Cuisine
By

tomato sauce).

Matt Swenson and Jon
Raelin

SPECIAL TO THE

No patron will ever go away disappointed when choosing from the

HEIGHTS

traditional entrees, but the selection
of southern dishes really makes this
menu stand out. The two most recognizable dishes are the uttapam (es-.
sentially an Indian pizza with coconut chutney) and the dosa (a crispy
lentil wrap with different fillings).
Perhaps the weakest link of
Himalaya is found in the naan bread,
excluding the garlic naan. With so
many good Indian restaurants in the
Boston area, it is surprising that the
Himalaya would falter on such a classic side item. Though farfrom unsatisfactory, the naan isn't as thick or
flavorful as one would expect. Plus,
the stuffed naan (like the chicken,
lamb or cheese naan) is not as filled
as many would desire. But,, this shortcoming does not prove to be a major
detriment to the entire meal.
If the customer saves room for
desert, the Himalaya has plenty of
rewards for him/ her. The Himalaya
offers all the old Indian standbys to
end the meal. Of the deserts, it is the
ras malai (cheese balls in a sweet milk
sauce) that separates itself from the
crowd. A uniqueoption, the ras malai
tastes much better than it sounds.
For those who would prefer to
take a safer route, the falooda lies
waiting. Basically an Indian ice
cream sundae with rose syrup and
noodles (yes, you read correctly,
noodles), this will satisfy the patron's
sweet tooth. But, do not sip the
Falooda with the straws providedby
the restaurant, or one will get a
mouthful of overwhelmingly sugary
rose water. The spoon proves to be a
much wiser means of attack. |
Maybe a bit out of place so close
to the Capital Grill and the ultra-ritzy
Elliot hotel the Himalaya is an oasis
of value in a desert of price inflation.
It not only more than stands up to its
more expensive competitors nearby;
the Himalaya matches the best of the
Boston area's Indian restaurants,

Himalaya Restaurant
95 Massachusetts Avenue
Boston
When one roams down Newbury
St., cheap Indian food is one thing that
a,person would not expect to find.
However, look no further than across
the street from Urban Outfitters and
there will be the pleasant surprise.

Himalaya.
Uninfested
Sofas

Convenience
convenience

HEIGHTS PHOTO/HEATHERKUSMIERZ

Colors lfs
"

a? abou(
the colors

Nothing really
(a bianket Qn
the floor would

do fine)

A futon is often the centerpiece of student decor.
By

worried about furnishing his apartment
next year. "If the peoplebefore us can't
sell us anything, we'll justwalk around
looking for furniture, and hopefully,
we'll come up with a few things. We
don't really care what it looks like, just
as long as it's insect- and vomit-free."
This "throwing furnishing fate to the
wind" mentality is the dominant
mindset among students, although there
are other options.
Besides the leeching and scavenging varieties of apartment furnishers,
there is that group of students who are
deeply concerned with their interior
decorating needs. For those students,
the best option tends to be shopping at
stores such as Pier 1 Imports and Pottery Barn. These stores offer the most
chic varieties at relatively sane prices.
But,a sofa at one of these stores can run
well over $200, while students such as
Markos purchased their whole living
room set for $100.
If one has a deep obsession for ensuring that the cushions that will decorate the sofa conform to all standards
of color-coordination, then the advice
of a knowledgeable Pier 1 employee is
the proper course to take.
On the opposite end of the furniture buying spectrum are students like
Bill Hamilton, A&S '02, who will look
to Wal-Mart for his new furniture. "I
think we'll_onlyneed, aboulfiye or six
folding chairs and a cardboard box to
furnish our common room." For the less
serious furniture shoppers, a city like

Nicholas Tambakeras

HEIGHTS ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

When it

comes to buying furniture
for apartments, college students reign
supreme over this world of frugality and

penny-pinching.Attending Boston College poses a unique difficulty to many
students because of the University's
housing policy that forces most juniors
to find an off-campus apartment. Un-
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One of the places to purchase reasonable furniture.
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Bryan Campbell, A&S '02, isn't

Coming

August 2000

Where you don't stand infhe for BIG mSCOUMTS!!!

Great Summer opportunities for motivated individuals
impact as Customer Service Reps and
Pest Control Technicians. Technicians will work
independently in the field using a company vehicle.
Customer Service Reps need to have good computer
skills and telephone voices.
to make a strong
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Himalaya is an unlikely find,

We offer competitive wages and will pay to train.
Interested candidates should contact: Waltham Services,
Inc. 817 Moody St, Waltham, MA 02453,781-893-1810,
Fax 781-893-7921, Email: chriswcc@hotmaU.com. EOE
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Includes: Pickup, Storage tor the Summer S Return Delivery
Items stored for $45 -c0per item
\u2666 Large Box (20"x20ux20 ) box included) \u2666
Large trunk or suitcase \u2666 bike \u2666 set of skis/boots/poles
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1

dorm fridge or small piece of furniture

We drop off boxes and packing materials
before final exams and pickup everyday during exams.
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Fall and. Part-time po&wris available. Qualified candidates
ivtU receive excellent compensation and training,

We work hard and have fun doing it! Our environment allows for individuality
and empowers you to grow personally and professionally.
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like the dorm rooms, these apartments
do not guarantee the presence of at least
a few necessary items of furniture. Off
campus, this obvious consideration for
furnishing needs is not so readily furnished. Because students only need the
furniture for one year, they are forced
to evaluate a number of options.
Ted Markos, A&S '01, steadily
rests on his laurels, stating, "we were
lucky. The guys who lived in our apartment before us sold us almost all their
furniture. They didn't need it because
they were moving back on campus.
They sold us two couches, a couple
beds, desks and tables."
Students like Markos have the privilege of having accommodating predecessors. Others are forced to scavenge,
which is usually the most efficient way
to get a lot of furniture for no money.
Some of the most popular scavenging
i&reas are theMods (after Senior Week),

Time
Spent
Furnishing

Tucked away in this location is a
fine restaurant that offers a nice combination of both northern and southern Indian cuisine. Despite a relatively
banal atmosphere with few cultural
items, it's up to the food and the service to compensate, and compensate
they do. With a very attentive staff,
one \vill never be short of water or
chutney, not to mention plenty of opportunities to buy one of a number of
Indian beers offered at the Himalaya.
Making the staff all the better is the
delicious food they serve, all the more
necessary considering the rather long
wait in between appetizers and the
main course.
When it comes to appetizers, each
customer will find plenty of choices
between both the cold and hot starters. The most notable of this distinguished group are the samosas (pastries filled with a variety of meats and
vegetables) and the vegetablepakoras
(deep fried vegetables), a dish even
non-vegetarians will heartily enjoy.
However, the major stand out on the
list is the garlic naan, unleavened
bread stuffed with garlic and spices.
Again with main courses.
Himalaya offers a good selection of
Indian classics. Examples worth notingare the tandoori chicken (a yogurt
marinated chicken), chicken tikka
masala (a tomato based chicken stew),
the malai kofta (vegetable balls in a
tomato sauce), and the superb rogan
josh (tender lamb chunks served in a

-;
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I??-i«wiymg»
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Weekly Features

The weekly saga

Eel: I'm really making tracks now,
though.
Greg: I don't want to speak of "Progressive Revelations" as if it was some
kind of revolution that changed life as
or pretzels as we know
we know it
it, or even pretzel warmers, if those ex-

by Greg Gagliardi

?

Electric Eel: 1 was really shafted.

Eel: Did you think about naming it after Hulk Hogan?

Greg: What are you talkingabout? This

is my last "Progressive Revelations,"
please don't ruin this for me.

so

me one line
that's it. I
mean, you've written over 50 columns
and over 40,000 words and I get one
line. Where are your priorities?

Eel: You gave

-

Greg: My original priority was coming up with some way to make the final
version of this column a special one,
but I'm struggling with how to wrap
things up.

Eel: Try tin foil. But don't get it
that could be dangerous.

me

near

-

Greg: So in my last column, I am going to be interviewed by an eel?

UView: You're also going to be interviewediby me. You know you like me,
baby. I'm quite the machine.
Greg: 1 didn't think you talked.

Eel: I know, this is ridiculous. Who has
ever heard of a talking UView?
Hamlet: Not me, that's for sure.
Eel: Enough of you, Hamlet. Someone
is calling you from Who's. He said the
frosh are wicked cool over there, and
they think you're one hot stud. Greg,
start expressing yourself before I steal
the spotlight. I already stole the potato
chips. And they were good chips, too.
Greg: Well, I was going to start off by
talking about a guitar player I saw at
the Park Street T Stop the other day.
a son £ a^out now tourists only

wTaf

watfi pictures of Cheers.
Eel: Usually, yeah. Cheers and eels.

Hulk Hogan: The Hulkamaniacs
going wild out there!

are

Greg: Right. So, after consulting my
thesaurus in order to avoid using a name
such as "Connecting Thoughts," I decided on "Progressive Revelations" and
stayed with it. Shortly later, I realized

that the column's name was much more
significant than I ever imagined. In
March of 1998, while doing an Internet
search, Irealized that "Progressive Revelations" is a biblical reference in a certain faith, as it refers to words being
passed from one messenger to another.
Meanwhile, the initials of the column,
PR, implypublic relations of some sort.
And the word "progressive," which is
the nickname in which many refer to
the column, is synonymous with "liberal." And with these comments now
revealed, I must state that it was never
my intent to be a liberal writer attempting to form publicrelations via religious
references, although that could have
been fun. I really only wanted to connect my thoughts somehow with the
hope that maybe they'd form a picture,
like a walrus or a goose.
Eel: Or some three-letter creature that
we've all come to know and love.
Elk: Good point.
Bee: Yep!
Greg: In the first "Progressive Revelations," appearing in the lanuary 26,
1998, issue of the Heights, connected
thoughts is exactly what can be seen,
as

the column connected

seven

para-

graphs with the words "And speaking
0f..." at the beginning of each. It was a
concept I was proud of. It was a concept I liked. But at the same time, it was
a concept that proved to be limiting, and

Greg: And he kept thanking the people
at the T stop, even though they were
there to ride the T, not necessarily to

hear him. So it made me think a lot
about thanking those who have made
the effort to read this column over the
past 27 months. Readers with effort are
the key to unlocking the lock of all
locks, or something like that. Without
readers, there would be no "Progressive
Revelations," so I owe them everything
and a bunch of locks. But I don't owe
them a stick of gum because I gavemy
last one to Hamlet.

the first few "Progressive Revelations"
seemed to take longer to write than the
other 50 combined for structural reasons. The second column, appearing
two weeks later, connected holidays.
But holidays were the least of my worries, along with "Full House" re-runs,
as what 1 intended to be a bi-weekly
column almost didn't last past the second week. 1 faced opposition from our
copy editors who thought the column
was not structured enough and therefore rambled on about nothing.
Eel: I like cheese doodles.

Hamlet: Now I'm ready for the frosh.
Greg: As this is the last time the col-

will appear, I wanted to take the
to bring the series to a close and
clarify some things that aren't supposed
to be clear, like translucent curtains.
Unlike translucent curtains, however,
this column is not edible, except for the
last letter of this sentence. But I hope
you didn't go ahead and eat that letter,
because someone else might pick it up
and think there's a spelling error. And
we already have "Beverly Hills: 90210"
for that. Wow, and I've never even
watched the show. It's no holds barred
in this final edition, huh?
umn

space

Eel: It's clear to me that you and I are a
force not to be messed with. I mean,
you're sort of a weakling, but I am
quite frankly
the bomb. I was voted
"Most Likely To Be the Bomb" in Eel
School, after all.
?

?

Electric Eel #2; That's not true, buddy.
You know you lost to me by 76 votes.
Eel: It was fixed! That's even more clear
than the last thing I considered clear.
Greg: Well, things weren't always so

clear for me when it came to "Progressive Revelations." When Istarted as features editor in January of 1998,1 wanted
to start something that had been missing from the Heights for a while: a humor column. But I didn't want it to be
just any humor column where some
sophomorekid talks about this, that and
the other thing. Instead, I wanted it to
be a humor column where some sophomore kid talks about this, that and the
other thing, and then attempts to connect them in some way. The hard part
was coming up with a name for this col?
something that was original and
umn
would make my words seem significant, with the key word being "seem,"
of course.

Greg: 1 should havetaken the criticism
as a complimentbecause rambling was
the point. At any rate, I have several
Heights individuals to thank for the continuation of "Progressive Revelations"
beyond the first couple of weeks - and
they know who they are. Because the

ist. All I did was sit down and type
whatever came to mind; it was a simple
job. I've come to realize that we need
to tell ourselves it's the little things that
make life what it is ? it's the "irrelevant"that is actually relevant. Streamof-consciousness and randomness are
in every one of us, and it is these kinds
of thoughts that can unite us all in many
ways. I'd like to believe my thoughts
are no different from the readers'
thoughts. I just happened to type them.
Eel: 1

am

unable

to type.

Greg: I figured that. You know, certain
themes have popped up more in the
column than others, but unfortunately
there's not enough room to address
them in this final edition. So please email questions, concerns and feedback
to gagliarg@bc.edu. Replies, as well as
the archived columns, can be seen at
www2.bc.edu/-gagliarg. The "lost"
Winter Olympics column from 1998

will be there,

too.

Eel: Any final thoughts?

Greg: I guess I'm just trying to imply
that anything can be linked to something else. Furthermore, anything can
be relevant and important, and we can't
forget that, because we're missing out
on a lot if we do. Ifit hasn't been obvious by the large length, it's hard for me
to bring this column to a close because
I feel like I need some kind of dramatic
conclusion. This is probably the worst
thing I've ever written since a fourth
grade book report I don't remember, because I am trying to do too much with
it. However, it's tough to carry over
40,000 words into a funnel that will
summarize them. When it comes down
to it, though. 1 think I'll always have
revelations as long as there's that one
source that provides stuff to talk about.
UView: You

mean me?

Greg: No, I'm talking about life. The
world is filled with ups, downs, and
even diagonals. It is filled with things
that will make us cry, things that will
make us smile and, above all, things that
will make us laugh. And that's good,
because we need to laugh at what happens to us in order to fully appreciate
life. Humor is the lens for making everything look just a little bit better.

UView: Kind of like sunglasses.
Greg: I guess so, yeah. So, all this time
I've been writing because I really need
a new pair of sunglasses.Maybe I could
have saved a lot of time and bought a
pair over two years ago. Funny how
things work. But I digress.

Eagle Droppings...

Tim catches some shut eye
Tim O'Halloran
nap. It could indeed be
my favorite pastime. My love of napping began 16 years ago. As a startlingly cute and delectable four-yearold, 1 attended the Belmont Day School
where there was a mandatory naptime
at 1:00 p.m. All the students would be
given a rock hard blue mat on which
to sleep. Many students found it difficult to catch 40 winks, as the texture
of these mats was consistent with that
of sandpaper. I had no such trouble.
Daily, I would be asleep within 13-18
seconds. However, one problem occasionally develops with heavy napping
and I suffer from it. Ever since I began
napping I developed a propensity for
rampant drooling. I will discuss more
of this disorder later on.
For most of my freshmen and
sophomore years, I would enjoy naps
in the comfort of my own dorm room.

I like

However,

to

living off-campus

as a jun-

ior has proved a stumblingblock in my
quest for a gorgeous mid-afternoon, between-class snooze session. It comes
as no surprise that I was not troubled
for long. I decided lhat I would, indeed, exploit my friends living on campus for their beds. I have numerous
beds that I frequent. However, I have
come to learn that some beds are exponentially more comfortable than others.

At this point, 1 am prepared to disin detail the merits of some of the
beds that have hosted my luscious
frame.
First, I feel it important to mention
that in my travels 1 have noted that indeed beds normally occupied by females tend to be exceedingly more
comfortable. I also have no prejudices
along class lines: freshmen dorms are
just as acceptable as Mods.
cuss

The main positive to this bed is
mid-class accessibility. Located on
Upper Campus, it is an easy journey
from breakfast at McElroy after my
9:00 a.m. class up the stairs to a haven
of rest for the hours between 10:00 a.m.
and 12:00 p.m. There are however numerous drawbacks to this site. First,
the bed itself is not overly accommodating and occasionally has stray writing implements strewn throughout it.
During one particularly unfortunate
nap, I awoke to find a mechanical pencil lodged in my thigh. To say the least,
I was unimpressed. Furthermore the
bedclothes are coveredin some sort of
blue floral pattern which I feel renders
me a small bit effeminate. And finally,
as a junior, I have to be cautious not to
be spotted by any of my peers (especially freshmen teammates) wandering
the halls on Upper Campus.
Score:

to

have

a

funny name.

\u25a0ll 'li l
Earn credits toward your degree with our Summer Sessions.
Hundreds of courses available: Accounting, Biology,
Chemistry, Education, Finance, Information Technology,
Management, Marketing, Nursing, Social Work and
many more.
?
?
?
?
?
?

abbreviated and intensive terms
day and evening classes
classes taught by senior faculty
safe, suburban campus
many Web-enhanced and online courses
the region's finest teaching university

Session 1 (4 or 6 weeks)
classes begin May 22-classes end June 19 or July 5
_

.

Session 2 (12 weeks)

classes begin May 22 -classes end August 16
Session 3 (4 or 6 weeks)
classes begin July 6 classes end August 2 or 16
-

Greg: I still can't believe the column
turned into what it did: something
people have been reading on campus
and apparently beyond, thanks to

Internet exposure. I feel like the column
has become more a part of my identity
than anything else I've done here, and
the readers have made me proud of that
fact. It is thereaders who havebeen my
audience every week. It is the readers
who have given me feedback. And it is

These are the two championship
beds, both of them remarkably soothing to a tired body. Carolyn's main
bedtributes are her numerous different
pillows. There are two big ones, a small
one and a red one as well as my favorite pillow that I do not understand, the
two-foot cylindrical pillow. I have
never been able to comprehend the necessity or utility of possessing a soft
cylinder, but I still like it.
Kristin's bed is truly of historic
importance. It is by far the most comfortable place to exist. If I had my
***
druthers, I would live in this bed. Actually, only if it had an adjoining bathBed 3: Location: Mods 19A Owners: room (otherwise there would be probPaul, Andrew, Tim, Steve, Matt and lems). However, sadly, we must now
Brendan
discuss the aforementioned drooling. 1
have discovered that the degree of
The Mods are available for naps at drooling varies directly with the comany point during the day. It is Mod 19, fort level of the bed; hence, Kristin, with
which possesses not a bed for napping her comfy bed, must sacrifice her sheets
but a couch. Couch napping should to the gods of salivary expulsions.
Drooling notwithstanding, Kristin
never be underrated. It is. indeed, just
Reagan, indeed, maintains the most
a valid as bed-napping and should be
regarded as such. And this particular comfortable bed in the world.
*****
couch is especially comfortable, the Score:
only drawback being the odor of ingrained hops, which is clearly detectI have only given you a select sampling of nap spots and I encourage evable.
eryone, especially off campus stuScore: ***
dents, to make sure to take a broad range
Bed 4: Location: Edmond's 116Owner. of nap sites and analyze them using location, convenience and comfort all as
Chris Hamblin
importantcriteria. Napping is an impor- < %
Since Edmond's is located a fair tant part of daily
distance from everything, it is usually shouWn't be taken lightly.

HEIGHTS PHOTO/COURTESY JOHN MCCANN

something that should be continued,
and possibly to tell me to go to the bathroom if they thought I needed to go.

Lettiz Hedd: It would stink

Bed 5: Location: Edmond's Room: 216
Owners: Kristin "The Cowboy" Reagan
and Carolyn Forbes

Tim enjoys the comfort of a soft bed.

?

became much looser and the columns
subsequently became much longer.
When 1999 ended, and I completed my
second year as features editor, I was
happy to be asked by the new features
editors to continue the column. I must
thank them for being patient with me
phoning each week to bother them and
call them funny names.

however the blanket situation is a disaster. Apparently, in England, Chris'
native land, they just do not make soft
light quilts. I would liken Mr.
Hamblin's blanket to the lead blankets
placed over you during X-rays. However, if you can withstand the sternumcrushing pressure of a 74 -pound blanket, it is a good place to rest.
Score: ***l/2

**

was very low
at that time, I needed my Heights companions to tell me to keep on going
to tell me that what I was doing was

Greg: Thanks for reminding me. I guess
that will remain the lost "Progressive
Revelations" column, although I do
have it saved somewhere. So, after October 26, 1998, the column began running every week. In 1999, the structure

good for end of the day naps. The mattress itself is relatively accommodating,

-

Bed 1: Location. Gonzaga 323 Owner.
Katie Reagan

readership of the column

Eel: I remember you wrote about the
Winter Olympics for your third column
and ended up not printing it.

Bed 2: Location: 90 St. Thomas More
505 Owner: Yonkers
This spot is ideal for mid-afternoon
post-lunch napping. It is a short walk
and subsequent elevator ride from the
Lower Dining Facility. Let me tell you,
there is nothing more enjoyable then
downing a sterling barbecued cheeseburger and fries followed by a snooze.
However, this particular room presents
one major obstacle to my snoozery.
This room contains an old Nintendo,
that's right and old school proper
Nintendo. How can one sleep when
Zelda awaits? I often find myself, in
lieu of nap, playing Mike Tyson's Punch
Out, however this can also grow tiring
as once you have defeated a game it
loses a little bit of its luster. This is
often a problemfor me because I am, if
I do say so myself, the greatest video
game player in the history of man.
Excuse the tangent, now back to the
bed. I do not even like sleeping in this
bed; I just enjoy sitting on it and I will
tell you why. The pillowcase, sheets
and comforter are leopard print. In my
opinion there could be nothing better
in the world (except perhaps, a pet leopard). I normally just sit on the bed and
feel sexy.
Score:

:

the readers' actions that have given me
material and have allowed me to wait
until April until an electric eel had a
speaking line.

Progressive Revelations

Call today for

our Summer

Schedule ofCourses.

800-693-7372
West long Branch, Hew Jersey

MONMOUTH
TTTVTTXTCDCrTV

WWW.mOnmOUth.edu

your [uluri starts here

Exit 105, Oarden State Parkway
CI

UJMIVJcKaAI

I

The winning entry of"Eagle Droppings" in the contest to name Tim's
column came from the most unlikely of sources: Tim's dad, Jack
O'Halloran. From what The
Heights understands, it sparked
quite the Easter dinner conversation.
Therefore, the elder O'Halloran
wins the privilege of a night out on
campus with Tim. We look forward
to seeing Mr. O'Halloran in the
Mods. Chris Hamblin came in a
close second, but his suggestion,
although clever, was unprintable.
Thanks to all who sent entries.
Tim's column will return in the fall
in a new and improved weekly features page.
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Patience

A strong cast carries an outdated tale
in Robsham's last show of the year

Affleck, Graham and Wilson
comment on Committed
Swenson
Matt
By

skips town on her. She finds Carl in EI
Paso, Texas, and begins trailing him

Farrelly brothers {There's Something
AboutMary) entitled Say It Isn V So and
with the help of her brother. Jay then shoots From Hell, directed by the
Hughes brothers (Menace To Society) and starDepp.
"It was sweet. You should try it." ring Johnny
Carl, Joline's husband, marks a departure
on
Casey
of sort for Luke Wilson,
Heather Graham in Committed best known for his roles
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By Jillim Schedneck
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Affleck

kissing

in Bottle Rocket and
Rushmore, both written
The ironic part of this entire by his brother, Owen. "I have always
played kind of good guys and then you
scenario is that Joline and Carl's marriage was hardly a success. The only get womenon the crew saying you were
reason she goes after him is that she playing a real jerk on this and it was
believes in the institution of marriage kind of a funny feeling," Wilson said.
Obviously this did not deter Wiland staying committed. It is this trait
that drew Graham to the role of Joline. son though, as he signed on for therole.
script
"I remember reading the
and
See
Cll
thinking it was totally unpredictable,"
says the actress who models herself after stars like Vivian Leigh, Katharine
and Audrey Hepburn and Meryl Streep.
"I have never seen a movie about a person pursuing a relationship that doesn't
{ Affleck).
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"I think it's good my character believes in something," continued Graham. '*I believe it's good to try for it."
On a similar note, Graham seems
to be following in Joline's footsteps
with her career. Next, she will be seen
in Ed Bums' (her boyfriend and director of The- Brothers McMullen) new
movie, Sidewalks of New York, and will
follow that up with a new film by the
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Casey Affleck and brother Ben

Sophia Coppola speaks
DIRECTOR EMERGES FROM HER FATHER'S SHADOW WITH THE VIRGIN SUICIDES
about working behind the camera. She
discussed her experiences falling in
love with Eugenides's novel, making
the film, and facing the inevitable question of how to be recognized indepen-

lime, Iworried about if the filmmakers
were going to capture the story the way
they should. [And then I asked myself,]
i hope they open it like this,' i hope
Still in her twenties, Sophia
they do that,' and i hope they ddn't do
Coppola has been in front of and bethis.' So, instead of judt talkhind-cameras -for much of .her.
ing about it, I thought that I
adult life. Her list of actdmplfsti- *
ments includes writing and diwould just start writing the
recting a short film called Lick the
script. I thought, if nothing
else, I will learn how to adapt
Star, contributingphotography to
a book into a screenplay.'
high-end fashion magazines, and
working on a segment of New
When I finished it, I was really attached. I imagined every
York Stories (a film that her fashot, and I wanted to film it."
ther, Francis Ford Coppola, diWhen the original director
rected). In addition, her collaboleft the project. Muse Producrations with friend Zoe
tions called Coppola to tell her
Cassavetes on a former Comedy
she could make the film she
Central pop culture series called
had envisioned for a year. AfHi-Octane also gained her more
ter successfully securing forpublic recognition. The visual
eign distribution and selecting
arts have even tied to her personal
life. For the past year, you've
Toronto as the ideal film location in order to keep the budprobably seen magazine photos
get low, she was ready to asof her hand-in-hand with hussemble the cast. Compared to
band Spike Jonze, the director of
the easy task of casting Lick
Being John Malkovich and a
number of music videos.
the Star, Coppola admitted,
The
Heights.
Sophia Coppola talks with
"[Choosing actors for The VirHer most recent project, a
gin Suicides] was harder than
screen adaptation of Jeffrey
I thought." Nevertheless, she decided
Eugenides's best-selling novel, Tfie Virto have a group of a few well-known
gin Suicides, challenged Coppola to try
her hand at directing and screenwriting For The Virgin Suicides actors, such as James Woods, Kathleen
Turner and Kirsten Dunst, alongside
a full-length feature. Set during the '70s
review, see Cll
newcomers like Hanna Hall, Chelse
in a Michigan suburb, the film captures
Swain, A.J. Cook and Leslie Hayman.
the intriguing account of the five, etheMany people might assume that
denUy beyond her father's shadow.
real Lisbon sisters who endure life under therelentless watch of their protecTo begin, she explained how the being the daughter of a highly regarded
film evolved. "I first read The Virgin director must be intimidating for
tive parents. A group of curious, infatuated neighborhood boys chronicles their Suicides about six or seven years ago," Coppola, especially after the brutal criticism shereceived from the press over
story, uttering every detail, ambiguity, says Coppola. "I loved the book. The
and emotion they can remember about author was sympathetic toward the her portrayal of Mary Corleone in The
girls; he loved and celebrated them. A
these stunning girls.
GodfatherPart 111. In actuality,she isn't
During a recent visit to Boston. couple years later, I heard that a big stuSee Coppola, Cll
dio was making a movie of it. At the
Coppola chatted with The Heights
By Teresa Concepcion
Heights Staff
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MUSIC
Mya afraid to Fly
New Young, not Silver or Gold
ing band? Unfortunately, Young
has decided to make this album his
second without their help.
Silver and Gold shows a less
often seen, softer side of Young.
Although the musician has had his
share of slower numbers, he has,
until now, never released an entire album filled with this gentle,
mellow music. The album is in
such contrast to the harmonious
CSNY, the rock-based Buffalo
Springfield, and Young'sprevious
solo material, that it brings up the
question of whether Young will
ever release any more hard rock
\u25a0H

By Jeremy

music.

The opening track, "Good To
See You," is also the hardest track on
the album. It starts the record off on a
strong note, with a distinct-sounding
Young tune. The listener is put into a
false state of contentment, thinking that
Young has not lost a beat. The title track
is an old live favorite (never before released). The song itself is quite peaceful, delicately lullingthe listener into a
state of relaxation. A smooth harmonica
melody introduces the next track,

Raelin

"1/2

"Daddy Went Walkin."' It is here where
the listener becomes perplexed. The
tune, like the previous, is a soft, mellow number. When the song picks up,
it is still too quiet. This leaves the lis-

*l/ 2
tener waiting for the album to pick up.
Dimitri From Paris
It never does.
however,
higha few
There are,
A Night at the Playboy Mansion
lights on the album. Besides the open(Astralwerks)
2! lne plavbnv manzinn lniz lvpe ns
ing track, the song "Buffalo Springfield
muzic iz zlrangelv 2ppwpli2le,bu! mnz!
Again" still gives hope that Young has
It has been nearly three years since
not lost his edge. It is in the same vein
the self-dubbed "dauphin of French
as most other Young tunes, with a soothhouse" descended on the market with
ing sound, a smooth guitar and Young's
ihe disco-flavored electronica of Sacre
famous high-pitched voice.
Even
llimilii zl2Ned off 2l lne lop will, biz
The other highlight has to be the
g/eau,
tranquil "Red Sun." This track is the one going as far as I IjftJfftH
ec!eelic2!!v d2nce2t>Ie
main success on the album, showing landing the
that Young can make some proficient backing music
m
tame music.
to a car com- 1
near 28 iizlenable nr eeleclic a5 ilz plea
whole,
On
Silver and Gold does mercial, the I
Young's
sings
not show
true talent. He
quirky French- I
too softly on the album, not accentuatman bopped I
ing his true vocal talent as with CSNY
around, creating mixes left and right.
The album is in too much of a conApparently, Dimitri really shined in a
trast with his previous release, Mirror
Ball. There is no "Downtown," and performance that he gave for the softthere is no "Keep On Rocking InA Free core porn king himself, Hugh Hefner,
at the Playboy Mansion. As such, he reWorld."
Il»e!in
The listener feels that Young must leased this 76-plus minute performance
be given credit for "experimenting;" as his follow-up album.
however, the experiment was not sucUnfortunately, rather than using
cessful. It is not the fact that the songs music that he himself created, Dimitri
are displeasing, but rather that they are
merely selected and mixed the tracks
repetitive. Their monotony puts the lison this album. Due to this decision, the
tener to sleep, rather than keeping him/
comes closer to resembling a 1
» /2
herintent on the album. This is not what album
a
Young had in mind, but this is what he soundtrack to '70s disco album (or
film,
pom
as the location might dictate)
accomplished.
than an album generated by Dimitri
himself. Making minor adjustments in
a few beats or shifting the vocals
1°bele 2le namernnz talenled female
around, Dimitri does not appear to even
genres
llezlinv'z llnild,
in one of the first true rap-metal albums, hide that he has done the bare minithe revolutionary Judgement Night mum. Essentially, Dimitri has made a
giant mix tape which has none of the
Soundtrack back in 1993, well before
personal touch that one would desire.
the current genre bands came around.
With help from Dino and Christian
There is no doubt that songs such
(Fear Factory), Brad Wilk (Rage as "Give Me Love" and "Star" are 5up28lal (71,2! Iz Wn2l Vou
dre»
Against the Machine) and SX-IO (Sen catchy bass-pounding disco anthems
nip'nop/KLL
Dog's side-project crossover band), complete
with a funk backbeat. HowCypress is able to integrate the crunch ever, they were catchy before Dimitri
of metal with their hip-hop flows to cre! voice, /Xl one
got his hands on them and certainly do
ate some powerful tracks, including
"Get Out of My Head" and"A Man." not benefit from the "Dimitri treatment." Another problem is that these
The second disc, although vastly different from most Cypress efforts, has songs may be danceable, but they lack
the feel of a well-oiled machine. The any semblance of depth or distinction.
transition sounds natural, not forced.
In the end, it is the song selections
So as Skull and Bones marks 10 themselves in which he truly shines and meil llvnnez <vilb
del !2lenled zinging
years in the music game for Cypress,
falters. I3y selecting songs that are all
they seem to have been everywhere and
same vein, Dimitri has made his
lack nf a zllnng prnmolinna! macbine
back on the musical spectrum. With a in the
job easier, as they appear to flow torap-metal crossover under their belt, it's
Unknllunalely, Ivlva'z lalenl iz
kind of scary to wonder where they can gether naturally; yet, after 76 minutes
of non-stop disco music, one is most
go next.

Bnkt J

?

Cypress satisfies
By

Brian Rusnica

Heights Staff
***

1/2

Cypress Hill

Skull

&

Bones

(Columbia)

The fifth majorrelease from B-Real
and the Cypress crew comes at your
speakers in two di-

disc, Bones, is a
sampling of a Cypress Hill rap-metal
crossover. The result is a distinctively
fresh sound from the long-timelyricists,
reinventing themselves for the new millennium.

The Skull disc stays true to the formula of DJ Muggs laying down the
beats with B-Real and Sen Dog flowing back and forth like a pair of Latin
pit bulls. Cypress still loves marijuana
and profanity, and they still hate "fakes"
and rap wannabes. In fact, the majority
of the first disc is dedicated to insultingrap industry copycats and leeches,
with tracks like "Cuban Necktie,"
"What U Want From Me" and the two
editions of the song "Superstar" (entitled, appropriately enough, "Rap Superstar" and "Rock Superstar").
Hill fans will be relived to know
that the old Cypress is still basically
intact, with a little progression in
Muggs' beats, a more active Sen Dog
and a handful of new lyrical tricks from
B-Real. However, the true head-turning songs here come from the rap-metal
disc. Music fans will of courseremember that Cypress was heavily involved
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tion and songwritingon her sophomore
release, Fear of Flying. The CD is just
disorganized; none of the tracks seem
to connect with each other in any way.
She dabbles in many different styles,
from slow and sweet R&B ballads to
fierce rapping sessions, few of which
would be worth listeningto without her
voice to support them.
Most of the low points on the CD
are where Mya attempts toveer towards
a rap/ hip-hop style. Filledwith stereotypical harpings about how her man
cheats on her, how she chtats on her
man and "keepin' it tight," songs like
"Pussycats" and "Lie Detector" truly
ground Fear of Flying. The rtix of vulgar lyrics and Mya's sweet voce isn't a
pleasant one, to say the least.
Highlights include "TaHn' Me
Over," a duet with Lisa "Le ct Eye"
Lopes of TLC, a modernized version
of a '60s dance ditty, and the title track,
"Fear of Flying." Mya is at her best
when she sticks to the R&B/ soul side
of her schizophrenic artistic personality, rather than giving into tit commercial temptation of popular hb-hop/ rap
producers like Wyclef and Swizz Beatz.
Despite guest appeannces by
Jadakiss (of the Lox) and Lipes and
Mya's talent, Fear of Flyingtan't get
off the ground. The fact that here are
12 different producers at wort on the
CD explains how it beeaxie so
muddled. There are few artists with the
natural talents of Mya and sic is only
20 years old, so hip-hop/R&3 fans can
hold out for the promise of an album
that has some focus and exjloits her
talents fully in the future.

Free Admission
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MOVIES
Portman pales in Heart A pleasing Frequency
another friend, Sister Husband
(StockardCharming),and as she develops a career as a photographer.
The plot becomes utterly predictable, however, with the introduction of
a local librarian, Forney Hull (James
Frain), who is obviously attracted to
Novalee.

By James Gallagher
Heights Editor

WHERE THEHEART IS: The story off
a young, single mother in Oklahoma.
Starring Natalie Portman. Now playing at the Chestnut Hill Cinemas.

performance as Novalee Nation. I was
often reminded of Keanu Reeves as I
watched the film. She was incorrectly
cast for therole because she often seems
much too young to be either pregnant
or a single mother. Also. Portman just
seems much too sophisticated to pull
off a pregnantbackwoods girl successfully.
Also, Porlman's Southern
accent is just terrible. Her
slow, deliberate delivery depicts her as weak and unintelligent, i lowewr. ihe plot of ilie
movie is nothing more than

Once in a while, a movie
comes along that touches the
heart and really makes us feel
emotion. Where the Heart fs
is not that movie.
Where the Heart Is is the
story of Novalee Nation,
played by Natalie Portman
(Star Wars: Episode f), a
young pregnant girl who is
abandoned by her redneck
boyfriend, Willy Jack Pickens
(Dylan Bruno), in aWal-Mart
parking lot in the middle of

Portman's character's ability
to overcome all the hardships
she faces to survive and find
love and happiness. Her poor

acting job, therefore, seemingly contradicts the plot.
Despite Portman's poor
Oklahoma.
Portman and Judd are unwed mothers in Heart. performance, however, the rest
of ihe casl comes through with
Novalee is thereby compelled to live in that Wal-Mart
flying colors. They each proWhere the Heart Is is full of disasvide strong performances, although
until her daughter is born, as she has
none are of Oscar award-winning calino money. She quickly becomes a ceter and triumph, love and hate, but most
importantly, lots of happiness. All of ber.
lebrity as the mother of the Wal-Mart
this is jam-packed into what seems like
Where the Heart Is could have been
baby. While at the hospital, she befriends a local nurse and fellow single a very, very long 140 minutes. There a very good movie, though a little sappy
are so many disasters that each progresat times, had it been cast correctly. The
mother, Lexie Coop (AshleyJudd), who
directing and cinematography are very
sive event seems less and less imporhas four children from four different fatant to the overall story line. These exwell done. The plot is new, interesting
thers.
I
Where the Heart Is progresses into cesses devalue each incident so much and not terribly boring, yet Portman's
the life of Novalee as she adjusts to life as to make them seem boring and trivial. performance is the weak link that ruins
as a single mother living in a trailer with
Natalie Portman gives a terrible the entire film.

Lawrence Griffin
Heights Editor
By

FREQUENCY: A

lime travel
thriller starring Dennis Quaid and Jim
Caviezel as father and son. Now playing at the Cleveland Circle Cinema.
new

When I first saw the trailer for Frequency, I thought it had two things going against it: one, it was a rip-off of
Back To The Future and two, it stars
Dennis Quaid, whose credits include
Great Balls of Fire and Jaws 3D. To
my surprise, producer/ director Gregory Hoblit {Primal Fear) delivers a
fresh, original and mercifully condensed movie that blurs ihe line between science fiction and thriller with
the touchingtheme of family.
The film's premise is a stretch
that aurora borealis allows a
firefighter named Frank Sullivan
(Quaid) from 1969 to talk to his son,
a police officer named John Sullivan
(Jim Caviezel) from 1999, over a ham
radio. Frequency's first hour moves as
slow as the B-line, presenting all the
characters and situations necessary to
suspend ihe audiences' disbelief for ihe
wild action that compromises the end
of the movie.
It turns out that John's father died
in a factory fire in 1969, something that
has haunted John throughout his life.
Coincidentally. the 30th anniversary of
his father's death is only days away, and
?

when he hauls out the ham radio for old
times' sake, he is somehow connected
to his father, thirty years in the past.
Typical of movies dealingwith time
travel, John and Frank are tempted by
the God-like power to change the past
(and thus the present) by using John's
knowledge of the present to help Frank
change the past. John helps save his
father's life by telling him how to es-

that's about all they have to work with
in foiling the serial killer and setting

things right.
The special effects, especially the
warehouse fire in the beginning, are
adequate,but the corny aurora borcalis
graphics are annoying.The supporting
cast shines as much as Caviezel and
Quaid. Satch, the gruffdetective-friend
to John and Frank (Andre Braugher)
and Julia Sullivan, John's mother
(Elizabeth Mitchell), both help to
make the movie complete. While
the movie effectively tugs on the
audience's heartstrings, the last
scene is too cliched for words,
and the forced New York accents
shared by the cast are as annoying as certain Atlanta Braves
pitchers find them to be.
Frequency is a movie that hits
all of the high notes, mixing toJim Caviezel stars in Frequency.
gether moving family drama,
thrilling action, a very cute Dalcape the fire that had killed him. Unmatian puppy and, for once, an ending
fortunately, Frank's continued existence that was not predictable and did not
sets a chain of events into motion that
disappoint. Quaid turns in the perforhave far-reaching effects.
mance of his acting career, and the risa
job
tying
ing star of Caviezel is sure to shine
The movie does nice
of
together working for the police and fire brightly in coming years. Frequency is
departments into the plot, as a serial original, intelligentand well executed.
killer with an interesting fetish enters something that can't be said for many
the foray, forcing John and Frank to movies in theaters these days. Considering the success of vapid "thrillers"
team up and fight for their family and
their lives. As Frank says to young John like The Sixth Sense, I expect lhat audiwhen he's teaching him to ride a bike, ences will be quick to tune into Frethey just need "spirit and guts." and quency.

College may be a Blur, but this film is Insanity
grades electronically? And that's not
even discussing their love of shotguns.
Writer/direc-

THE BLUR OF INSANITY:A new comedy aboilt drugs, college and spending
time in the woods. Now playing exclusively at the Somerville Theater.

tor John

Hussar's

script is preposterous, which is
all fine and good

usually (remem-

Stop the insanity! Neverhave these
words rung so true as when witnessing
the disaster of a comedy entitled The
Blur qfilnsanity, currently playing in the
Somerville Theater for a two-week stint
that'cannot end soon enough.
Featuring a bunch of unknowns
(The Blajr Witch
I'ibjein Thrßlur of Insanity sells itself as a film about "true college life."
To which, the question must be asked,
how many college sophomores do you
know get kicked out of their apartment,
decide to live in the woods, stop going
to classes altogether, smoke marijuana
and drop acid constantly and then break
into a computersystem to change their
-

,

-

ber this is just a
movie). But don't
market the film as
a true-to-life depiction of college
life when it
couldn't be farther from the
truth. The Blur of
Jnsanity is actually like a lot of
These college
films released today: it shows a
bunch of young adults getting drunk
and high, then follows them around to
let audience see what mischief the
group can get into. This is essentially

the plot of HalfBaked and even to a
lesser extent. Fearand Loathing in Las

so). The Blur of Insanity can only be
described as shoddy filmmaking and a
waste of effort.
What drops The Blur of Insanity from simplybeing a bad
film to beingcompletely intolerable are the boring characters. Only two of the five students ihe film revolves around
are remotely memorable or interesting. Rik Nagel'sBarney,
a.k.a. the smart one of the
group, leaves the only truly
lasting impression, yet all of
Barney's actions are completely unbelievable. Staley,
played byLeonard; alarstfliWds
out from the crowd, but that
has everything do with
students favor the woods as a hangout.
Leonard being the only recognizable face of the cast and
Vegas (minus the college students).
nothing to do with his performance,
While neither of those films were exwhich can be described as slightly
actly classics, they al least were profesamusing, at best. Everyone else just
sionally done (Fear and Loathing more blurs together, making it difficult to

7

By Matt Swenson
Heights Senior Staff

GET AN EDUCATION IN

Remarkably though, The Blur of
Insanity already has a cult following
thanks to its infamous Web page,
www.bluroftnsanity.com. These rabid
lovers of the film call themselves the
"minion," but they probably all are
people who like to smoke up and watch
movies like the majority of those in the
audience for the Boston premier. Indeed, filling your body with mind-altering drugs is the only way anyone can
enjoy The Blur of Insanity.

At Professional Staffing Group, we've already made the connections
that can get your foot in the door of Boston's top companies. We currently have entry-level opportunities in exciting: industries such as...
?

?

?

?

?

Advertising
Marketing
e-Commerce

Publishing
Universities

?

?

?

?

?

Graphic Design
Non-profits
Internet Start-ups
Finance
Human Resources

SCHOLARSHIPS WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Interested in Mcd School?

i:

cheer for Blur's heroes.
Even worse than TheBlur ofInsanity is the thought that this is just the
opening act of a trilogy, according to
the press notes. There is absolutely no
reason to revisit these characters or
events again. Film audiences already
face enough trilogies in the coming
years thanks to Star Wars. The Matrix
2 and 3 and The Lord of the Rings. The
least Hussar could do to atone for this
atrocity is to kill the series now.

"

The Postbaccalaureate Studies Program at Mount Holyoke College is
intensive program for women and men who have earned a
BA but don't have premed preparation.

Your co "ege education rep-

.1 a rigorous,

resents one of your most impor-

tant career decisions. Join Air Force
ROTC, and you may be eligible for different scholarship programs that can help pay
for that education.
But you'll learn something else, too: that Air Force
ROTC opens opportunities for you to take your college
degree higher, faster and further than you ever realized.
Imagine your status as an Air Force officer, and get an
education In opportunity call
Unit Admissions Officer at
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Effectively analyze business problems.
Write and speak persuasively. Negotiate
successfully. In business and in life, these
are skills that can give you an important
competitive edge. MSL's juris doctor
program gives you the theoretical

I
I
I
I
I knowledge and practical skills training that
I prepareyou not only to practice law, but to
find success in other walks oflife.

Next Class Begins

August 2000

BTake

the first step
towards law
school...

Did you know:
At most law schools the LSAT constitutes
at least 50% of your application.

The Princeton Review's
LSAT program offers a
documentedaverage
score improvement of
7 points. That can put
you ahead of up to 25°/o
of those sitting for the
exam.

Visit our website at:
?«*******

Watch MSL's television show
Media One channel Sunday's

on the
at 11:00.

Call or email us now for a school catalog.
email: mslgw@mslaw.edu
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there are 1,000 things you didn't even know you had

before graduation
countdown
class of 2000 network
graduation announcements
online gift registry
real world guide
careers
and a whole lot more
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Beautiful sisters, beautiful film Coppola's creation
THE VIRGIN SUICIDES: Sophia
Coppola's debutfilm based on the novel
by Jeffrey Eugenides, about five, ethereal Lisbon sisters who mystify their
neighbors. Coming to theaters May 5.
For about the past five years, many
"coming of age" films seem to have
arrived and left without much care or
notice. By closely focusing on the mysteries of adolescence and life in suburbia, Sophia Coppola's The Virgin Suicides attempts to change the standard
of films about teenagers. This drama is
not solely about love and death, but
more about people's need to understand
the ambiguities of life.
Based on the novel of the same
name by Jeffrey Eugenides, The Virgin
Suicides examines the newfound feelings of need, desire, hopelessness and

Four of the Lisbon sisters.
every piece of evidence of the girls'
lives, perhaps in fear of forgetting the
details in order to gain meaning from
their brief existence.
Coppola's version remains suffi-

loss in adolescents. From the perspective of a small group of boys, the story

Listen Up
By Paul G. Jackson
Heights Staff

Show: Rock 111
DJ: Peter Choyce
Time: Friday 1-4 p.m.
After listening to a considerable
number of shows on the "Z" this year,
one notices that patterns start to appear
among DJs. They are all a little quirky,
they all know everything there is to
know about their niche in the music
world and one wonders exactly what
any of them do in the real world. With
this in mind, Peter Choyce's show on
Friday afternoons just amplifies these
preconceptions. One look at his Web
piSge which can be
found via WZBC's
page (www.bc.edu/
bc_org/svp/st_o rg/
wzbc) reveals certainly a mind that is
completely gone
from normal reality

and

one

that

seems

of West Side Story where he plays
Officer Krumpke. He had injuredhimself the last time he attempted his big
"back flip scene" and was worried
over the night's performance. This basically sums up who Choyce is, a
strange little DJ, who at 40 years old
has two DJ gigs and really loves his
three hours per week on the Z.
The music on the show could not
be more diverse ? diverse music for
a diverse man. Folksy, trippy, punk
rock, even including covers of West
Side Story, are justsome of the music
one may catch on the show. Bands one
might find are Permanent Wave, Unnatural Ax and old school Alice Cooper covering a track of the Jets. And
just to top things
off, this past show
ended with a song
about hamsters,
orifices and...I'll
let your mind
draw its own conclusions. An odd
man
is Mr.

completely baffling.
His show does

not

Choyce's style
is very straightforward, empty of the
normal DJ cliches. He plays the music
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how F would be perceived," he said. 'T want to play different people, I don't want to play the same
role over and over."
Still, there was some anxiety of the
future co-star of Sole Survivors, which
also features
the younger
Affleck and
Wes Bentley
{ merican
A
Beauty). "I was

real nervous
about a lot of
the scenes and I
know they were
written on the
page, they were
kind of emotional and I just
wanted to do a
good job with
Luke Wilson
it,"
Wilson
said.
Affleck, probably more famous for
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Committed young actors

$8.00/hour
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"Even thoughhe was a producer on
this film, he gave me more advice as a
directorbecause that's his emphasis. He
really wanted me to make the movie I
saw in my head. He wasn't telling me
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? Manhattan with oilr caring facul ry

being Ben's brother than his own career, boasts confidence and just has fun
with his acting, Committed being noexception. "Nothing was really challenging, it was pretty easy working with
such great people," Affleck said. He

particularly credited director Lisa
Krueger (Manny & Lo) for creating a
comfortable atmosphere on the set.
A scene in Committed that will
draw a bit of attention features Affleck
kissing Graham, which did not bother
the Massachusetts native, who loves to
hang out at The Middle East when he's
in town. "It was sweet," he said of kissing Graham. "You should try it."
Regardless of how well the film
does, it's clear all three stars enjoyed
their time on Committed. The offbeat
comedy gives each a good forum to
express their skills, which continue to
improve with each film. The improvement is a clear sign how committed
Graham, Wilson and Affleck are, which
is whyeach has already found success
and look to have bigger and better
things in front of them.
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bothered by media skepticism. "I didn't
really think about it when I was making the movie," she says. "Because I
was just excited about making the film.
I don't think of my dad as Francis Ford
Coppola. I hope people just look at it
as somebody's first film.
"My dad was a producer for The
Virgin Suicides through American Zoetrope, an independent film production
company. He gave me advice before I
went to film. Growing up with him, 1
learned everythingfrom him about film-

how he thought I should do it."
Surprisingly, The Virgin Suicides
was shot in only 29 days. Coppola remarked, "I really liked working under
that kind of pressure because Icouldn't
second-guess anything; I was always
working on the next shot. I had to be
more intuitive."
After viewing the film, one naturally searches for meaning behind the
girls' suicides. Coppola reassures audiences, "I always saw the story as
about the survivors and not about the
people who committed suicide. To me,
I feel it's not really about suicide very
much. It's about the boys who are left
behind and how the girls made an impression on them. I alwaysthought the
suicides were a metaphor for their childhood and innocence. You can drive
yourself crazy looking for answers."

it is, edgy it's not. But then again, what's iarized songs (Jewel's "Who Will Save
so wrong with a CD one can put on and Your Soul"). These artists hold notha
just let play, or fail asleep to, or ... you ing back, while retaining decidedly
mellow feeling.
get the gist.
But before the listener writes this
This album's personal feel, works
Various Artists
lullabies,
VHI Storytellers/ Every Song Has A as its greatest attributed 3d anDave* album off to a-collection of
John
Meilencamp shakes things up. He
Matthews, Adam Duritz and Elvis
Story
Costello don't make a habit of holding jumps in with a version of "Jack and
(Interscope)
Diane"
jam sessions in your bedroom, you can
that will
at least pretend they do. Some tracks
have the
So your parents like VHI ... admit hold little surprise but still satisfy as
listener
it, you like it too. VHI Storytellers/ classics (The Pretenders' "Back on the
questionEvery Song Has A Story is proof that Chain Gang"), while others offer a
ing the
two generations can agree. Unplugged
freshly improvisedtake on over-familvalue of
audience

wj,

free

C

Goldstein
Heights Staff

ternoons are a
pretty interesting
time at WZBC, but probably one of
the better and more diverse days to
listen to the station. Choyce is yet an-

Calt
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By Melissa

he likes and talks about whatever may
be on the top of his mind. This past other example of the qualityradio that
week's show, for instance, featured dis- BC has to offer if one is not too closecussion of his big role in a production minded to give it a try.
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nication and more on visual cues to capture the essence of the story. Furthermore, she encapsulates the emotions of
the characters and themes through their
subtle gestures and facial expressions
and by her close attention to set details.
Even Cecilia's porcelain statues of the
Virgin Mary register the idea of an
adolescent's desperation to have faith
in something beyond oneself.
Kirsten Dunst, who began her film
career in Bonfire of the Vanities and Interview With The Vampire, stunningly
portrays the most sought-after Lisbon
girl, Lux. Kathleen Turner and James
Woods (Mrs. and Mr. Lisbon, respectively) are the standout actors of this film.
Turner (Serial Mom and The War of the
Roses) brings compassion to a character
who, in the book, was considered more
of an adversary than a protective mother.
In addition, Woods (The General's
Daughter) elicits much sympathy forMr.
Lisbon, who wishes for male affinity in
a household full of women.
The French duo Air (Nicholas
Goldin and Jean Benoit) composed the
primarily instrumental score. Their psychedelic, '70s -influenced music added
to the dark, dreamlike atmosphere of the
film and accurately paralleled the characters' changing moods. Brian Reitzell,
the former drummer of Redd Kross and
now occasional drummer for Air,
worked as music supervisor of the film,
gathering songs by Sloan, Heart, Todd
Rundgren and Al Green, among others.
Without Coppola's last name in the
credits, Iwonder if The Virgin Suicides
would have garnered as much hype at
the Cannes and Sundance Film Festivals. Nonetheless, Coppola had an ideal
team to create the film's striking appearance; one of the movie's strongest facets is the superb cinematography.
Coppola chose the appropriate book
to adapt for her directorial debut. Its slow
pace might bore some viewers, yet the
questions it asks mightlead some tokeep
wonderingabout its mystery.

Continued

A Story with a happy ending

Choyce.
So Friday af-

disappoint.

ciently faithful to Eugenides's story and
characters. In contrast to films by Whit
Stillman or Woody Allen, whose narratives evolve heavily through dialogue,
Coppola relies less on verbal commu-

7

revolves around the short lives of five
young blonde sisters. The young men
are completely infatuated with their
captivating beauty and attempt to save

7

By Teresa Concepcion
Heights Staff
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and dynamic student body,
I
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BC students have
come to the
Costume Company
for the best
selectionfor the
Gatsby Ball
Wigs, fedoras,

-

Mj
I

tion (let's
leave the
singing to the band), as well as the relevance of Mellencamp's usage of
"Jungle Boogie" as a vocal segue. Despite the confusion that occurs on this
track, the Bee Gees close up shop on
the album bypredictablybringing back
"How Deep Is Your Love".
With a few exceptions, this collection flows seamlessly and pleases a
wide audience. But if Every Song Has
A Story, as the title claims, then where
are those stories? Have no fear, juicy
rockstar tidbits are here. Though not on
the recordings themselves, quotes from
the artists as to the inspiration behind
their songs are printed on the inside
cover amidst photographs from recording sessions. All in all, VHI Storytellers is both dependable and enjoyable
and will be sure to fly off the shelves
faster than any avid VHI-er can say
"pop up video."

Precession
JL. May 24-31
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GREATSCOH
1222CommAve.
Allston, MA 02134
Green Line, Harvard Aye. T stop

No Web site is available
(617) 566-9014
[2iJCcmmonwulUiA«.B<Bran.Mnn-03134
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VIOjCOTT
By Jennifer M. Keller
Heights Arts & Review Editor
Capacity: 200+
More Info: Great Scott is a bar, so you
must be 21 to enter. On nights when a
band is playing, cover is usually $5.

Located nearby on the B-line at
the popular BC night spot Harvard Avenue, Great Scott is not notable as a
Boston music venue for its actual selection of bands, but for its atmosphere
and convenience. Scott is the Cheers
of BC students it is truly a neighborhood bar where "everyone knows
your name."
For those students over the age of
21, a visit to Great Scott on a weekend night (bearing in mind that the
weekend magically begins on
Wednesday) is equivalent to a stop at
Addie's. The crowd is usually a majority of BC students enjoying the
dollar draft and the mediocre music.
Speaking of the music (that is
what this column is about, isn't it?),
Great Scott usually features young, local bands. Apartment 3 and Sweet
Mama Thunder perform usually once
a month, and the latter will be on stage
this Friday, May 5.
Eupnym, a band partially comprised of BC students, will play on
May 12. A second strangely named
band, New Pond Fondle, will perform
on the 13th.
Coverfor nights featuring'a band
is usually $5. Unfortunately for the
young among us, a 21+ ID is required
for entry.
Wednesday nights, DJ Gerry spins
80s tunes for the ladies (gentlemen are
welcome, of course).
Don't go to Great Scott expecting
a life-changing musical experience.
For the most part the live bands are
more background music to socializing than they are the main attraction.
Go instead for a cheap show, a short
journey and a student-friendly atmo-

sphere.

Thanks to the
Review staff for
a great semester
see you in
?
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Marketplace
Careers Technology Business
Tuesday, May 2, 2000

Business Briefs
(4-24-00 to 4-28-00)

Wear Your Heart On Your Sleeve
By

Shannon O'Brien

MARKETPLACE EDITOR

Andreas Gmiir graduated
from BU's School of Management in 1997. During his last
year, he decided to write a business plan for one of his classes.
His plan developed into a working idea, and he has since established aT-shirt cyber store called

tlomp08ite In6ex
(4-24-00 to 4-28-00)

Justice Department Wants Microsoft Breakup
In a proposal that could lead to the first anti-trust breakup since
AT&Tin 1984. theJustice Department and attorneys from 19stat.es
asked Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson to break up software giant
Microsoft. The proposal stipulates a breakup of Microsoft into
two smaller entities revolving around its operating system and
popular Microsoft Office line. Microsoft has until May 10 to file
a response to the Justice department proposal.
AIDS Recognized as National Security Threat
For the first time, an infectious disease has been recognized as a
threat to national security. The Clinton administration cited the
possible social consequences of the AIDS pandemic and their effects on the world's economic and political stability for the move.
The National Security Council is now undertaking a review of the
government's in vol emem in the battle against AIDS.
\

MP3.com Faces Court Loss
The Recording Industry Association of America (RJAA) won a
lawsuit on Friday against the Internet music site MP3.com. The
suit charged MP3.com, an electronic music distribution site, with
copyright infringement. Damages awarded from ihe suit could
reach $1 billion dollars.
Nintendo Target of Price-Fixing Investigation
The European Union's regulatory body, the European Commission, has undertaken an investigation into alleged price-fixing by
Nintendo and seven European video game distributors. Officials
for the commission claim Lhat Nintendo and the distributors illegally divided the European market so as to keep prices for games
artificially high.

Electronic Banking Technology Changes Hands
Bank of America's electronic billing and checking assets were
acquired by the electronic financial services and software provider. Check Free Holding Corp. The acquisition enlarges
CheckFree's customer base by 10 percent. The company will now
handle over $10 billion in electronic transfers every year. Bank
of America received 10 million shares of CheckFree in the deal.

Marketplace Meetings
Marketplace Meetings:
Heights Office
McElroy 113
As we will not be having any seances for the
remainder of the year, we would like to utilize this
space to remind everyone that Shannon has spent most
summers taking luge lessons in Rangoon whilst wearing meat helmets. It is this mispent youth that has left
her unable to whistle and navigate a cart through large

supermarkets.
Contact:
Shannon O'Brien

&

JeffHobbs

656-0213

AndyG.com (www.AndyG.com).
By creating this business, Gmiir
succeeded in combining his passion for painting with his academic background in Marketing.
Gmiir attained his mission,

which was to create a business
that promotes environmental
awareness, addresses social and
political issues, and fosters spiritual growth.
Initially, Gmiir intended to
target the "new age market." That
is, "everyone that is into spirituality, eastern philosophy or holistic exercise like yoga." Gmiir later
discovered that his designs appealed to markets such as teenagers and college students. Does
this mean that students are becoming more socially aware?
As you can imagine, Gmiir's
project received a good grade
from his BU professor, Jenkins
Callaghan. And, since we all
know how much parents love
good grades, this was one of the
factors that convinced Gmiir's

father, whom he refers to as the
"angel investor" to fund his business idea.
Since AndyG.com was
founded in July 1997, sales have
been more than tripling every
year.
Gmiir says that the inspiration
for his designs thus far has
stemmed from, "my intuition and
observing which symbols and
designs are currently trendy, for
example, the "Om" design." As
you may be aware, "Om" is not
only a title of a Gap perfume, but
also a mantra chanted before and
or after a session of yoga.
One of the goals of Gmiir's
art, as well as business, is to create

awareness.

Gmiir states, "i chose to do
my part through creative work because I believe that the visual
medium is one of the most effective communication tools toraise

awareness and induce change."
Designs that promote 'recycling'
and an abstract design bearing the
statement: 'Deforestation is Suicide,' are some of the ways Gmiir
intends to promote ecological
awareness.

He also plans to use organically grown cotton T-shirts in the
future.
Gmiir recognizes that, "If we
continue to deplete our forests
especially the Amazon- we will
have to face possibly disastrous

-

consequences. Planet earth without forests is like a human without lungs
doomed to die".
Besides for being artistically
chic, T-shirts from AndyG.com
are also very comfortable. The
cuts and fabrics of the shirts are
classically simple, which make
them extremely versatile and easy
...

to wear.

As if running a full-time busi-

wasn't enough, Gmiir decided to go back to school. He
now attends the Art Institute of
Boston, where he will graduate
in May 2001 with a diploma in
Fine Arts.
Gmiir claims that his true inspiration is "love, Buddha, Jesus
and my own spiritual evolution."
Gmiir describes art as, "a philosophy of its own, a certain way to
ness

Speaking of which, 2% of the
profits from AndyG.com are donated to humanitarian and enviorganizations.
ronmental
If you are searching for some
hip T-shirts to keep you cool in
the summer, look no further:
http://www.AndyG.com

E-mail: Andy@AndyG.com
or call toll free 1-877-GOANDYG (J-877-462-6394).

perceive inexplicable energies

and

to

handle them. It is like

a
we can relax and release stress. It is a medium through which we can

therapy through which

scream, weep, laugh

or radiate

happiness."
It is people like Gmiir that encourage aspiring entrepreneursto
follow their dreams. Gmiir has
proven that it is possible to incorporate life's passions in business

endeavors and still be able
make a profit.

to

.aesthetically pleasing

...philosophically conscious...

Environmentally aware

Finding Funding For Your Future:
Not Your Average Seedy Venture
By

Christian Vardeleon
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Have you

ever had a great

idea
for a new company? Maybe you
could have been the nextBill Gates
or Michael Dell, but they took your
idea first.
Or, maybe you had a unique
idea, but you didn't have the resources or funding necessary to pursue it. For any of you who have
experienced these problems, there
is a new solution available that will
help you mold your vision and expand it into what you envisioned.
Seedling Ventures, Inc. offers
solutions to the challenges that
young entrepreneurs face with gaining financial and strategic support
for their business ideas. It is an investment group that helps to raise
money for concepts from entrepreneurs aged 18 to 25.
Seedling also offers venture
capital firms and strategic acquirers
a way to locate the best business investments from college students nationwide.
Seedling has already visited
Boston College, where representatives from the company spent a full
day on campus speaking with various professors, deans and students
with the intention of letting BC

know that it was a specific target
for Seedling.
The company targets college
students, recent college graduates
and individuals with corporate ex-

perience. One of the biggest challenges such groups face is the in-

entrepreneurs, offer them the enviand formalize
their concepts into a business plan

ronment to refine

and will then introduce the entrepreneurs to the necessary advisors
and investors in order to bring the
concept to the next level.

Seedling g£

Ventures
ability to formalize and test busi-

In

return,

Seedling will claim

models

an average 30 percent equity stake

Seedlingbelieves that these target individuals bring many unique
qualities to the table and, if prop-

in thebusiness and brokeragerights
to raise their subsequent rounds of
financing, Seedling will typically
invest up to $ 15,000 in the college

ness

ventures and present

to financiers.

erly groomed and nurtured, will create highly profitable businesses.
Seedling serves as a marketing

firm and broker. It attracts ideas, refines them into formal and realistic
business propositions, assists in the
management recruitment process
and then routes the businesses to the
most appropriate investors. Seedling will aggressively market to BC

entrepreneur.

Seedling will take a hands-on
approach by nurturing entrepreneurs' ideas from conception
through finalized business plan:
well as assisting in managemen

cruitment.
The organization's highly talented management team, diverse
advisory board and outside consult-

will best prepare its entreprethe next stage: development and growth.
In each project's development
phase, Seedling will act as a link
between venture capital firms and
ants

neurs for

earl_, stage entrepreneurs. Working

with Seedling, the upstream partners will have a more cost-efficient
alternative to marketing and promoting their firm's investment services to young entrepreneurs.
The company is currently
launchinga marketing campaign on

three northeast universities and
making five to 10 investments.
In September, Fund I is expected to go live, and Seedling will
expand to seven national nodes targeting 40 campuses. Fundi hopes
to reach its goal of $3.5 million
dollars of investment capital. The
funds will be invested primarily in
purchasing rights to young entrepreneurs' concepts and the development of the business plans.

CU LTI

Profits from the fund will be
split 40-60 between Seedling and

its limited partners. Fund I will
come from individuals and companies involved in such industries as
technology, finance, law. accounting, consulting and student marketing industries. Seedling's last stage
of aid to new companies consists
of the acquisition or alignmentwith
investors.
Also, Seedling will typically
retain its equity share and receive
an industry-standard brokerage fee
from the investor or acquirer. Seedling will maintain close contacts
with venture capitalists and strategic industry leaders thus ensuring
that later stage capital is available
to its companies.
If you have an entrepreneurial
spirit and an idea you think could
be the next Yahoo, visit the web site
at www.seedlingventures.com or
contact Christian at

232-9620.

VATING

YOUNG

ENTREPRENEURS"

Heights79@hotmail.com
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Antonina Says Goodbye To The Heights
By Antonina Guarino
HEIGHTS STAFF

For my final article, I would
like to use this opportunityto encourage students to look into
writing for The Heights. The
school newspaper ii a great way
for you to examine and share your
talents and interests, and meet
some really nice people. The
Heights allowed me to explore
fields that I had not previously
considered my own. When I
started writing for the paper two
years ago, I had minimal knowledge of computer and business
related topics. I even feared such
topics because I did not know

exactly what they were or what
they implied.
Meeting with Heights staff
changed my perspective. The
were informal and fun,
and encouraged me to investigate

people

issues. I wrote about things
that inspiredand baffled me, even
things that I thought needed to
change. An article I wrote about
natural heath remedies and flu
shots helped me overcome a fear
of shots. Heights meetings energized me with topics, from social
security to Internet security, and
when I wanted to write about fun
stuff, I fit my ideas into an article.
Wr" ing for The Heights became a powerful way for me to
new

COURTESY OF FAMILYALBUM

Antonia, pictured on the right, has written for the
Heights for two years.

form opinions and engage in politics through my writing and also
become active in a family-sterted
e-commerce business. Whether I
wrote about challenging or amusing issues, I always learned something, and enjoyed the thrill of
being published. I did this with
Marketplace, Review and the
Editorial sections, and you can
too. You can join the Heights staff
or simply contribute as often as
you wish. I loved it and will miss
so here
is my
it, and
"Heightsgeist" article. Yay.
The Heights staff is friendly
and always willing to chat with

Continued on Cl
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Red Bull Rides Again Antonina, We'll Be Seein' Ya
By

Lawrence Griffin
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Few would argue the fact that the
life of an average Boston College student can be demanding. Between the
academic, social and physical pressures
of all those long hours in the library,
long Saturday nights and hours in the
Plex, students have been forced to rely
on a steady supply of coffee and other
caftlenated beverages to keep them hustling and bustling.
Alas, coffee isn't everyone's favorite choice of beverage, and despite the
twin threats of Starbucks and Beans...
Creams.. ..Dreams... along with the dining halls more humble offerings, it's not
always easy to come by. However, a
new sensation is being pouredthroughout college campuses these days, and it
isn't sold by the 30-pack; energy drinks.
Leading the energy drink stampede
is a product called Red Bull
(www.redbull.com),which has quickly
become a part of the BC culture with
its signature silver can and remarkable
effects. The Red Bull Web site, which
combines a variety of useful information on their product and energy drinks
in genera] with colorful, entertaining
artwork, defines an energy drink as
such: "An energy drink is a drink that
due to its exceptional composition provides your body with extra energy during times of increased physical strain
or stress."
By their definition. Red Bull {and
its siblings in the energy drink market)
offers an ideal solution for those students who need to inject a little vigor
into their day. The claims of Red Bull
are many; that it improves one's endurance, reflexes, mental alertness, well-

The more health-conscious students
may ask, "What are the magical ingredients in an energy drink that cause an
otherwise sedate person to be bouncing off the walls with energy?" In the
case of Red Bull, it contains taurine,
glucoronolactone and caffeine as well
as important vitamins and carbohydrates. While caffeine and its effects are
familiar to most, many people ponder
what taurine is. Taurine is an ammo acid
naturally occurring in the human body
that peopleproduce less of when under
stress; it also has a detoxifying effect.
Red Bull also incorporates a variety of
vitamins and carbohydrates into the
beverage.

To put it mildly, the effects of Red
Bull are impressive. From personal experience, a can of Red Bull equals a
large cup of black coffee. In fact, some
people who are sensitive to caffeine are
advised to limit their energy drink consumption because it is so effective.
Since Red Bull's effects are so similar to those of coffee, one might ask
what it tastes like. To be honest, it can
best be described as an acquired taste
it's definitely not for everyone.
While I have personally crave the
taste of Red Bull, people describe it in
a wide variety of ways from "sort of
like cough medicine" to "Gatorade,"
but there truly are not many beverages
similar to Red Bull.
One of the best parts of Red Bull
and its fellow energy drinks are the
many ways it can be served. The first
step is to make sure that no matter how
you drink your Red Bull, it's cold.
Warm Red Bull is about as appetizing
as fish in McElroy. Some people choose
to pour Red Bull over ice, while others
choose to mix it -vith sodas or other
-

beverages. In fact, while it wasn't the
original intended purpose of Red Bull,
many local bars have created mixed
drinks involving Red Bull. Its strong
taste and energy-boosting effects combine to make it an ideal mixer for those
who choose to enjoy alcoholic beverages, providing yet another use for this
almighty Bull.
Once the need for extra energy arrives, one of the few problems of Red
Bull emerges: availability and cost. First
of all, the cost of Red Bull and its lookalike energy drinks averages $2 per can,
an expensive habit if you consume several daily. While there are many different energy drinks available, few ofthem
are as effective as Red Bull (although
many of them taste a lot better.) Secondly, in the BC area, the only major
Red Bull source is Maddie's Market.
Local Red Bull representatives are
working to make the beverage more
widely available and their Web site
promises a directory of places where
you can ride the Bull. Students who
truly become addicted to Red Bull can
tap into the Internet and use Web sites
like www.bevnet.com, which offers Red
Bull by the case at a reasonable price.
The thing many BC students do the
least during the school year is sleep,
leavinga lot of tired and unalert people
trying to stay awake as they burn the
midnight oil in the libraries or in their
dorms.
Red Bull and other energy drinks
provide a possible solution for people
who need that extra spring in their step,
or simply have a seven page term paper
for Fundamentals of Political Science
due tomorrow morning and want to
make it through the night.
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being and metabolism.

students who are interested in being a
part of The Heights. Feel free to stop
by the office at 113 McElroy or e-mail
the staff at heights79@hotniail.com.

It is important that I address my friends
and family who deserve recognition
beyond these simple words.
Mom, your brilliance, innovation and
enthusiasm inspire me. Thank you for
your guidance, and the many sacrifices
you have made for me.
Dad, I am grateful for your support,
time and tremendous efforts on my behalf.

To my brother Philip: Thank you for all
of your sweet guidance and fun, and for
including me in the work and excitement of Colorfulkitchen.com.

COURTESYOF FAMILY ALBUM

Antonina and her brother Joseph.

tensive, and sharing your storytelling

with

me.

To Patrick Morrissey, thank you for
at the Heights
table on activities day two years ago.

being so nice and being
To my brother Joseph: You still seem
to be the voice from the dugoutfor me.
Your encouragement and direction have
been invaluable. Thank you, my Irish
twin. It is now your turn to write!
To my sister Man: Sweet girl, thank you
for making performance night possible
again and for laughing with me, even
when we were stuck in Mississippi
mud. We have come a long way from
Texas.
To the talented artist Michele Morgan,
your friendship brightens my day.
Thank you for sharing your wonderful
humor, your stories, and hopes and
dreams with me.
To Linda Phung and Jennifer C, thank
you for sushi nights, great fun and

To everyone at The Heights, especially
Ernie Kappotis, Shannon O'Brien, and
Jeff Hobbs (a Paris): You three have
been troopers and I am so happy to have
met you.
To Peter Laughlin, thank you for your
friendship through the years. Yourkindness, generosity, and talent have
touched and helped so many. Boston
College loves your creation of the first
Heights T-shirt logo!
Thank you Father Helmick, Father
Woods, Professor Paul Lewis, Professor Amy Boesky, Professor Dora
Dumont, Professor Jocelyn Almeida
and Professor Fitzgerald; you have all
been wonderful to me.

COURTESY OF H IF MORGAN FAMIIY

Antonina's friend Michele.

laughter.

We, the editors of Marketplace, would like to express our
appreciation for Antonina's spirit and dedication to our
section and The Heights. She will be sorely missed.

To Cleo Bertrand, you are still royalty
to Marketplace. Thank you for your
friendship, for being so sweet and ex-

Triple Play 2001 Strikes Out
By

David LaMattina
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Boston College Entrepreneurs
Explore & Conquer Cyberspace
to attract people to your business in order for it to stand out from the others.
FORTHEHIEGHTS
This is exactly what some ambitious BC
While each week 45 million people students did.
BC grad Dane Baird, for example,
browse the Web, the entrepreneurial
frenzy that characterized the Internet founded Netintern.com, which operates
months ago has begun to die down. as an engine for people interested in
Despite this decreased growth in the interning for an online company. Mr.
Web, thousands of entrepreneurs from Baird, who recenetly spoke at Boston
the Boston metropolis have started College, has created an opportunityfor
online companies and have had great computer science, business or engineersuccesses. An unknowing person would ing majors to find a paid internship with
presume that universities like MIT or a company related to the Internet. The
Harvard would boast these successful seeker must first be accepted; however,
once having done so, Netintern.com
entrepreneurs; however, as it has turned
provides unlimited help and resources
out, students at Boston College have
in ensuring that the person will find a
been among the most successful entresatisfactory internship. With a wellpreneurs of the Web.
informing site,
The way Internet enterprises work crafted and
is not all that simple. Businesses online, Netintern.com is exemplary of a sucfor instance, take quite some time to cessful Internet company providing inbuild and require sufficient amounts of formation and assistance for the growBy

Eric Urbain

COURTESYOFWWWXIQUIDOOLF.COM

money for operation.
The success of a company is also
variable. Depending on which area an
e-commerce enterprise focuses on may
depend on how well the business will
actually do. Some cater to long-standing issues while others are short term.
It is a gamble, and like most people already are aware of, it isn't a matter of
just waiting around and having people
come to you. Rather, one must develop
a coherent business plan, establish high
levels of exposure and find some way

ing online industry.

Another brilliant creation is that of
BC's Abriham Sheth, CSOM.'OO, a finance and computer science major, who
has founded Mailtoindia.com.
His enterprise operates as a courier
service for Indians living abroad to send
mail back to friends and family in the
subcontinent. Sheth's business has
taken him many months to establish; he
is still in the process of working out
some minor details pertaining to the distribution of the mail within India.
This is quite an ambitious task to

accomplish, but for Abriham it was the
perfect solution to an inefficient mail
system. In his case, a problem had led
to a simple solution: an online venture

that would effectively allocate mail to
India. With less than 1 million people
in India possessing an Internet connection out of a populationof nearly 1 billion, Abriham saw an "opportunity to
use the entrepreneurial skills learned in
the classroom and apply them to an actual situation."
Other BC Internet ventures include
that of Andy Seth, a friend of Abriham
Sheth, who sold his Internet business,
Liquidgolf.com, to Golfstore.com only
months ago.
Another BC graduate, Michael J.
Ford, has started Computer.com Inc.
Ford, both president and co-founder of
Computer.com, has profited from increased publicitythroughadvertisement
during the last Super Bowl.
Computer.com operates a wellcrafted site that performs as an information service as well as a means of
purchasing merchandise.
The focus of this company ranges
from technical support and games to
advice on software and possibilities of
making a purchase. It also offers many
perks and accessories including membership and a free e-mail address.
Computer.com basicallyprovides webgoers with everything there is to know
about computers and technology.
With the completionof a thorough
and impeccably detailed site, it is clear
that Computer.com's creators have a
good stake in the market.
Students at BC can take these examples as a model from which they can
shape their ideas and perhaps turn them
into an online venture.It is obvious that
much hard work is needed in order to
accomplish such a task. However, as
the examples previously mentioned
show, it isn't just middle-agedentrepreneurs who have had success with the
Internet.

From the opening bars of
Steppenwolf's "Magic Carpet Ride" to
the first McGwire jack of the virtual
season, Electronic Arts Sports' Triple
Play 2001 offers an opportunity for everyone of all sizes to empty the bases
in the bottom of the ninth. The only
problem that EA Sports faces is that
their product is anything but new.
TP2OOI is certainly more detailed
than its predecessors. The opening sequence is an aesthetically pleasing
combination of real video clips interspersed with digital imaging all set to
Steppenwolf's classic tune. The impressive introduction sets the gamer for
an all-out virtual experience, but the
game itself falls short of the initial impression.

While some Cincinnati fans argue
that the game's most noticeable flaw
is that Ken Griffey, Jr. still wears a
Mariners jersey, those quick to judge
will find that a Junior-less team can be
easily remedied through the use of
TP2ool's team management feature.
The ability to trade has become standard, as has the option to create your
own players. Though TP2OOI offers
these basics, the gameplay is dull, and
in some instances, challenging to master.

As Mike Piazza and the Amazin's
took the field, the first noticeable aspect of the game was its surprising
slowness. Again, this option can be
changed; however, nomatter what the
speed option is adjusted to, gameplay
as a whole is irregular. The players'
swings are choppy and slow. While this

A lack of proper pacing

Slow game play can't slow down Griffey's bat

doesn't affect success in the game, it
certainly deters the gamer from being
fully involved in the action. Once a man
is finally on base, it is nearly impossible to control him. The instructions
are very clear; however, it is difficult
to control one man when multiplerunners are on base, providing an opponent many opportunities to catch a runner off-guard.
Fielding in TP2OOI is not quite so
difficult, but, much like the batting, it
is somewhat erratic. Overall, these imperfections seem to be caused by a lack
of proper pacing, a necessity for any
video game that can compete in a market of thousands just like it.
TP2OOI does offer some noteworthy, even enjoyable, features that are EA

creates

fielding difficulties

Sports' saving grace. The first bonus is
the "Home Run Legends" addition.
Playing this version allows the greatest
home run hitters of all time to face off
in a no holds barred home run derby
contest.

For the first lime. Maris and
McGwire can go head-to-head instead
of stat-to-stat. EA Sports must have realized that home run derby is the only
truly enjoyable aspect of this game because the company built so much of the
game around it. Many variations of the
contest are offered: one player against
the computer, playeragainst player, and
a 16-man tournament. Obviously, EA
was counting on late night bets in college dorms to fuel interest for their
products.
In addition to the regular derby,
TP2OOI offers Big League Extreme, a
version of the contest that allows players toknock homeruns out of parks that
look like Camelot or your living room.
This odd twist offers a cartoon-like enjoyment to the game, but it is not
enough to save it from the long shelf
life that it is going to endure.
TP2OOI would have been revolutionary a few years ago, but when so
many companies are producing the
same product, even an unrealistic ball
park where jousting knights play beyond the center field wall cannot save
this damsel of a game from the distress
of becoming hidden by more cohesive,
true-to-life games.
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been there

played'that?
Finally, a way to swap
all those CDs you DON'T want

for CDs you DO want.
Or, just purchase from the

SWAPt"t*

LARGEST selection of used CDs on the Web.

All Swaplt CDs are quality guaranteed,
and shipping to Swaplt is always FREE.

UI y I

All new members who

I IL I

register by May 30th

a

will receive 15 FREE Swaplt Bucks for use on swapit.com!
Simply enter registration code

4066

when you join, and 15 Swaplt Bucks

will immediately be credited to your account!

[swapit.com]
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Classified
childcarefor6and9ycarolds. Non-smoker.

Drivers'license.

Part-time or Full-time

Summer Nanny
Needed for two imaginative kids, ages 6 and
4, who love being imaginative play and going on adventures. Experience with kids/
driver's liscense ?important. Early childhood education background preferred. Own

car would be great (just to get to us). Accessible via public transportation. Starting
date: ASAP. Excellent pay. References required. Call Julie at 617-964-1451.

Babysit Twins this summer! Professional
Newton family seeks babysitter for ihe af-

ternoons (1-7PM) this summer (June-Aulively 5 year-old twin boys. Experience, energy, sense of humor, kindness and
gust) for

reliability required. References required.
Transportation helpful. Call Dr. Beth Alpern
at

617-244-2592.

Mother's Helper Needed. Newton Highlands: 2 weekday mornings or afternoons
per week (6-Bhrs/wk) to help care for 2 yr.
old boy and infant girl. Stalling in June or
Sept. Salary: $8-10/hr. Experience and references required. Non-smoker. Short walk
from Eliot Green Line T. Call Karen at 796-

-9986.

Summer babysitter needed by Chestnut Hill
family with 6 and 7 year old. Own car preferred, not necessary. Call Lina at 332-0599
for details.
Summer sitter with car. 2-3 afternoons/wk.
3:3opm-6pm. to pick up 10 yrold boy from
camp in Newton area, bring home, keep
company, play catch, call Janet 964-3544.
Love kids? Part-time childcare position
for a responsible and reliable student. Experience with children a plus.
9:3oam to I:3opm, 3 or 5 mornings a week
starting mid-May for the summer or next
fall. Close to BC. $10/hour. Call 232-6348.

available

Part-time

Flexible schedule.
law-school campus. Non-

Mondayand Thursday, I-

6pm. Additional hours negotiable. Call 969-

smoking. Own transportation preferred.
References required. 244-6412.
Summer childcare needed: Newton family
(near T-stop) needs reliable, responsible

Summer Opportunity. 10-20 hours per
week, babysitting, etc. Flexible schedule.
Walking distance from BC campus. Contact Gwen Goodkin 965-8069.

-0523.
walking distance from BC,
seeking childcare for 8 and 10year old girls.
Newton family,

Wed. and Thurs.. appro*.
969-6294. Evenings best.

4-7:3OPm. Call

Weekend babysitting, mostly evenings, for
two girls ages 8 and 10 in Newton neighborhood close lo BC. Transportation provided. Call Jim or Lauri 969-6294. eves.

After 7:30.
Nanny and/or babysitter, summer and /or
fall. Across from BC, cheerful, curious 3
ycarold looks for loving, reliable babysitter.

Afternoons/weekends. Call 244-0737Aftcrschool babysitter for 6 and 9 year old
boys. Drive to activities, help with homework, laundry and local errands. 15-20
hours/wk.. June start desired. Car required.

Newton Highlands. Call 558-1327.
Seeking a babysitter for 8, 6. and 18 month
old Monday and Thursday afternoons 3-6,
occasional weekend evenings. Location
Newton Center-walkingdistance from BC.
Call 969-3907 after 6pm.

Wanted: wonderful babysitter for creative,
fun nine year old girl in Newton. After

school hours: 3:00-7pm (or later) several
days/week. Weekend days and/or nights also
available. On green line T. Call Jan 965-7446.

Delightful, creative, compassionate
babysitter wanted for wonderful 9 year old
girl in Newton. Weekend days and evenings.
On green line T. Call 965-7446.
Babysit 9 year old girl in Newton. She likes
art projects and playing games. Wants fun
babysitter. On Green line. Call 965-7446.

babysitter.

Newton, near

Child care needed. Daughter (8.5), son (6);
Tuesdays. 12:30-6, Thursdays 3-6. Green
lineaccessible. Driving/references required.
$10/hour. Please call Joan Hutchinson 617-973-1040 (w). 617-965-3531(h).

Afternoon babysitting wanted beginning
mid-May through summer. Chestnut Hill
family seeks reliable, non-smoking experienced babysitters for three and four year
olds. References required. Please call Cathy
566-2342.

Babysitter wanted for eight-month old boy
in West Newton. 7-10 hours/week, including one evening. $10/ hour. Flexible schedule; transportation provided if necessary.

Experience Required. Contact Marjorie
Saul. 617-559-1046

summer for 6 weeks, starting June 16,
throughJuly 24 and the week of August 21.
For 9 year old daughter, in-groundheated
pool so swimming is critical. Looking for
someone who enjoys arts and crafts. M-F,
9-5 pay $10/hour. Please call Cindy 244-

-2013.

Postions available: Boston College Athletic
Administrative Internship. To work in the

Summer Field Marketing Manager. Outgoing, energetic, and responsible college student needed to recruit and organize a Boston based team of 3 college students, possibly your buddies, to travel together around
New England with a promotional van handling out product samples at beaches, parks,
metro areas,

Athletic Director's office

busy streets, and events. Must
to Labor Day

be available Memorial Day

Babysitter Needed. I need some help with
my two boys for the summer. The four year
old is a good natured red head lhat loves to
read books and get pushes on his swing. The
two-year old is a friendly kid who loves to
play in h is sandbox and sit in laps for stories. We are located in Newton Center, 10
mm from the T-stop. The hours are flexible, approx. 15-20 hours a week. The pay
is competitive. Contact Jennifer Walsh at

Spring and Summer Jobs: Allston-Brighton
YMCA{47O Washington St., Brighton-a 10
mm. walk from BC) is HIRING lifeguards
and swim intstructors, gymnasics instruc-

details.

or

email:

Jennifer.walsh@att.net.
Summer employment: Mother's helper for
1 0 month old boy. Experience with toddlers.
Driver's license. Housing possible. MonWed across from BC. Thurs.-Sun. on Cape
Cod. Beth 964-9087.

professional couple looking for
part-time (25+ hours), non-smoking
babysitter to help take care of our two energetic and fun-loving daughters, ages 8 and
5. Primary responsibilities include morning assistance, after-school care and playdate supervision. Willingness to help with
local errands and very light household duties is also importants. Car required. Call
Newton

work at 617-698-2252 and leave
your phone number with the answering service. Call anytime. This job would begin
Amy at

mid-to-end of August. Hours are Mondays
and Wednesdays, 7:45-s:3opm, and Thursdays from 2-6:3opm. If interested, but hours
and start date don't match exactly, please

call anyway.
Summer Job:

Looking for childcare this

tors,

fitness and aerobics intsructors.
Tali Research at 782-3535.

Call

Males and females needed to help disabled
couple through summer. Short walk from
campus, on the B line opposite Chestnut Hill
Reservoir. Flexible schedule $ 12/hour. 787-9022 after 12:30.

Camp: Contact Brad

Crane Lake

800-227-2660.

Gerstle,
ILOVCAMP@aoI.com

;

www.cranelakecamp.com Einsner emp:
contact Louis Bordman, 212-650-4130

accounting preferred. Located in Cleveland
Circle, Brookline. MA. Call Paul days at

617-731-2333

Doctors' Office seeks summer help: Busy
Women's Health Practice in Boston, on T,
seeks energetic flexible motivated individual
to help out both as secretary and medical

assistant. Great opportunity for individual
Bam

ists, including waterfront, athletics, arts.
Good salary. R&B included, travel assistance.

CPAFirm in need of a summer intern assistant flexible hours. Some course work in

ASAP
781-891-0177.
www.workforstudents.com/np

spm, 732-8877.

UAHC Crane Lake and Eisner Camps, Reform Jewish co-educational camps located
in the Berkshires of Massachusetts, seek
qualified, dedicated counselors and special-

www.eisnercamp.org

Summer Work. $15 base-appt. in local
firm's sales and service dep't. No experience necessary. Professional atmosphere.
Scholarships available, conditions apply.
Good communications skills a must. Apply

to

correspondence, large distributions, scheduling, creating and maintaining data files,
and special projects as assigned by the Athletic Director. Qualifications should include
experience in Microsoft Office and
Filemaker Pro, as well as good organizational and communication skills. Please
submit resumes to Beth Mahoney, Administrative Assistant to the Athletic Director,
Boston College Athletics, Conte Forum 320,
140 Commonwealth Aye., Chestnut Hill, Ma
02467 or call 552-4680 for an appointment.

EISNERGUY@aoI.com:

Easy money, make $20 in ONE hour. Students needed for MIT reading study. Contact hadyn@mit.edu or call 253-3062.

interested in medical field. Contact

assisting in admin-

istrative duties. Responsibilities include

including weekends. $500 + per week.
Email resume or letter of interest to
STAFFING.DEPT@PPEM.COM, fax 207-761-4570. or call 207-761-6504 for more

617-964-5209

will be contacted by phone for an interview.
Baseball "coach" needed: Non-baseball
playing 9 year old boy wants to learn! Patient coach needed to teach fundamentals for
game. 2-4 hours/week. Leave message at

727-2200 ext. 2565.

.Summer babysitter-2-3 afternoons/wk for
a caring and responsible sitter to take care
of two children. 4 and 1 years old. Close to
BC. no car necessary. $10/hr. 617-641-

-0763.

petitive hourly wages. Fax resume to 876-8377 or call 965-8377. Potential applicants

eves.

617-784-9218

Real Estate Assistant: Busy Brookline/Newton agent needs part-time help with research,
advertising and marketing ASAP. Ability
toorganize andcomputer experience needed.
6-8 hours per week. Flexible schedule. $8-10/ hr. Call 617-796-2637, leave message

for Bill.

Real Estate Rental Agent. Let us show you
how to find apartments foryour friends and

Mary,

make

Newton Centre and Cambridge locations.
Looking for full and pan time positions.
Tess & Carlos is an upscale boutique specializing in women's clothing, shoes, and
accessories. Employee benefits and corn-

time. Call Ben

$20k+ part

at

731-

June

Apartments-Bright, renovated and charming

with modem kitchens and baths. 731-0101,
We have that great Apartment! Call Hillside
Properties 731-0101
5 Beds 6 Beds Houses, 2 and 3 baths from
$1900
Hillside Properties 731 -0101
10 BED Modern, 2 eat in kitchens, prchs,
multiplebaths Call
6/7 BED massive, parking for everyone, see
it! $3400
6 BED 2 floors, great space, c/c, Indry.hdwd
$3200
6 BED Pristine Condition, EIK, d/d, lndry
$3600
6 BED Brookline, On \T, Just renovated 3
baths. Call!
House-Aerosmith lived here before they
made it! Call!
House-Many, many room combinations. Call
for info!
Hillside Properties 731-0101
www-boston-living.com
FIVE BEDS
Chiswick Rd, heated, 2 baths, pkg. $2700
Huge, front and back porches, htd $2775
Brookline in house 2 kitchens $2800
Just renovated, heat mcl, parking. On T
$2900
Brookline, 2 family, parlor room $2900
Foster St, new, lndry, htd. $3000
Brand New 2 full baths, large eik $3200
Philadelphia style 2 baths, parking $3500
HILLSIDE PROPERTIES 731-0101
www.boston-living.com

FOUR BEDS:

Nr. Campus, Huge, a Steal
$ 1500
Clev Cir, Modem, beautiful
$1700
Modem with new kitchen and bath on T
$1800
Orkney, Luxury, New, Jaccuzzi..s2ooo
Renovated 2 full baths nIT, IdVndry and parking $2200
Cleveland Circle, lndry, modem eik, 2baths
$2400
Quiet, beautiful, hardwood floors, 2
baths.prch $2400
On T, Large rooms and closets, d/d $2500
Across from theCollege! Modem Pkg, Lndry
$2600
Pristine Brookline! Porch, bright $2650
Beautiful Brookline in Victorian Mansion
$2700
HILLSIDE PROPERTIES 731-0101
www.boston-living.com

THREE BEDS:

Half fee, modern, h/w floors, on T,

heated....slBoo
Strathmore. modem, security

$1700

-0101

Chiswick, 2Bth, Renovated
Close to BC, On T, htd.. $1300

Counselors wanted for summerfun.com@
UCSD, U of Michigan, Georgetown U,
UCLA,and Uof Vermont. Now hiring resident counselors to mentor and accompany
teens, for 4-7 weeks, toconcerts, amusement
parks, etc. Must be 21 by June 20'\ possess
valid driver's license. Roundtrip transportation provided. More info: Jason 800-645staff@summerfun.com:
-6611,

Action Packed! Close

Wall

to

to all. E1K..51600
wall carpet, mod X&8...51600

Chestnut HillAye. hid, renovated. ..$1750
Dazzling Glenville.prch, pkg... $1785
Pristine Condition, heat included,
lndry. ..$lBOO

Nr. Cleveland Circle, renovated, parking..slBoo

Lake Shore Modem, lndry, 2 baths....s2loo
Brookline luxury, doorman, very

www.summerfun.com

eur0...52000

Jobs $8-12/ hr. Park cars for Boston's largest valet company, Ultimate Parking, Inc.
Full and part-timepositions available. Cal!

Front

424-1515.

$ 1350

Gemstone!

Must be seen

ate!....s2loo

with great views,

bright...s22oo

to

appreci-

large and

Cleveland circle, gleaming floors.. .$2500
HILLSIDE PROPERTIES 731-0101

i

www.bosfon-living.com

t?

TWO BEDS:
SUBLET: Looking for 2F to rent 2BR in
4BR apt. with recent BC grads., huge closets, w/d. off street parking. Easy access
everywhere. EndMay-Aug. West Newton.

$450. Call
gether.

BE FLEXIBLE.. ..S AYE $$$. Europe $ 159
(o/w +taxes). Cheap fares worldwide!!
Mexico/Caribbean $199 (r/t + taxes). Call
1-800-326-2009. www.4cheapair.com

When traveling this summer, Amtrak*

V

Eurorail Pass Experts, yyww.raildcals.com
Get tons of free stuff-2500 discount offers,
rail map and timetable. Free night at the Pink
Palace and more. l-888-RAILPASS or
raildeals.com

\u25a0

B

one price:

Student

Peak fare
Off-peakfare

I

$656
459

ings below.

$390

P«ilunt-OBtsiofr.p.»kiani-Mai)i»iidO<li6-o«r>-

10 BR-Great

BC

house on Crosby Rd. 3

baths, pkg...56800

4J3

8 BR-Priscilla Rd. Whole house. 8

new!... 54000

96-AMTRAK.

.

nice...52500
4 BR-Comm

Aye.

2 baths, pkg,

Huge, mod, 2 baths,

clean...s3ooo

4 BR-Foster St. Economy priced units in

house...slBoo

4 BR-Priscilla Rd. 2 floors of house, 4 pkg,
4

BR-1653-1661 Comm

Aye.

Great BC

building, m0d...52500
4 BR-1705-1711 Comm Aye. Awesome units,

new kitchens...s3ooo
4 BR-Radnor Rd. Ultra mod, deck, full base-

ment...s33oo

3 BR-1653-1661 Comm. Aye, Huge units,

a

\u25a0 NORTH

\u25a0;

9

Hhtf

put

KiwdmiliWmwiih

JKsfl

Featuring the best apartments and the lowest
fees. Tell us where you want to live!!
10 BED- Best location, nr BC, 3 baths.
pkg
$6300
GREENLINE REALTY
731-5434
6 BED- Gerald Rd., walk to school, parking,
mcl all utilities....s33oo GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
5 BED-Luxury and newly renovated 2 baths,

AC, quiet, students only. ..$4OOO
5 BED-Skylights 2 baths, mod kitchen, dishwasher.. ..$3300
5 BED-Collistonnr Cleveland Circle, shops
and Maryanns, mod kitchen and bath,

p0rch....53200
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4 BED-New apt. w/ mod. Kitchen, dishwasher and decorative firepl, BC
shuttle.. ..£2500
4 BED-Pricilla Rd. Nice house w/parking,
low rent....52000
GREENLINE REALTY 731 -5434

4 BED-1653-1661-Still available call today
see from $2400. GREENLINE REALTY

731-5434

cheap!...s2ooo

s^ggdg&gm^g^^at

SEPT 2000 APTS... We have the best selection of apts and houses still available. Call
BC's #1 Rental Specialists. Greenline Realty 731-5434

to

class!...s3ooo

by
US mdUrwl* ?*»»<!
knot mbd on Antral Airio

MUCH MORE AT www.boston-living.com
We'll sublet your apt for free! We'll pick you
up! Walk-ins welcome!
HILLSIDE PROPERTIES

porch, pkg...53350

4 BR-Gerald Rd. Very mod, pkg, walk to

[&!ntl»

731-0101 VISA-MC-AMEX

5 BR Collision Rd. Modern kitchen & bath,

4 BR Chiswick Rd. In house,

Calll-800-USA-RAlLorvisttamtrak.com
for information, schedules, fares and other
great deals.

pkg, 2

kitchens, steal!...s4ooo
7 BR-Colliston Rd. Renovated 3 level house,
huge!... $4500
6-7 BR Crosby Rd. Great BC house, walk to
class, pkg...54100
5 BR Gerald Rd. Luxury house. 2 baths. AC.

Asa StudentAdvantage* Memberyou
receive 10%' off a North America Rail
Pass and 15* off regular Amtrak fares.
To Join Student Advantage, cal 1 1 -80 0-

I

HILLSIDE PROPERTIES 731-0101
HILLSIDE PROPERTIES
1694Comm Aye. Brighton (near Chansky's)

GREENLINEREALTY 731 -5434

Hey BC Sophomores...Still haven't secured
your off-campus housing for next fall? NO
PROBLEM!! We still have TONS of great
houses and apartments for September 2000.
Call At Home Realty today at 738-1820.
We'll pick you up and show you BC's largest selection of great apartments and houses.
Large groups are our specialty and we have
every BC listing available. Let us help you
find a home you will iove. At Home Realty
738-1820. Read about some of our great list-

Travelwith a 30-day North America Rail
Pass and discover over 28,000 miles of
scenic railway in the U.S. and Canada.
30 days, unlimited stops, 2 countries,

I

Jpj

one or to-

'83 Buick LaSabrc,' n colored, low mileage, lots of space. Good condition. Price
negotiable, more info call 656-5428.

Take a break....
You've earned it!
Invites you to kick back and enjoy the
scenery...and the savings. Traveling by
train gives you a sense ofadventure and
freedom, whether you are traveling the
coastpassing through the mountains
or visiting anothercity.

964-7527. Can take

$
Heated, on T. dishwasher
1200
Aye, Charming.sl 150
Charm, Porch. EIK, NrT...51200
Great spaces. Hardwood firs
$1250
At the circle, dish/disp, AC, deck.sl3so
In House, skylights, A/C,Porch, pkg. ..$l4OO
On Comm Aye. lndry, bright, htd. $1450
Spacious, renovated, pkg, EIK. ..$l5OO
Ultra Luxury, Doorman, has it a11.51600
Many more Call usfor best deals and info!Q!

Brighton, Comm

great 8Cb1dg...52300
3 BR-Cummings & Egermont Rd. Huge,
modern, porch. ..$lBOO
Many more! Tons of 2 & 3 beds. Too many
to list. Got your group together? Let's go!
At Home Realty. 738-1820. Please visit our
web site for more detailed apartment listings
www.bostonapts.com/athome
HILLSIDE PROPERTIES
BC Apartment Specialists September, May,

4 BED- Walk to BC, Big h0u5e....53000
4 BED-Tell us what you want, we have them
all!!!
3 BED-Huge modern and great location,

porches....slBoo
GREENLINE REALTY 731 -5434
We have the best selection
"BC Specialists 15 Years"
GREENLINE REALTY 731 -5434
Largest inventory of apts. Including studio,
one bed and two beds.
The Apartment Market at 254-RENT or 254-

-2900.
Savesss Save $$$
Some listings only ° fee!
$100 off fee per person on every apartment!
Don't pay full fees when you can save with
us. We have every listing. Huge selection of
the best BC apartments. No group is 100 big
or small. Have an apartment already, we'll
sublet it for FREE! We pick up and drop off
on campus. Let our courteous, professional,
young agents assist in finding your group the
perfect place. Call us today.
The Apartment Market at 254-RENT or 254-

-2900.
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